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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to investigate the effects of an
individualized reading program involving J Grade 4 boys ..,ho
were experiencing significant difficulties in reading. The
program, which was developed within a holistic perspective,
used trade books selected by the students and included
scheduled conferences between each student and the resource
teacher (the investigator) to initiate and to conclude
activities related to each book. Incorporated within these
conferences were instructional activities which specifically
focused on the student's reading awareness and strategy
development through techniques such as discussion,
investigator modelling, and reinforcing and correcting verbal
feedback. The program provided ample opportunities for each
student to experience and respond to his books, both
independently and within various social contexts. continuing
communication between the investigator and the classroom
teacber helped ensure consistency of instructional
experhlnces and enabled the J st'ldents to maintain active
involvement in the whole-class Grc:de 4 language program
during the IS-week period of the individualized reading
program. Additionally, on-going communication with parents
played an important role in ensuring their support and in
encouraging and enabling the parents to actively participate
in their children1s activities at horo.e. The anticipated
outcomes or the program were that each student would develop
those attitUdes and strategies that foster independence in
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reading and increased proficiency tn 'Word identification alid
comprehension.
A number of formal and informal assessment procedures
were administered before, during, and after the program.
Pretest group mean results on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Tests revealed that the students were considerably below
grade level in comprehension and vocabulary. Posttest
results showed group mean gains in comprehension and
vocabulary; one student's score (in vocabulary) exceeded
anticipated gains for students making average progress. The
results of informal, process-oriented assessments
administered before and after the program revealed di.stinct
gains for all students in comprehension, sight word
recognition, reading awareness and the selection and use of
reading strategies and showed continued favorable self-
perceptions about reading. Additional informal measures
during conference sessions revealed increased proficiency in
the selection and use of reading strategies and indicated a
favorable student response to the use of feedback following
oral reading.
Based on the results of this study it was concluded that
Grade 4 students who are experiencing significant reading
difficulties respond with interest and enthusiasm to a
holistic approach and that an individualized reading program
can be an effective means for providing independent and
instructional experiences that benefit their reading
development.
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CHAPTER I
NATURE OF THE ~TUDY
Introduction
In a society which values literacy, learning to read is
almost universally considered to be an essential educational
objectiv~ for children {Becher, 1985: Stewart, 19851.
At an early age children growing up in II print-rich
society beqin to acquire SOllie basic understandings about
literacy (strickland' Morro.... , 1988). In varying manners and
to varying degrees, largely depending upon the home, this
process continues throughout the preschool years (Anderson,
Hiebert, Scott, , Wilkinson, 1985). By the time these
children enter school, where they ....ill encounter their first
fon-al instruction in reading' and writing', they will have
already Dastered many complex understandings about languaqel
in fact. so;te will already be able to read (Ooake. 1979;
Anderson et al., 1985; Stewart, 1985r Ooake, 1986).
In kinderqarten the children wUl likely be introduced
to reading' instruction throuqh an individualized approach
(Stewart, 1985). Through the prbary and elellentary qrades
they ...ill likely experience a curriculum of which a sizeable
proportion (28' in primary and 24' in elementary in this
province) is devoted. specifically to lanquage arts (Depart-
ment of Education, 1989). This, coupled with the prominent
role written lang'uage plays in the rest of the curriculum,
indicates that experiences with reading will comprise a
significant, if not dominant, feature of the Gchool life of
the children.
clearly, a tremendous amount of individual, family,
school, and community resourc~s has been mobilized so that
children will "learn to read." Indeed, Illost children will
learn ~ to read (Anderson et a1., 1985); although it should
bQ noted that many of thQrn avoid rllading or choose to apply
their abilities only in narrow or superficial ways (Carbo,
1987: CUllinan, 1987).
Statement of the problem
Despite the high value with which reading is regarded
and the considerable resources directly and indirectly allo-
cated to its attainment, Snow (1983) has contended that "a
significant number of children, even those whosa intelligence
is in the normal or above-average range, fail at or have
great difficUlty in learning to read" (p. 182). According to
Poplin (1988b), programs intended to help such students have
tended to follow a deficit model, based on a reductionistic
view of learning. Rhodes and DUdley-Marling (1988) have
observed that, within this model, instruction relies heavily
on a "skills and drills" approach that focuses on specific
weaknesses or deficits identified in the student.
This model, along with its associated programs, is now
being widely challenged, largely as a result of insights
gained from research over the past few years regarding the
nature and function of language and the learning processes of
young children (Park, 1986: Teale, 1987; poplin, 1988a;
Rhodes & DUdley-Marling, 1988). These insights rQflect a
growing recognition of the holistic/constructivist and devel-
opmental characteristics of language learning and the bene-
fits of incorporating these characteristics within fornal
instructional settings, including programs tor students
experiencinq difficulties in reading (Clay, 1979: Buchanan,
1980: Holdaway, 1980, 1982; Church & Newman, 1985: Newman,
1985a: K.S. Goodman, 1986: Boehnlein, 1987; Phinney, 1988;
Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988).
Holdaway (1979, 1980, 1982) has examined some possible
applications of the developmental model within literacy
programs in schools. His findings clearly indicate the
validity of this approach and have contributed to the refine-
ment of an induction model of language teaching, organized
around the frame....ork of the individualized reading program.
In view of the flexibility inherent in the individualized
reading program, Holdaway I s work appears to offer an
especially promising basis tor developing holistic programs
to help students experiencing difficulties in reading. Could
such an approach benefit the programs offered in a Newfound~
land school by a resource teacher (special education teacher)
working with elementary students experiencing reading di ffi-
culties?
Purpose or the Study
The purpose of this study was to assess the Qffects of
an individualized reading program involving 3 Grade 4 boys,
who were experiencing significant difficulties in reading.
The progralll, using trade books selected by the student,
included scheduled conferences between the student and the
teacher (the investigator) and opportunities for the
student to experience and respond to the books independently
and with his parent (5). Two complementary aims of the pro-
gram were to foster interest and enjoyment in readinq and to
help the student to develop those understandinqs and strat-
egies used in proficient reading.
The major questions investigated were:
1. Will. an individualized readinq program as implemented in
this study improve the student I s reading development in
the following areas:
(a) readi n9 comprehension, as measured by the Gates-
HacGinitie Reading Tests, by Cloze tasks, and by
retaIling following oral reading?
(b) reading vocabylary, as measured by the Gates-
HacGinitie Reading Tests?
(0) reading strategies (prediction confirmation and
~, as measured by Cloze tasks and by
Readinq Miscue Inventory Procedures II and III (Y.M.
Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)1
(d) reading awareness, as measured by the Readinq I:nter-
view (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987) and by a
procedure adapted from Jacobs and Paris (1981)?
(e) galf-perceptions abQut reading, as measured by a
procedure adapted from Paris and Oka (1986)?
2. Within the context of an individualized reading program
as implemented in this stUdy, will the use of a planned
approach to providing verbal feedback following the stu-
dent's oral readinq of an excerpt from his selt·selected
trade book. illprove his use of readinq strategies (pre-
diction, confirmation, and correction), as measl:red by a
procedure entitled Index of student Response to Correct-
ing Feedback and by an adaptation ot Keading Miscue
Inventory Procedure III (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, , Burke,
1987)?
Need for the study
perspectives on learning based on holistic principles
are having increasing influence on school curricula and
teacher practices. In Newfoundland and Labrador, holistic
approaches now fom integral components of ~he languaqe arts
lind total curriculum from kindergarten throuqh elementary
grades (Department of Education, 1989). Holistic approaches
can benefit all stlldents. Moreover, for those experiencing
special needs in reading and writing, the results of research
and practice are demonstrating that holistic principles and
practices offer the most appropriate and effective means for
fostering literacy growth. Thus, in Newfoundland and
Labrador, those responsible for planning and prov iding pro·
grams for students experiencing special needs in reading
and/or ....riting have an available context which offers high
potential for achieving the curricular congruence Allington
and Shake (1986) have strongly advocated. This stUdy
explores one ....ay to build on this potential for curricululll
congruence in the school's total program and tests its
effectiveness. Additionally, the implementation of the
Departrr.ent of Education I s special Education Pol icy Manual
(1987) has created the need and/or the opportunity to be more
flexible in the delivCilry of programs and services within
schools. The results of this study provide infot1llation
indicating the extent to which one approach, in whole or in
part, could be used to improvQ tho reading ability of stu-
dents experiencing reading difficulties.
Research and teaching practice have shown that the
student experiencing reading difficulties should be helped
early, with methods consistent with current understandings of
the reading process, and focused on restoring those atti-
tudes, strategies, and behaviors associated with healthy,
independent reading. In itself, this global statement under-
scores the need for helping any students identified as having
difficulties. Furthennore, research evidence points to a
number of risk. factors which may affect the reading develop-
ment of students around third and fourth grades and may have
a bearing on the need for the study.
LongitUdinal studies of reading achievement indicate
that the period around Grade 3 may be especially significant
in the academic development of many students (Butler, Marsh,
Sheppard, & Sheppard, 1985; Badian, 1'388). One of the most
significant findings emerging from those studies is that, in
general, for the student experiencing reading difficulties
around this period, the prospects :ror adequate improvement
are poor.
Evidence trom othQr sources also suggests the signifi-
cance ot this qeneral period. Larrick (1982) has asserted
that the third grade or early fourth is a crucial time in
children's reading development. She said it is a time they
usually find their stride as readers. Landsberg (1985),
referrinq to the 7-to-9 year old, has expressed the opinion
that unless reading is well established as a prime source of
pleasure for the child, "•.. it is mora than likely that,
at this age, boys especially will tall by the wayside as
readers of books" (p. 36). Lamme (1987) has concluded that
the child who is an avid reader by the end ot Grade 3 will
continue to develop competence in the upper elementary grades
and will be a reader for life.
Various research studies support tho~e views and offer
some insight into the dynallics involved. In a large-scale
study of Grade 3 and Grade 5 students, Paris and Oka (1986)
tound that among the Grade 3 students and low-achieving Grade
5 students, comprehension skills were the best predictor of
reading achievement. f'fore specifically, they found that
inefficient comprehension monitoring and poor use of reading
strategies were the primary deteI'1llinants of readi \g skill.
They observed that with age and sldl.l, motivational variables
became more predictive of reading and the null1ber of signifi-
cant predictor variables increased. They concluded that the
variables important tor reading became nlore diffuse and less
strictly cognitive in nature.
This is consistent with the perspective of stanovich
(1986) who noted especially the interaction of volume of
reading experience, vocabulary, and overall reading develop-
ment. Nagy and Anderson (1984) concluded that beginning
about the third grade the major determinant of vocabulary
growth is the amount of free reading. Fielding, Wilson, and
Anderson (1986) reported that the time spent in voluntary
independent reading of trade books was the best predictor of
size of vocabulary, porformance on standardized tests, and
reading achievement gains between second and fifth grades.
As Lamme (1987) succinctly put it: "Enthusiastic readers
become talented readers" (p. 52).
Research and practice provide substllntial evidence of
the need to appropriately and effectively help students who
are experiencing reading difficulties as they enter Grade 4.
Furthermore, research and practice also provide substantial
evidence that this help should be developed within a
holistic, natural-language perspec~ive. However, there re-
mains much to be learned about the task of linking the emerg-
ing understanding of natural language learning and the prac-
tice of helpin::J children in their literacy development.
Holdaway (1980) made the following observation:
We face tI. challenge to develop styles of teaching
and procedures of evaluation which will encourage
optimum development of selfMmonitorinq strategies
at every stage and over the whole spectrum of
reading, and which will allow teachers to inter-
vene more positively in the learning adventures
of children who are struggling to master the
skills of literacy. (p. JJ)
The present study is directed towards the need to define more
clearly how the resource teacher, using a holistic perspeo-
tive, can intervene positively in the reading development of
Grade 4 students experiencing signit'icant difficulties.
Limitations
The study was conducted in a medium-sized elementary
school serving two rural communities on the Avalon Peninsula
of Newfoundland. Only 3 Grade 4 students, all males, par-
ticipated in the study. These students had been previously
identified (through the schoolls administrative process) as
having the greatest difficulties in reading in their class of
26 students. Therefore, random selection was not involved in
SUbject selection for the study. No control SUbjects were
used. No cause/effect relations are demonstrated.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
The ability to read ....ith understanding- is vital in
modern societY1 so froll an early age children are provided
with a wide range of experiences intended to ensure they
successfully learn to read. While 1Il0st children will indeed
learn to read, some will experience significant difficulties.
Efforts to help these children have often proved to be inef-
fective. However, scholarship and research in recent years
have suggested that such efforts should be guided by insights
into how successful readers learn to read. Therefore, the
literature review for this study focuses on research and
discussions which indicate how holistic and naturalistic
perspectives Ilight inform the efforts of a resource teacher
working with Grade 4 students experiencing significant diffi-
culties in reading. Por the purposes ot this study, particu-
lar attention will be placed on (a) literacy and learninq in
the 19905; (b) naturalistic ways to encourage reading devel-
opment; (C) holistic approaches to helping readers experienc-
ing difficulties 1 (d) lIliscue analysh and the reading pro-
cess; and (e) using- miscues to promote reader proficiency and
independence.
Literacy in the 19905
The ability to read with understanding is essential in a
modern society (Spiro, Bruce. 'Brewer, 1980). Without the
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ability to read ....ell. opportunities for personal fulfillment
and job success ""ill inevitably be lost (Anderson et a1..
1985). But reading is not just a personal matter. Whether
the perspective is individual, provincial, national or inter-
national, the importance of reading, and of literacy in
general, is evident (e.g., Church" NeWlllan, 1985; Fe.gan,
1988: Reading Today, 1989: Keaney, 1989). Holdaway (1984)
noted that predictions about the il'llll'llnent decline in the use
of literacy were "... made false by the unprecedented
Qxplosion of prt-Dt in the world of the sever, ':.1e9 and
eighties" (p. 1). Indeed, he concluded that "power resides
more than ever in the ability to write" and that "reading
. . . is essential to participation" (p. 2).
Furthermore, the role of literacy can be expected to
continue growing in importance. A clear indication is the
action ot the General Assembly ot the United Nations in
designating 1990 as International Literacy Year, thus high-
lighting the global significance ot literacy issues (~
I2d..AY, 1988). In the opinion of Anderson et al. (1985), "the
world is moving into a technical-information age in which
full participation in edl:cation, science, business, industry,
and the professions requires increasing levels of literacy"
(p. 3).
Ho....ever, some contemporary ....riters ....arn that modern
society needs to redress an imbalance in its view of literacy
and education. Huck (1982) claimed that society is focusing
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on literacy that is oriented more towards technology than
towards human feelings and quality of life. "Almost every-
thing a child learns in school today is concerned with facts"
(p. 315), she observed. Huck advocated having a strong
literature component within the curriculum. She maintained
that "besides humanizing us, literature can help children to
develop their imagination, that quality so essential in all
we do, as necessary for the salesman as the architect. the
plumber as the writer, the doctor as the artist" (p. 316).
Landsberg (1986) expressed the opinion that there is
nothing in the world more beautifully and powerfully designed
to awaken a child's imagination than excellent books.
Furthermore, she asserted that "we need these books now, in
the age of electronic overkill, more than ever" (p. 55).
The tendency towards the more "efferent" (utilitarian),
as opposed to "aesthetic," applications of literacy has been
noted by Rosenblatt (1982). She maintained that both types
of reading should be taught; nowever, she contended that aes-
thetic reading tends to be neglected. She warned that even
when literature is presented to young readers, the efferent
emphasis of society and school tends to negate the potential
interest and benefits of the reading. Rosenblatt recommenl1ed
that in addition to teaching efferent reading, elementary
teachers should also help children to develop the habit of
reading from an aesthetic stance.
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Recent Insights into Literacy Learning
From the perspective of literacy development, aChieving
full and satisfying participation in society will obviously
present challenges at all levels, from individual to global,
yet there is reason to be optimistic that much progress can
be made. This optimism is engendered in large part by the
explosion of research and scholarship during the past two
decades in the areas of literacy (Paris & Wixson, 1986).
reading (K.S. Goodman, 1985), and young children's oral and
written languagr, development (Newman, 1985a). This work has
resul ted in a remarkable number of insights into how people
read, write, and communicate (Paris & Wixson, 1986).
Holdaway (1984) concluded that modern linguistic stUdies
have affirmed the potency of natural language learning and
the value of common sense and have pointed It. • • with re-
markable specificity to the need for radical changes in
pedagogical procedures" (p. 2). He suggested that the in-
sights derived from these studies include: (a) the urgent
need for a massive increase in quantity of print transacted
:in learning to read and write; (b) the urgent need for rad-
ical change in the teaching and reinforcement of self-
direction from the earliest stages of literacy learning; (c)
the urgent need for radical changes in attitude towards
approximation and correction in early language learning; and,
(d) the recognition that the criteria of instructional level
(vi:r;., 96% accuracy and 75\ comprehension) should be applied
from the beginning of formal instruction.
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Based on their review of current research, Paris and
Wixson (1986) concluded that researchers have begun to forge
a clearer notion of what constitutes effectivQ instruction
for literacy. Paris and Wixson have identified trom the new
approaches four implications Which, they suggest, differ
sUbstantially from traditional practice:
1. Comprehension should be taught as a functional,
goal-directed activity that occurs naturally in the life
of a child.
2. Instruction should emphasize the d~velopment of
concepts of reading that will enable the children to
successfully comprehend written material under a ".rariety
of conditions.
3. Instruction should operate at a level slightly
beyond a child I s current independent ability and .include
opportunities for appropriate interactions between the
learner and a more-proficient other.
4. Instruction should utilize informed, self-control
training procedures.
Paris and Wixson asserted that these principles are all
important for the development of literacy and that they can
be incorporated into instructional curricula and settings.
Anderson et a1. (1985) concluded that over the last
decade substantial progress has been made in understanding
tho process of reading. In their opinion, the majority of
scholars in the field now agree on the nature of reading:
"Readinq is the process of constructi.nq meaninq from written
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texts. It is a complex skill requiring the coordination of a
number of interrelated sources of information" (p. 7).
From the reading research of the past decade, Anderson
at al. have gleaned five generalizations Which, stated from
the presumed goal of reading development,
1. Skilled reading is constructive.
2. Skilled reading is fluent.
J. Skilled reading is strategic.
4. Skilled reading is motivated.
5. Skilled reading is a lifelong pursuit.
Newman (1985a) concluded that the growth in the theor-
etical understanding about young children's oral and written
language development has thrown into question much of what
traditionally has been considered important in terms of
language instruction. In regard to reading, she emphasized
the contributions made by Kenn~th So Goodman and colleagues,
and by Frank Smith. Their .....ork has shaped a perspective
which depicts readers as being "0 0 0 engaged in constructing
meaning by coordinating infcrnation received from the print
with the graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic knowledge they
were supplying" (po 21) 0 This perspective, supported largely
by research into reader miscues during oral reading, " 0
has important implications for reading instruction" (po 23).
Among these are a recogni ticn of the importance of the
reader's prior knowledge, particularly their knowledge about
languagE'!; i:he value of reading to students, and of students
having opportunity for uninterrupted reading; and the need
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for the teacher to develop effective skills in determining
what students are trying to do with language and then helping
thelll do it. She asserted that from the research in reading
and language development a cOlllJllon set of beliets aay be
discerned; namely:
1. The Illost fundamental concern of languago users is
making se,lse.
2. The vehicle tor language development is language
itself.
3. Language development requires other language users
to interact with; however, the interaction Rust encour-
age risk-taking- and variety and not demand exact, cor-
rect language.
Newman claimed that classrooms typically have not been
qood at providing environtlents compatible with these beliefs.
However, she expressed the opinion that classrooCls can become
good envirorutents for language development, perhaps \lith
characteristics influenced by the language learning nodel of
the home. Indeed, Holdaway (1984) expressed the belief that
"the most efficient learning environments we knov are those
centered on the conditions of the healthy hOllle" (p. 9), and
that an important goal of those involved in education should
be to determine ways in which these conditions can be met,
and possibly exceeded, in schools.
Reading Begins at Home
While for some preschooler:; the home conditions have
contributed to obvious and remarkable development in literacy
17
(e.g .• Krippner, 1963; Lass, 1982: Baghban, 1984: Grant'
Brown, 1986), Doake (1979) asserted that by the time they
enter school, most children have mastered many complex under-
standings about written language. Stewart (1985) expressed
the view that reading is not a single ability but a collec-
tion of abilities that develop over time. A.s Chapman (1986)
pointed out, "learning to read is a gradual process that
begins early in a child's life, not a sudden happening that
comes about when the child enters schaaP' (p. 11).
Though some supportive evidence for such a claim has
long been available (e.g •• Iredell, 189B; Ruey, 1908), this
appears to have been overshadowed by the prevailing view of
reading development which, until recently. regarded reading
as a secondary or derived language learning task. Within
this view, stated Doake (1986), parents were actively encour-
aged to facilitate the oral language development of their
children in naturalistic ways, yet were actively discouraged,
by teachers in particular, from promoting the reading devel,":
opment of their children. He maintained that apart from
encouraging parents to read to their children to foster
interest in books and reading, teachers have traditionally
guarded the domain of providing reading instruction for
children upon their entry to school. In the light of growing
evidence that ". • • this view of learning to read is in
serious error" (p. 2), Doake exhorted teachers to examine the
characteristics of homes which produce children who read
before school entry or Whose learning proceeds with ease
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atter school entry. regardless of th<J nature of the instruc-
ticn provided.
In fact, strickland and Morrow (1989) reported that
studies carried out in homes have becC':IIe a major catalyst tor
the new strategies in early literacy. These studies showed
that, in general, parents of early readers not only read to
their children, but they were responsive to their children's
attempts to read and write, and they were readers thelQlOelvCls.
Grant and Brown (1986) concluded that the caregivers of
the early readers in their study taught children not how to
read, but how to learn. They created an environment which
provided models for literacy, encouraged questions for self-
clarification, established guided learning, provided direct
and indirect instruction, at the request ot their children,
and encouraged tearless practice and self-monitoring ot
comprehension.
Chapman (1986) made naturalistic observations of parents
sharing books with their preschool children. She found that
1lost of the parents seemed to function in ways related to the
age and developmental level of their children. Furt~er, she
noticed a number ot parental behaviors seemed to characterize
the parent-child interactions:
During book sharing, parents frequently related
events in books to the child's lite, used books
to expand the child's world, provided the child
with intormation about books and about reading,
helped the child get meaning trom pictures,
helped the child get meaning trom text, and
encouraged the child to behave like a rQader.
(p. 13)
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Chapman noted that the adults appeared to structure the
interactions 50 that the child could participate successfully
from the beginning; further, th&y enabled the child's role to
expand to match the growing competence of the child.
Implications for the Early Grades
Although, as Stewart (1985) indicated, "we still do not
completely understand how preschoolers go about learning to
read" (p. 356), Teale (1987) concluded that the research of
the past decade has provided" ... unprecedented insights
into developmentally appropriate ways to foster literacy
growth" in preschool through primary-level children (p. 14).
Teale viewed the emergent literacy classroom aa a community
of readers and wJ:iters which provides for young children's
participation by allowing them to experiment with reading and
writing on their own; to interact in reading and writing
activities with a variety of literate others; to see literate
others engaged in reading and writing; and to interact with
each other as thoy attem.pt to solve the written language
puzzle.
Grant and Brown (1986) asserted that some of the strat-
ogies employed by the caregivers of early readers can be
successfully adopted within structured learning settings. In
addition to endorsing the principle of reading to and listen-
ing to childron, they suggested that the teacher mOdel using
reading for leisure and for information purposes. They also
suggested that the teacher use discussion to make explicit
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the strategies and procedures being used. The authors
recommended that the classroom be a child-centered learning
environment, with opportunities for self-initiated and self-
directed learning from highly interesting materials. Grant
and Brown noted that learning and practice activities
occurred in an atmosphere that encouraged risk-taking and
offered non-threatening "testing," supported by caregivers
who held positive expectations of the children' 5 future
success with reading and learning generally.
strickland and Morrow (1989) concluded that teachers can
learn from the way children learn in natural sottings outside
of school. They envisioned the classroom as a family or
community which nat only values the home experiences, but
incorporates them \lith in the language and literacy develop-
ment of the students. Such a classroom would also have an
atmosphere which encouraged risk-taking and approached liter-
acy for pleasure and meaning.
Ooake (1986) clearly stated his conclusion about the
lessons available from literacy learning before school. In
his view, "schools must abandon teacher-oriented and teacher-
dominated methods of reading instruction and incorporate the
naturalistic methods and memorable books used so successfully
by parents who read regularly to their ch!ldrenOl (p. 1).
Whg] e Language
While various labels are used to describe school pro-
grams developed from this perspective (McTeaque, 1987), a
term often used is "whole languagQ" (K.S. Goodman, 1981).
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There is considerable evidence that this perspective has been
adoptE',d by many individuals and organizations and that it is
steadily gaining momentum (Grundin, 1985; Rich, 1985; K.S.
Goodman, 1986; Altwerger, Edelsky, & Flores, 1987). Yet it
apparently eludes efforts to formulate a satisfactory concise
definition (Newman, 1985b: Rich, 1985). Gunderson (1989)
suggested that whole language teachers themselves have many
different definitions and viewpoints. He concluded that
there are as many different forms of Whole language instruc-
tion as there are ....hole language-: teachers. K.S. Goodman
(1986) ackn::lwledged that whole language is a lot of things to
a lot of people. Moreover, he emphasized that it is not a
dogma to be practiced narrowly.
This is not to say that "anything goes." Indeed, Alt-
werger et al. (1987) have strongly argued against certain
alleged misuses and misrepresentations of the term "whole
language" and have, along with other proponents of whole
language, indicated that there clearly are appropriate and
inappropriate ways to approach langaug-e learning and instruc-
tion in schools. For Altwerger at al., "whole language is
n2t practice. It is a set of beliefs, a perspective" (p.
US). Rich (198S) characterized it as "an attitUde of mind
which provides a shape for the classroom" (p. 719). Newman
(198Sb) regarded whole language as "a set of beliefs about
curriculum, not just language arts curriCUlum, but about
everything that goes on in classrooms" (p. 1). As Clarke
(1987) viewed it, whole language is "a philosophy rather than
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a methodology" and does not prescribe activities so much as
recommend them (p. 366). In the opinion of Rich (1965):
No t ....o whole language teachers are likely to
have identical programs although there will be
a common thread running through every program.
The classrooms will be comprehension-centered
and child-centered, but the methodologies will
be as varied as the teachers and the children.
(p. 720)
K.S. Goodman (1986) identified those characteristics
whlch he feels are common to whole language programs.
Regarding "what's whole in whole language," he maintained
that:
- Whole language learning builds around whole
learnars learning whole language in whole
situations.
- Whole language learning assumes respect for
language I for the learner I and for the teacher.
- The focus is on meaning and not language itself,
in authentic speech and literary events.
- Learners are encouraged to take risks and
invited to use language, in all its variety, for
their own purposes.
- In a whole language classroom, all the varied
functions of oral and written language are
appropriate and encouraged. (p. 40)
In his opinion, all childrc," are whole language
learners; but there are no whole language classrooms without
whole language teachers. K.S. Goodman and Y.M. Goodman
(1981) asserted that "most crucial in the holistic method is
the new role of an enlightened teacher who serves as a guide,
facilitator, and kid-watche~" (p. 5). Much of K.S. Goodman's
work reflected his desire \:0 encourage and support teachers
in their efforts to adopt th!.s new role and t.O develop,
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individually or in groups, their own version of whole lan-
guage (K.S. Goodman, 1986).
Readers with Oifficulties
It has been claimed that teachers and principals can
often generate within minutes a list of the stUdents in their
school who are having trouble reading and writing (Department
of Education, 1988). Peetooln (1986) suggested that in most
average classrooms there are 5 or 6 less able readers; more-
over, they likely have been behind their classmates from the
beginning of school, an assertion supported by a number of
longitudinal studies.
Butler, Marsh, Sheppard, and Sheppard (1985) tracked the
reading achievement of students from kindergarten through to
Grade 6. They found that stUdents who were the poorest
readers in the early years of primary school remained the
poorest readers during all of the first 6 school years.
Badian (1988) tracked the reading achievement of students
from pre-kindergarten to late eighth grade. She found that
by third grade individual performance in reading appears to
have been largely detenined. Furthermore, after Grade J the
10\ who where defined in the stUdy as poor readers made only
one-quarter of the yearly gain of the group as a whole.
Badian claimed that these results are consistent with those
of many follow-up studies, indicating that the reading prog-
nosis for children who are poor readers at or about Grade J
is bleak.
"
It is, of course, important to keep in mind that in any
given grade there will be a range of reading abilities. Clay
(1985) suggested that by the fourth year at school one should
expect a spread of 5 or 6 years in reading achievement. It
is her observation that lithe less able children will !:'ead
like children in the first or second year class and [the)
more able children will read like young high school pupils"
(p. 9). In Clay'S opinion. all children will not be able to
read in the same way, and if all children at every point in
the range of normal variation are increasing their skill,
then the school is doing its job welL However, she made the
important proviso: ItTeachers and the educational system
should make every effort to reduce the number of children
falling below their class level in reading" (p. 9).
stanovich (1986) indicated some of the complexities
faced in trying to understand and influence this variation in
reading ability. He suggested that individual differences in
levels of acquired reading skill, which can be massive, may
best be understood within the perspective of "rich-get-richer
and poor-get-poorer" processes, or "Matthew effects." He
reasoned that sorr.e factors have the potential to be recipro-
cally facilitating (and others, reciprocally inhibiting) in
relation to the individual's reading development. Stanovich
concluded that effective prevention or remediation of reading
difficulties may lie in a better understanding of "the cycle
of escalating achievement deficits" and of the most effective
ways to '''short-circuit the cascade of negative spinoffs"
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(p. 393). unfortunately, stanovich's review did not extend
to instruction, though he referred to that area's inherent
potential for contributing to Matthew effects, both negative
and positive.
The search for effective and appropriate ways to help
children who are experiencing difficulties in reading has had
a long and varied history (Leinhardt & Bickel, 1987: Rhodes "
DUdley-Harling, 1988). While there have been exceptions,
usually attributable to excellent qualities of the teacher or
of the relationShip between teacher and child or parent and
child, the results of remedial programs have generally not
been encouraging (Clay, 1985; Haynes & Jenkins, 1986;
Milligan, 19861 Allington, 1987). clay (1985) asserted that
major weaknesses in previous programs have been their lack of
early intervention and their fail",re to help the child learn
to read in the way that successful readers learn. More
recently, programs taking these features into account have
been demonstrating positive results with beginning readers
(Clay, 19851 Boehnlein, 1987; Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989).
Allington (1987) argued that, in the United States at least,
bureaucratic obstacles are hindering the development and
implementation of programs incorporating proven instructional
techniques. He expressed the belief that, to be effective,
remedial programs must have open comnunication between
remedial and classroom teachers and instruction which is
congruent with that in the core curriculum (Allington &
Shake, 1986). He advocated drastically revising the
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philosOPhy and the delivery of that country's programs so
that students having problems with reading receive larger
amounts of higher quality instruction, including ample
experiences with real reading.
Poplin (1988a, 198ab) asserted that fundamental reforms
are neQded in the ways schools attempt to help students with
learning problems. She urged the adoption ot a holistic/
constructivist perspective, replacing the existing approaches
developed on what she considers "the reductionistic fallacy. II
Similarly, arguments against the reductionistic perspective
in reading programs in the Uni~ed states have been put forth
by Winograd and Greenlee (1986). They advocated an alternate
approach, termed the strategic view of reading, ....hich empha-
sizes the factors of reader purpose, self-monitoring, and
motivation.
Growing support for a shift to....ards a more holistic/
constructivist approach can be observed in many areas of
education. Rhodes and DUdley-Marling (1988) claimed that
t.his is a reflection of the emergence of holism as a dominant
philosophy of society. They expressed the opinion that
although its effects on institutions, especially schools,
have been relatively slo.... , the holistic philosophy is evi-
dent, as in the " ....hole child" approach and in holistic views
of reading and writing. Rhodes and Dudley·Marling said they
favor holistic approaches to reading and writing instruction
for all children. Moreover, they asserted that holistic
approaches may be especially valuable for children
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8xperlencing di t tieulties.
This view is reflected in the 'Work of a growing nullber
of researchers and practitioners {Buchanan, 1980; DeFord,
1981; Church' Newman, 1985; NellCl&n. 1985a, Phinney, ~988l.
Kenneth S. Goodman, one of the 1I0st prominent advocates of a
holistic approach to literacy development for all learners,
clearly identified the implications at' what he terms a ·whole
language" approach tor the student experiencing difficulties
(K.S. Goodman, 1986). He maintained that "it young humans
aren't succeeding in becoming literate in schools, something
must be wrong with the program: it. oeeda; remediation, not
they" (p. 55). He expressed the opinion that if students are
in a whole language program with whole language teachers
right tram the beginning, there will be a lot rewer readers
and writers experiencing difficulties. Meanwhile, recoqniz-
ing that there cu.rrently are many inelfective and troUbled
readers and writers in schools, K.S. Goodman advocated an
approach called "revaluing." He stated that there are only
two objectives to a revaluing program:
1. To support pupils in revaluing thellselves
as language learners, and to get them to believe
they are capable of becoming fully literate.
2. To support pupils in revaluing' reading and
writing as functional, meaningful whole language
processes rather than as sequences of sub-skills
to be memorized. (p. 56)
In K.S. Goodman's view, revaluing is essentiaL stu-
dents must find the strength and confidence to take necessary
risks, make literacy Choices, and enter into functional
literacy events. He expressed the belief that experiences
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with whole, relevant, meaningful language can help students
build productive llIeanin9~seeking strategies. "Eventually
they will come to realize that making sense is all that
reading and writing are about" (p. 56), K.S. Goodman con-
cluded.
An essential aim of those responsible for developing and
providing a revaluing program is to offer experiences which
will effectively and appropriately facilitate such learner
growth. Some of the important factors to be considered
include the nature of the learner's strengths and needs and
the gap that has developed in relation to the learner's
potential or the learner's peers. McNaughton, Glynn, and
Robinson (1981) asserted that 8-to-12-year-old children who
have not made adequate progress in reading need to improve
faster than their peers so that they can catch up. This may
be a difficult task, especially if they have been left too
long without help (Clay, 1985). As 5tanovich (1986)
observed, "perhaps just as important as the cognitive conse-
quences of reading failure are the motivational side effects"
(p. 389). Recognizing this, 1<.5. Goodman (1986) emphasized
that patience is a key ingredient in helping students to turn
around and start believing in themselves.
These considerations indicate that effective and appro-
priate learning experiences would be ones which would enable
the learner to, as clay (1979) expressed it, "pull himself up
by his bootstraps" (p. 252) and, as 5tanovich (1986) indi-
cated, create a flow of positive "Matthew effects." The
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potential for aChieving this is inherent in the nature of how
children learn to read.
Smith (1973) claimed that "children learn to read only
by reading" (p. 195). Further. he contended that their
learning to read is achieved as a consequence of their striv-
ing to make s\Jnse of print (Smith, 1985). clay (1985)
claimed that, as they strive to make sense of print, success-
ful readers learn a system of behaviors which continue to
accumulate skills merely because they operate. They function
as selt-improving systems, learning more about reading every
time they read, independent of instruction. Clay asserted
that the role of the teacher is to help the low-progress
reader establish such behaviors, so that the more they read,
the better they get, and the more unnecessary the teacher
becomes in this process.
5lnith (1973) provided some clear guidance on the way the
teacher (or other person) can help the child. He maintained
that the only way to facilitate the child' s learning to read
is to make reading easy for the child and to respond to what
the child is trying to do. In Smith's view, "making learning
to read easy means ensuring cues at the time a child needs
them, ensuring feedback of the Kind he requires at the time
he requires it, providing encouragement when it is sought"
(p. 195). Responding to what the child is trying to do
requires an understanding of the reading process and sensi-
tive observation of the child.
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Windows on the Reading Process
Al though the observation and analysis of oral reading
errors has been around for many years, prior to 1968 the
practice lacked a clearly articulated frame'olork to direct
investigations (Leu, 1982). However, in the late 19605 a
number of. investigators. most notably Xenneth S. Goodman and
his colleagues, began to view errors in relation to the.
linguistic sources of information available to the reader.
K.S. Goodman and Y.M. Goodman (1977) claimed that studying
oral reading errors (termed "miscues") made by readers as
they read whole, natural, llleani.ngful texts enables the
investigator to gain insights into the development of reading
competence and the control of the underlying psycholinguistic
processes. In effect, miscues are "windows on the reading
process at work" (p. 332).
Based on this research, K.S. Goodman (1973) concl.uded
that during the act of reading readers move throuqh text in
cycles of sampling, predicting, testing: and confirming as
they strive to construct meaning. During this process, they
m,ke use of cues available from the three language systems
(graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic), as well as their
context (the pragmatic system), all. four ot which must be
present and intact for comprehension to occur (Y .M. Goodman,
Watson, " Burke, 1987). Readers select t"le most significant
graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic cues and predict what
they believe subsequent graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic
structures are going to be (Y.M. Goodman & Burke, 1980). In
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doing 50, readers of all ages and all materials use the same
overall reading strategies: initiating and sampling, predict-
ing. and confirming (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987).
The interaction of these cueing factors within the reading
process occurs so rapidly as to appear simultaneous (Y.M.
Goodman & Burke, 1980). Readers do not use all cues avail-
able, since to do so would not only be slow and inefficient,
but would actually lead the readers away from their primary
goal, comprehension (K.S. Goodman, 1973). Neither are cues
selected in any consistent order or sequencing. The weight-
ing or significance readers give to individual cues varies
with the experiences and language information they bring to
the text and depends on the readers' purposes (Y.M. Goodman &
Burke, 1980), as well as the nature of the reading tasks
(K.S. Goodman, 1973). Readers pick and choose from the
available information only enough to select and predict a
language structure which is decodable. Proficient readers
are those who are so efficient in sampling and predicting
that they use the least (not the most) available information
necessary (K.S. Goodman, 1973). K.S. Goodman and Y.M. Good H
man (1977) claimed that these processes are essentially the
same in silent reading as well and that the miscues found in
oral reading also occur in silent reading. "In our view, a
single process underlies all reading" (p. 160), they con-
cluded.
K.S. Goodman and colleagues use two measures of readers'
proficiency: comprehendina, which shows the readers' concern
J2
for meaning as expressed through miscues; and~.
which shows the readers 1 retention of meaning. Proficient
readers can usually tall a qreat deal about the selection.
and they produce aiscues which do not intert'ere with gaining
aeaning. In contrast, Illany nonproficient readers produce
miscues that interfere with gaininq meaning froll the selee·
ticn (K.S. Goodman & Y.M. Goodman, 1977). K.S. GoodlUn and
colleagues claimed that these differences are attributable to
the way in which the readers handle the basic reading strat-
egies of! sampling, predicting, and confirming. However, they
cautioned that since proficiency is also influenced by reader
interest, purpose, and background knowledqe, no single
measure should be used exclusively to evaluate readers (Y.H.
Goodman, watson, , Burke, 1987). They asserted that begin-
ners use the same intormation as proticient readers to make
sense of print. Development is a .atter of qetting the
process together: learning to use, in the context of real
language, just enough print, language structure, and lIeaning,
and keeping it all in proper perspective (K.5. Goodlllan & Y.M.
Goodman, 19B1). They concluded that a goal of reading
instruction is not to eliminate miscues, but to help readers
produce the kind ot miscues that characterize proficient
reading (X.S. Goodman & 'i.M. Goodman, 1977).
Miscue ChAracteristics and Reader proficiency
Y.M. GoodmAn, Watson, and Burke (1987) asserted that
readers' patterns of miscues and retellings can be used to
indicate the proficiency with which they use the systems of
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language and the reading strategies. TO facilitate
discussion .... ithin the whole range of proficiency, they used
three tens to describe readers at various levels:
proficient, moderately proficie.nt, and nonproticient.
K.S. Goodman described proficient readers as those who
make both effective and efficient use ot the Ianguaqe cueing
syateflls and readin9 strategies (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, &
Burke, 1987). Readers are effective when they succeed in
constructing meaning and efficient when they use the minillal
effort necessary (K.S. Goodman & Y.M. Goodman, 1971). Profi-
cient readers produce syntactically and semantically accept-
able structures most of the time, either by predicting appro-
priate structures or by correct!nq unllcceptlloble ones using
graphophonic information selectively (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, ,
Burke, 1987). The more proficient a reader is, the greater
thl! proportion of se.antically acceptable miscues produced
(K.S. Goodllan , Y.M. Goodman, 1971).
Y.M. Goodllan, Watson, and Burke (1987) described moder-
ately proficient readers as those who aake effective use of
reading strategies but are not very efficient. These readers
produce syntactically and semantically acceptable structures
most of the time, but tend to rely a great deal on grapho-
phonic information. They have a tendency to correct miscues
that are semantically and syntactically acceptable. Their
reading may be slow and they may regress often, though they
are constructing meaning, they are not efficient in their
selection ot cues. Moderately proticient readers Illay be able
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to retell a great deal of the selection, although they may
not understand sUbtlety.
Y.M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987) described noo-
proricient readers as those who produce unacceptable and
uncorrected structures. They often rely too heavily on
qraphophonic information and do not relate the text to their
lives and their background knowledge. They are easily dis-
tracted and often resist reading.
Miscues and Reader Focus on Meaning
During readinq, the basic responsibility of the reader
is to make sense of text, to construct meaning (Rhodes ,
DUdley-Harling, 1988). The purpose in reading is to con-
struct a message that will match to a high degree the one the
author intended to convey; this is not a matter of attaining
exact agreement with the author (K.S. Goodman, 1982). Newman
(1985a) contended that reading cannot be an exact process
because in the interplay between the various sources of
information a reader is co-ordinating some misjUdgments are
bound to occur. All readers make miscues (K.S. Goodman,
1982). Readers self-correct when what they have read does
not fit into the meanings they are trying to construct (Clay.
1979; Newman, 1985a). Effective and efficient reading
requires the readers to closely monitor their reading through
the confirmation strategies associated with semantic and
syntactic contexts. Additionally, these readers use correc-
tion strategies to reprocess information when they need to,
in order to recover from miscues that have resulted in
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meaning loss (K.S. Goodman, 1982).
Using Miscues to Guide Instruction
Miscues reflect the degree to which readers are under-
standing and are seeking meaning (K.S. Goodman & Y.M. Good-
man, 1977). Miscues of low order give way to miscues of
higher order as children become more proficient raaders (Y.M.
Goodman, 1970). K.S. Goodman (198;:) concluded that the most
important indicator of the children I s basic reading compe-
tence is the extent to which they retain meaning even when
they produce miscues. Therefore, he recommended that
teachers focus attention on the effects of reader miscues
rather than their quantity. In K.5. Goodman's view, if the
miscues do not disrupt the meaning. then the reader is being
effective. If the reader corrects when the miscues do dis-
rupt meaning, the reader is indicating a pervading concern
for meaning.
Teachers can help developing readers to build the strat-
egies they need for effective and efficient reading (K.S.
Goodman, 1982). This may be provided through indirect or
direct instruction (Slaughter, 1988). rn ....hole language
programs, direct instruction in reading occurs through read-
ing strategy lessons, provided on a class, group, or individ-
ual basis (depending on learner needs and interests) and
accounting for 20 to 30% of time al~ocated to the reading
program (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, , Burke, 1987). These lessons
build upon the prior knowledge and language strengths of the
learners and help them integrate and become more flexible in
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their use of effective and efficient reading strategies
(Slaughter, 1988). An important aspect of these lessons
involves the teacherts engaging the learners in thinking and
talking about their reading and the reading process generally
(Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987).
A fundamental aim of strategy lessons for moderately
proficient and nonproficient readers is to help them develop
the understandings and behaviors shown by proficient readers.
Y.M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987) asserted that profi-
cient readers are constantly asking and answering the ques-
tions: "Does this make sense?" ftWhat will happen next?"
IIOoes this sound like language?tI (p. 162). Strategy lessons,
as well as many of the less formalized teacher-student inter-
actions, can be used as occasions to help establish or
strengthen these within all readers (e.g., Y.M. Goodman,
1970: Taylor, 1977; Maring, 1978: clay, 1979: Holdaway, 1980;
Y.M. Goodman, Watson, &: Burke, 1987).
Rhodes and Dudley-Marling (1988) claimed that one par-
ticularly important line of reading research into helping
students make sense of ords during reading has to do with
teacher feedback follo ing student's oral reading. Rhodes
and DUdley-Marling concluded that this research sets forth
the fallowing recommendations: (a) the teacher should accept
those miscues that do not greatly change the author's mean-
ing; (b) the teacher may comment positively about a miscue
that reveals attention to meaning: and (e) when a miscue
disrupts meaning, the teacher should wait to intervene until
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the end of the sentence or paragraph or until the student has
finished reading.
It is extremely important that the teacher's response be
one that is supportive of independence by enablinq the
readers to make use of their own resources to build their own
strategies (Holdaway, 1980; K.S. Goodman, 1982). All too
often, the nonfluent or nonproficient reader is expariencing
difficulties that can be directly traced to instruction
(Holdaway, 1980; Clay, 1985; NeW1llan, 1985a), rrequently
involving experiences in which the teacher, or others,
"short-circuit" the student· s self-monitoring and self-
regUlation as they direct student attention to precise oral
reading (Allen. 1976). Low-progress readers tend to be rigid
in what they know and can do; they have given up on searching
or restrict themselves to narrow, trivial, and less-
productive sources of information in text (Clay, 1979).
However, with a focus on meaning, students will be able to
move towards integrated and flexible use of all cueing sys-
tems. Within the context of the recollllllendations presented
above and sensitive teacher judgment, verbal prompts can be
an effective way to alert the stUdent to check his monitoring
strategies. Using a short verbal prompt relating to meaning
(e.g., Did that make sense?) and, if appropriate, to grammar
(e.g., Did that sound right?) is a frequently recommended
method for encouraging the student to attend to an apparent
loss of meaning (e.g •• Holdaway, 1980; K.S. Goodman, 1982:
Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; Rhodes" Dudley-Harling,
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1988).
Proficient readers also employ effective and efficient
strategies that help them recover meaning when it is dis-
rupted or when they encounter a difficult word (Y.M. Goodman,
1976). NeWllan (1985a) asserted that the IIOst l.portant thing
readers must learn is what to do whon what they are reading
does not make senS8. She noted that fluent readers make
informed choices as to how to recover meaning. Ne'J1l\an
claimed that their proficiency in dealing with loss of mean-
ing has been developed through dealing with mistakes and
difficulties encountered during extensive uninterruptod
reading. She cautioned against indiscriminate intervention:
"Every time we correct children's miscues for them, we take
away the control they need to develop these strategies tor
themselves" (p. 24). However, the teacher can help non-
proticient and moderately proficient readers develop correc-
tion strateqies (K.S. Goodman, 1982). Various authors (e.g.,
Holdaway, 1980: K.S. Goodman, 1982; Clay, 1985: Y.M. Goodman,
Watson, & Burke, 1987; Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988) have
made suggestions tor helping these readers develop correction
strategies in ways that promote student self-control of thair
reading development.
Holdaway (1980) sl.lllllllarized the tundamental aim behind
all these teachQr interventions: "Children can never become
independent un1ess they accept full responsibility for con-
firming thoir own perceptions, and tor achievinq an accurate
and satisfying understanding of what they read" (p. 66).
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Doake (1988) concluded that the time has come for allow-
ing the task of learning to read and write to be based on
natural language-learning needs that lie within the children
themselves. Integral to this is the responsibility of the
teacher to use holistically based strategies where control of
what is being learned stays with the learner. In addition,
the teacher should work to develop open channels of communi-
cation with parents sa that home and school can form a true
partnership in the child's literary development.
CKAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter provides a description ~f the sUbjects, the
basis of selection, and the instruments and measurement
procedures used in the collection and treatment of the data.
This chapter also describes the procedure used in the devel-
opment and implementation of the individualized reading
programs according to the following characteristics:
(a) overview: (b) scheduling of sessions: (c) support from
classroom teacher; (d) encouraging parent involvement: (e)
assembling the collection; (f) student selection of trade
books: (g) preparation of the text: (h) start-Up session; (i)
On My Own activities, in the classroo1ll and at home: and (i)
Wrap-Up session.
SUbjects
The study was implemented in a combination of locations
(primarily a resource room, a Grade 4 classroom, and
students' homes) in a rural Newfoundland setting. The study
involved 3 Grade 4 boys (assigned the pseudonyms John, Max
and Sam) who had been identified as making unsatiSfactory
progress in language arts, particUlarlY reading. The process
of identifying the students as having special needs had
occurred during the latter part of their year in Grade) and
had followed the administrative procedures provided in the
province's Special Education Policy Mo!lnual (1987), also
'0
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sUlIUlIarized in the Department of Education pUblication.~
ina and Writing Difficulties' An Educator's Handbook (1988),
pp. 3-10. At the start of the stUdy, the stUdents loIere of
approximate ages (years:monthsj: John (9:6). Max (9:6), and
Sam (9:10). The investigator, who was also the school's
resource teacher for Kindergarten to Grade 4, interacted with
and observed these students during the study. Additionally,
he enlisted the support and cooperation of the Grade 4 class-
room teacher and established and maintained contact with the
parents, who "'ere encouraged to play an active role in the
stUdy.
Basis of Selection
This class and its language arts program were probably
typical of circumstancea found in many elementary schools in
the Province of NeWfoundland and Labrador, particularly as
schools move towards full implementation of the policies and
procedures contained in the province's special Education
policy Manual (19B7). The J students were members of a class
of 26 students. All students participated in a language arts
program as a heterogeneous class for approximately twelve 40-
minute periods per 6-day administrative cycle. The classroom
program was based on the Nelson Language Development Reading
program, r pR NETWORKS, for Grade 4, which provided a good
deal of flexibility in content and method. The overall
program, ,-sing individual, small-group, and whole-class
approaches, was developed and taught cooperatively by the
classroom teacher and the resource teacher to address the
full range of student needs. Tl'\e overall Grade 4 language
program was conducted in a combination of locations, princi-
pally tha Gradel 4 classroom and tl'\e resource room.
AdditionallY, tl'\e parents of the J stUdents \tIere invited
to participate in the stUdy by providing specific support to
their children at home. This support ....as designed as a
natural extension of the intarest and assistance typically
provided by parents. Information about their child's reading
program and &uggQstion~ for parental involvemont were offered
through both formal and informal contacts between the inves-
tigator and each student's parent(s).
Instruments and Measurement Procedures
Gat.es-MacGinitie Reading Tests
The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests (1980) are group-
administered. normatively referenced tests designed to
determine the general level of reading achiQvement of indi-
vidual students. T\tIo subtests are available i!lt all levels:
vocabulary and comprehension. The tests claim to be able to
contribute information which can be used to complement
teachers' evaluations. More specifically, they can aid in
determining the appropriate instructional levels for individ-
ual children, in identifying children who need additional or
special instruction, in evaluating programs, in reporting to
parents, and in measuring qrowth in reading achievement.
Test Level 8 was used in the study. It was chosen
because, in the jUdgement of the investigator, this was the
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highest level at which the 3 students could be expected to
perform within test criteria. Both sUbtests, vocabulary and
comprehension, were used. Alternate forms of each of the
subtests were administered to the 3 students. Test Level B,
Form 1, was given as a pretest on December 18, 1989, and test
Level e, Form 2, as a posttest on Kay 17. 1990.
~
The Cloze task is a. procedure in whlch words have been
deleted from a passage according to some specified rule.
Readers must infer and supply the missing words by making use
of the syntactic relations within the sentences and the
semantic relations within the paGsage. The Cloze task pro-
vides a means of assessing literal comprehension, inferential
comprehension, understanding the main ideas, and structural
awareness (Paris & Jacobs, 1984). Cloze provides a measure
of how well the student predicts and monitors while reading
(Limbrick, McNaughton, & Glynn, 1981; pia.qnostic Reading
~, 1986).
The Cloze strategy assessment procedures contained in
the Alberta Education piagnostic Reading Program (1986) were
adapted for use in the study. The piagnostic Reading Program
contains suitably prepared passages at a range of reading
levels, each with four equivalent forms. Passages are con-
structed with the first and last sentences complete; all
other sentences have every fifth word deleted.
To determine an appropriate level at which to select
passages for the pretest and posttest assessments, a passage
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at the Grade 2 level was selected a.nd administered to the
students on December 15, 1989. Based on the performance of
each student, the investigator decided that passages at a
lower level would be required to facilitate readability by
the stUdents, a consideration noted by Paris and Jacobs
(1984). Passages at the Grade 1 (middle) and Grade 1 (end)
were selected. Passages lA-Hid and lA-2 (see Appendix A)
were administered as pretests 0."1 December lS, 1989; and
alternate forms at these levels, passages IS-Mid and 18-2
(see Appendb: A), were administered as posttests on May 15,
1990. Also, passages lA-Mid and lA-2 were readministered on
May 16, 1990, as posttests. All C!oze task assessments ....ere
administered to the 3 stUdents as an intact group.
Shortly after each session, the investigator met ....ith
each student to revie.... his completed Cloze task. This
procedure ensured that spelling and hand....riting did not
interfere with the investigator's interpretation of the
responses. Additionally, it enabled the investigator to
obtain information regarding the student's reasoning behind
each of the responses that was not an exact-word response.
All Cloze tasks ....ere scored by the traditional method,
....hereby original words are scored as correct while all other
responses are scored as incorrect. The traditional method of
scoring is compatible with the method used by the~
Reading Prggram (Alberta Education, 1986) to determine pas-
sage difficulty relative to the reader. The~
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Reading Program applies the following criteria in relation to
exact-word responses: (a) Scores of .56-l00t indicate indepen-
dent level, (b) scores of 35-55\ indicate instructional
level, and (e) scores of 0-34\ indicate frustration level.
Each student's scores (as deteI1lined by the traditional
method) on the pretest and posttest passages were compared
with the phgoOJtic Blading Program criteria to ensure that
no student's C!oze task was at the frustration level.
Awareness About Bepding
Students' awareness about reading was assessed llsing two
approaches: the Reading Interview (see Appendix B), an open-
ended interview technique administered individually, and
Ideas About Reading (see Appendix C), a multiple-choice
technique administered to the students as an intact group
following completion of the three interviews.
Reading IntervieW
The Reading Interview, originally developed by Carolyn
L. Burke, is an open-ended individual interview form designed
to reveal infot1llation about a person's lItetalinguistic knowl-
edge about reading' (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, , Burke, 1987).
Buchanan (1980) concluded that the approach can reveal not
only what students think they do when they read, but also
what they think teachers (or others) expect them to do.
The investigator conducted Beadinq Interview sessions
with each of the 3 students on December 14, 1989, and on
May 15, 1990. These were scheduled so that on each occasion
"
they preceded the sessions involving the Ideas About Reading
assessments. Each intervie.... session was recorded on audio
tape so that the investigator could have a complete. perma-
nent record to which he could refer, as appropriate.
Ideas About Reading
students I awareness about reading was also assessed
using an approach developed by Scott G. Paris and colleagues
(Jacobs' Paris, 1987). The approach is designed to assess
students' knowledge about reading and their abilities to
evaluate tasks, goals, and personal skills; to plan ahead for
specific purposes; to monitor progress while reading: and to
recruit fix-up strategies as needed.
Ideas About Reading, the instrument which was used in
this study, consists ot LO questions adapted from the work or
Paris and colleagues. Each question is followed by three
randomly ordered alternatives with possible point values of
0, 1 or 2, depending on its strategic value for reading.
Each student's score is obtained by combining the point
scores on the 20 questions to obtain a total score, which
will be on a range from 0 to 40. Subscores are available for
four characteristics, each of which is !'epresented by five
items: (al~ of the reading task and one's own
abilities, represented by Items 1, 2, 4, 5 and 9; (b)
R1An.n..in9. to reach a specified reading goal, represented by
Items 8, 11, 12, 14 and 16; (c)~ of reading through
the use of monitoring strategies, represented by Items 7, 15,
17, 18 and 191 and conditional knowledge, or an understanding
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of when and why particular strategies should be applied,
represented by Items J, 6. 10, 13 and 20. Following the
procedures of Paris and Oka (1986), stUdents are told that it
is not a test 1 they are instructed to choose the response
that best describes what they think about reading. The itc>l':ls
and alternatives arp read alOUd to the students as they read
silently. Enough time is provided to enable students to
indicate their choice on each item.
The assessment was administered to the 3 students, as an
intact group, on December 18, 1989, as a pretest and re-
administered on Kay 16, 1990, as a posttest .
Self-P!i!rceptions About Reading
Students' self-perceptions, inclUding their beliefs and
feelings, specifically about reading, were assessed using a
procedure developed by Paris and Oka (1986). The procedure
consists of statements concerning conceptions and beliefs
about reading, as well as affective evaluations of reading
expressed as likes or dislikes. Students evaluate the state-
ments on a 5-point Likert scale (adapted for this stUdy to
include a written label at each numerical point, ranging from
1, "totally disagree", to 5, "totally agree"). The seven
items included in the procedure are indicated below. Except
for Item 5, in which the present investigator has pluralized
the SUbject and associated verb, the items used in the stUdy
are the same as those in the original Paris and Oka (1986)
instrument.
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(1) I think reading is very difficult for lIle.
(2) If you are a qood reader it helps you learn lots of
other things.
(ll Reading does not take much effort for De.
(") I am one of the best readers in my class.
(5) My teachers do not help me to learn hOlf to read better.
(6) I really enjoy reading.
(7) I think that I won't be a very good reader in high
school.
A composite score is computed, based on the mean of the
seven items (scores on Items 1, 5 and 7 are subtracted from 6
points). A high score on this task represents positive self-
perceptions of reading.
The assessment was administered to the J students as an
intact group on December 19. 1989. as a pretest and. on
May 16, 1990, as a posttest. Prior to administering the
seven-item assessment, the investigator adm.inistered a prac-
tice activity to falliliarize the students ..ith the use of the
5-point scale (see Appendix D). This activity, ....hich the
investigator developed specifically for this study, used
three items, none of which ..as dirQctly related to reading.
Follo....ing completion of each practice item, the investigator
and the students discussed the responses. When the
investigator was confident that all students ....ere adequately
familiar ....ith the use of the 5-point scale, he administered
the seven-item assessment (see Appendix D). As in the
practice activity, he read each item aloUd as tile students
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followed along silently; and he allowed the students enough
time to enter their responses after each item. However,
unlike the practice activity, no discussion of the students'
responses occurred.
Miscue Analysis Procgdures
His:::ue analysis of a student· 5 oral reading, including
subsequent retelling, provides a means of assessing the
student I s use of language cues and reading strategies in the
process of constructing meaning while reading text (K.S.
Goodman & 'i.M. Goodman, 1977). The study employed two
procedures developed by 'i .M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke
(1987). These were selected because of their suitability in
relation to the purposes and circumstances of the study.
Reading Miscue Inventory Procedure II is constructed so
that its major focus is on the sentence within the context of
the entire text. This procedure examines the sentences as
produced by the reader in terms of their syntactic accept-
ability, semantic acceptability, and degree of meaning
change: also assessed, regarding each word-far-word substitu-
tion, is the degree ot graphic similarity and sound similar-
i ty between the miscue and the text item.
Language Sense, as used in Procedure II, provides a
rating of the reader's concern for constructing meaning
during reading as indicated hy the reader' s producing sen-
tences that make sense and sound like language. As such,
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Language Sense indicates the proficiency with which the
reader uses strategies involving sampling, predicting, con-
firming and constructing meaning. The tern Language Sense
(SIPS) was used in this study to identify the composite
rating for Strength and Partial strength patterns revealed on
the coding forms in response to Questions 1, 2 and 3 (see
Appendix E).
Word Substitution in Context, as used in Procedure II,
helps to identify the graphic and sound cues that influence
the reader. Only substitution word-for-word miscues are
evaluated to see the degree to which they are graphically or
phonologically related to the text item. The terms Graphic
Relations (HIS) and Sound Relations (HIS) were used in this
study to identify the composite rating for High degree and
Some degree of similarity revealed on the coding forms in
response to Questions 4 and 5, respectively (see Appendix E).
Miscue analysis using Procedure II was used with each of
the 3 students in individual sessions immediately preceding
and immediately following the intervention component of the
study. For use in these sessions, the investigator chose two
selections (see Appendix F) from the Nelson LOR NETWORKS
program for Grade 2, a revised program introduced subsequent
to the students' year in Grade 2. In selecting, preparing,
and using these materials, the investigator follo~led the
criteria and procedures recommended by '{ .M. Goodman, Watson,
and Burke (1987).
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The Helpful Giant was used in a pretest session with
each student on December 14, 1989, and again in a posttest
session with each student on Hay 16, 1990. The Balancing
!ll.l.:l. was used in a second posttest session with ea.:h student
on May 17, 1990.
Subsequent to each session, the investigator reviewed
the audio tape of the student's oral reading and marked and
coded the miscues on a typescript of the selection read.
This information, as well as other pertinent information
noted (including reading time), was then transferred to the
Miscue Analysis Procedure II Coding Forms and Reader Profile
form (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). The i.nvestigator
also reviewed the soetien of the audio tape containing the
student's retelling of the selection read. The retelling was
scored against a retelling guide prepared in advance by the
investigator. This information was also noted on the Reader
Profile form.
EMI fTPcedure III
According to '{ .M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987), RMI
Procedure III provides the same kind of information as does
Procedure II, but it is less time-consuming. Procedure III
was used to examine a sample of each student's oral reading
during individual conference sessions held during the study.
On those. occasions the materials read were excerpts from the
trade books self-selected by the students, therefore varying
among students. Each excerpt was read by the student twice,
"
during two separate conference sessions ral atinq to the same
trade book. In the first conference, the excerpt was
unfamiliar (Le., not previously read or heard by the stu-
dent). In the second conference, the excerpt had been read
at least once (Le., in the first conference); however, no
reliable data ware kept regarding additional rcIadings by the
student. By random choice, readings using the odd-numbered
books (1, 3, 5, 7 and 9) in each. student's sequence of nine
trade books were selected for analysis using Procedure III.
In the sample, the group mean number of days between the
first and second conference on each book was 9.7.
Using the audio tape of each selection chosen for this
procedure, the investigator reviewed the student's oral
reading and marked each miscue, along with other pertinent
information (including reading time), on a typescript of the
passage read. Each sentence was then numbered consecutively.
Afterwards, the investigator read each sentence as the readu
had left it and coded it in relation to Questions 1, 2 and 3
(see Appendix E). The investigator then examined each word-
for-word substitution miscue regarding graphic similarity and
coded it in relation to Quostion 4 (seQ Appendix E). All
information was entered directly on the typescript.
Index of Student Response to correcting Feedback
Student response to correcting feedback provided by the
investigator following student oral reading was assessed
using a procedure specifically developed for this stUdy. The
procedure involved reviewinq the audio tapes of selected
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conferences in order to examine student response to the
investigator's request to read a particular sentence judged
by the investigator as having contained an uncorrected miscue
which seriously interfered with the meaning of the text.
(These rereadings had been cued by the investigator's asking
the student, "Would you read this sentence again, starting
here?" The conference protocol had allowed for a range of
lovelvement by the investigator to the degree considered
appropriate to support the reader I s efforts.) Based on a
revie.... of the aUdio tape of each conference selected for this
procedure, the investigator rated the degree of independence
shown by the student in regard to noticing and resolving the
miscue during rereading. Point values of 2, 1, or 0 were
assigned, according to the degree of independence shown by
the student. (Higher scores corresponded to higher indepen-
dence, as judged by the investigator.) Because the number of
sentences reviewed in each conference varied, total point
values in each category were converted to percentages to
permit comparisons with other conference results. The
resul ting scores provided measures of student monitoring and
correcting behaviors (separately and combined) in response to
correcting feedback provided by the investigator (see Appen-
dix G).
This procedure was applied to sessions drawn from. thOSe
sessions selected for Reading Miscue Inventory Procedure III.
All odd-numbered conference sessions containing feedback by
the investigator as a feature were chosen for the procedure.
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Those sessions were, by student and trade book selection
number: John (5, 1 and 9), Max (5 and 7), and Sam (3, 5 and
1). The infonation derived froll this procedure was reviewer\
in relation to the RMI Proc.~dure III results for the S8me
oral reading perforJllances. This provided the investigator
with an indication of sotudent proficiency during independent
reading of the selection immediately before the feedback
activity. only Semantic Acceptability and composite No and
Partial Meaning Change scores are reported in relation to the
review of student response to correcting feedback.
In order to gauge the influence of the feedback
procedure on student use of reading strategies in subsequent
oral reading activities, the investigator reviewed the
resul ts of RMI Procedure III assessments of each student's
start-up and Wrap-Up Sessions I, 3, 5, 7 and 9. Only the
sellantic acceptabiU ty scores ",ere ey.amined in relation to
the schedulinq of feedbaCk in these sessions.
Inyolvement and R@acHon
In addition to the instruments and lIeasurelient pro-
cedures describC!d previously, several other iJllportant sources
of information were used in the stUdy. Anecdotal information
was recorded by the investigator throughout the study,
including infot1llation about the extensive informal contacts
with parents, the Grade 4 classroolD teacher. and the stu-
dents. Written records were kept on the 1I0re structured or
routine activities; these included recorda such as schedules
of conferences, lists of books selected by students, and
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information entered in the students' reading folders during
conferences. Additionally, audio tape recordings were made
of each individual conference or assessment session with
students. Extensive written records were produced from these
audio tapes; notably, marked and coded typescripts of
students' oral readings and transcripts of students' retell-
ings and interviews. In addition to records I.ept by the
investigator, students were encouraged to maintain a reading
folder showing a variety of information about their reading
materials, opinions and response activities, conferencing
records, and other facts and feelings associated with their
individualized reading program. Students were also encour-
aged to invite their parents to enter information in selected
areas of their reading folders. Parents' thoughts and opin-
ions were also elicited by means of two questionnaires sent
home by the investigator. At the conclusion of the study,
the investigator also met with the students individually and
then as a group to obtain their ideas and opinions about
their individualized reading progt:ams and the study gen-
erally; these sessions were recorded on audio tape and later
transcribed. Additionally, the investigator met with the
Grade 4 classroom teacher at the conclusion of the study to
obtain her views on the individualized reading programs;
these were noted anecdotally in writing. Supplementary
evidence of student language development was also obtained by
the investigator through concurrent activities within the
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Grade 4 program although not defined as a component of the
individualized reading program.
Collection of Data
Data were collected through the use of the instruments
and measurement procedures as described in the previous
section.
Treatment of Data
The data from the instruments and measurement procedures
are presented and discussed. One aspect of this treatment is
to examine the data in relation to reading comprehension,
reading vocabulary, reading strategies (prediction, confirma-
tion, and correction), reading awareness, and self-perception
about reading. Another aspect of this treatment is to
explore the influence of teacher verbal feedback following
oral reading in relation to student reading strategies. The
primary focus is on the contribution of the data toward
describing and interpreting the reading development of the J
students and to explore the relative contribution made by the
individualized reading program.
Procedure
~
During a period of approximately 15 weeks, from
January 24 to May 10, 1990, the investigator implemented an
individualized reading program for the 3 students experi-
encing difficulties in reading. The goal of the program was
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to provide both instructional and independent experiences
conducive to developing attitudes and strategies that toster
independence in reading and improved skill in word identifi-
cation and comprehension. These experiences were developed
around trade books self-selected by the students. The inves-
tigator llIet with each student on a one-to-one basis one day
per administrative cycle to initiate experiences with the
book and again after about a week to conclude activities on
that book. The first meeting, termed a start-Up session, and
the second meeting, termed a Wrap-Up Session, each lasted
about 35 minutes. Between sessions, the student was respon-
sible for a number ot activities entitled On Your Own, which
were done in the classroom and at home. This procedure was
repeated, using a different tt:'ade book, for each adminis-
trative cycle over the period of the study·s intervention
phase. approximately 15 weeks.
Schedul ing of Sessions
Each student was assigned one day of the school· s admin-
istrative cycle as his day for a start-Up Session. That
student· s Wrap-Up Session was scheduled on the day immediate-
ly preceding his next start-up Session. For example. if his
Start-Up Session was scheduled for Day 1, his Wrap-Up Session
was scheduled for Day 6, which was the school day immediately
preceding his next start-up session. ThUS, in regard to his
individualized reading pro9ratn, each student was working with
only one book at a time over a period of 5 school days. or
approximately 8 calendar days. During the courSQ of the
"
study, a degree of flexibility was included in the scheduling
as required.
Support from Classroom Teacher
On DecembQr 13, 1989, the investigator met with the
Grade 4 classroom teacher to outline the study and enllst her
support and involvement. (Prior to this, the investigator
had, through informal conversations, kept the teacher gen-
erally apprised of the proposed study and preparations for
its implementation.) It was agreed that class-wide sustained
Silent Reading would be provided daily during the period of
the study and that the classroom teacher would generally
monitor the 3 students to ensure that they adhered to the
procedures established for that aspect of the study. The
classroom teacher agreed to help ensure that stUdents
attended their sessions in the resource room according to
schedule and that they remembered to take home their trade
books and other items at the end ot the school day. To
facilitate this, the investigator agreed to provide the
teacher with a schedule of sessions in the resource room, as
well as a small sign to be posted near the homework assign-
ment area as a reminder to the 3 students to take home the
necessary materials for that night's activities in their
individualized reading programs.
SUbsequent to the meeting, the investigator and the
classroom teacher maintained frequent contact regarding the
study and the students' individualized reading programs.
Following the completion of the study. the investigator met
"
with the classroom teacher to tonally obtain her observa-
tions and opinions about the students' progress and the
contribution made by the individualized reading programs, as
well as her views about the use of this type of program for
students experiencing reading difficulties in the elementary
grades.
eDcouragi ns Parent Involyement
During the school week of November 20-24, 1989, the
investigator telephoned the parents of the 3 students and
invited them to meet with him. These meetings, each involv-
ing the investigator and the parent(s) of one of the 3 stu-
dents, were held on Novelnber 27, November 28, and
December 6, 1989. At the meetings the investigator outlined
the proposed study and invited the parents to consider having
their children participate. Furthermore, he suggested how
they could take an active role in their children's individ~
ualized reading programs. In this regard, he indicated how,
through regUlar interaction with their children at home, they
may be able to make a valuable contribution to their chil-
dren's reading development. In concluding the meetings, the
investigator provided the parents with copies of a consent
form (see Appendix H) to take home and read before formally
expressing their decision about their children's participa~
tion in the study.
All three consent forms were signed and returned to the
investigator before December 12, 1989. These were then
signed by the investigator, who photocopied the documents,
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retained the originals, and sent the copies to the appropri-
ate parents to confirm the agreement. Enclosed 'Jith the copy
to each student· s parent(s) was a letter (see Appendix H) •
This letter, dated December 13, 1989, informed the parent(s)
about the commencement of the study and introduced the
Parent's Questionnaire (see Appendix H) which was also
enclosed. All parents returned their completed Parent's
Questionnaire forms by December 22, 1989.
A second letter (see Appendix Hl. dated January 22,
1990, was sent to the parents to inform them about the
commencement of the individualized reading programs and to
outline the activities in which their children would be
engaged. Also included was a three-page enclosure entitled
"Working with Your Child at Home" (see AppendiX H). The
information and suggestions contained in these materillis were
provided as part ot the overall aim of encouraging and
enabling the parents to actively participate in the home
component of the children's individualized reading programs.
Throughout the remainder of the stUdy period, the inves-
tigator and the parents maintained informal contact by phone,
notes, and chance encounters at school. Additionally, on
February 8, 1990, the investigator met with each student's
parentIs) in separate meetings to review each student's
progress during the first ten in Grade 4 in general and to
discuss the student's individualized reading program in
particular.
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Following comple.tion of the individualized reading pro-
grams, a third letter (see Appendix H), dated May 17, 1990,
was sent to the parents to infOrlll them about the forthcoming
student assessment activities. Shortly after, a fourth
letter (see Appendix H), dated Hay 22. 1990, was sent to the
parents to introduce Parent's Questionnaire'2 (see Appendix
H), which was intended to obtain the parents' views about the
individualized reading programs just completed. All ques-
tionnaires were completed and returned as requested.
As part of the school IS proqram planning process for
students with special needs (Department of Education, 1987,
1988), on June 14, 1990, program planning team meetings were
held to review each of the three students' programs in Grade
4. As members of the program planning team, each student's
parent(s) attended the relevant meeting: the investigator,
....ho was also the resource teacher, attended all three meet-
ings. These were opportunities for an examination and dis-
cussion of the students' progress in all aspects of their
Grade 4 programs, inclUding the individualized reading pro-
grams included in this study.
Assembl ing the Collection
The investigator assembled a collection of trade books
from Which the students made their personal selections for
use in their individualized reading programs. In assembling
the collection, the investigator kept in mind a number of
professional selection criteria, both general and specific to
the study. The interests and experiences of the students
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were considered, as well as the need for offering materials
which were relatively unf.;!.1l1illar to the students. The text
in the books.: included in the collection reflected natural
language and had good predictability. Illustrations, where
present, supported, but did not dominate, the text. Although
precise preselection on the basis of difficulty 'Was not
required, the investigator did attempt to provide a range of
difficUlty suitable to the anticipated abilities of the
students and the requirements of the procedures established
for the study. The length of the book had to lend itself to
use according to the study' 5 design, including completion
within 5 or 6 days. The collection included a variety of
genres, emphasizing narratives but also including some infor-
mation books. The size of the collection, 60 books, was
large enough to permit a reasonable degree of choice for each
student. The collection was attractively and conveniently
displayed in the resource room during the selection sessions.
stud9nt selection of Trade~
The investigator convened three sessions, involving all
3 students, for the purpose of selecting those books the stu-
dents wished to use during the individualized reading pro-
grams. The first session was held on January 15, 1990, which
was about 10 days in advance of the beginning of the individ-
ualized reading program component of the study. This session
was part of an orientation session for the students regarding
the individualized reading program component. The second
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session was held on February 12, 1990; the third, and final,
session 'Jas held on March 27, 1990.
The investigator emphasized that in selecting the books
for this special series of individualized reading programs,
it was important that each student select only books which he
had not already read or heard. Also, the investigator
explained that they should not begin reading the text except
for a sample page or two, to be selected around the middle of
the book. The purpose of the sample was to help the student
determine if a book he was interested in selecting was at an
appropriate level of difficuLty for him to use in the context
of this component of the study. To determine this, the
student used a procedure which had been developed for this
stUdy by t:le investigator and was an adaptation of a tech-
nique called "Rule of Thumb" (Veatch, 1968). In accordance
with the procedure developed for this study, the student
counted off a section of 100 lo1ords, which he then read quiet-
ly. ~s he read, he took note of the words whlch he felt he
did not know or was having difficulty with. As he encoun-
tered each one, he noted this by extending or holding one
finger or thumb. At the end of the section, he counted how
many fingers and thumbs he had used. If fewer than 5, the
book was probably too easy for him to use (in the context of
the study). If he had run out of digits (i.e., more than
10), it was probably too hard. If he had used any number
from 5 to 10, inclusive, the book was probably at an appro-
priate level of diffiCUlty for him to use in the
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individualized readinq program component of the study. This
procedure had been introduced by the investigator in a
special session with the J boys on Ja.nuary 11, 1990, so that
they would be familiar with it before the first selection
session for the stUdy.
Each student was expected to find, and list in order of
personal preference, three or four books that he wished to
use, that he had found to be at an appropriate level of
difficulty, and that had been selected in accordance with all
other selection procedures and criteria. The list was shown
to the investigator, who briefly reviewed it with the stu-
dent. When all three lists had been reviewed with the stu-
dents, the investigator developed individual schedules shoW-
ing the books to be used by the students over the SUbsequent
several administrative cycles. During the study there ",ere
no instances where the investigator had to alter a student's
written order of preference. (The investigator did notice
several instances where the students informally worked out
schedulinq conUicts llllOng themselves before finalizing their
written lists.) In tact, there were several contingencies
provided tor in the selection process but not actually ex-
periencec!.. To th.e e;ctent possible, each student was to be
assigned books according to his indicated order of prefer·
ence. He would have, in the next selection session, been
given preference for obeaining any book requested but not
available during the current period. Furthermore, for any
book a student may have been interested in but found did not
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meet the selection criteria established for the study, the
investigator woul.d have determined :i.f it was appropriate for
the student to borrow the book during the study or if the
student should wait until the completion of the study.
From the collection of 60 trade books offered during the
solection sessions, 21 different titles were chosen by the
students (seo Appendix II. In the three sessions each
student selectee! a total of nine books, which were used, one
at a time, as the focus of his individualized reading program
during the study (see Appendix J).
One of the most ~ignificant features noted throughout
the selection process ano the subsequent '.J6e of the materials
was that the stUdents tended to choose books which were
considerably more difficult than the levels the investigator
had anticipated would result from the selection procedure.
The procedura had been designed to elicit for each stUdent
selections which were beyond h.i.s independent level yet were
not extremely difficult~ they would be somewhere around the
upper range of his instructional level or even a little
beyond, In the opinion of the investigator, the modified
Rule of ThUmb would, if used, have tuuded to produce such
results. However, the students seemed to let other personal-
choice criteria override the use or results of the Rule of
Thumb. The investigator noticed this early in the stUdy but
chose not to intervene directly; he felt that if the
materials were too difficult the stUdents I experiences would
tend to encourage mere appropriate selections in SUbsequent
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selection sessions (or in severe cases, cause the students to
request that their current selections be exchanged for easier
ones). However, the investigator dld intervene indirectly by
including, in subsequent selactioll sessions, additional
titles at ....ha·; he judged were appropriate levels.
One indl<.:ltion of the primary considerations influencing
selection was the student's reported reason for choosing the
trade book. This 'Was elicited by the investigator during
individual conference sessions relating to each trade book
selected by the student. A sample of each stUdent's reported
reasons for choosing his trade books is contained in Appen-
dix K.
preparation of the Text
Before each trade book selected by a stndent could be
introduced into his individualized reading program, a number
of preparatory activities had to be undertaken by the inves-
tigator:
1. The investigator made an audio cassette tape record-
ing of the complete book.. He read the text with expression
appropriate to the selection, at a nOl"mal rate, but ensuring
that there 'Was time for the listener to look briefly at any
illustrations and to turn the pages. The investigator exag-
gerated the sound while turning the pages to serve as cues
during read-along situations.
2. The investigator made a duplicate of the tape. He
retained the original; the duplicate was used by the student.
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This ensured a ready solution in case the tape was lost or
damaged.
3. The investiglltor reviewed the text to determine (a)
an appropriate seqment to use as an introduction to the
selection and where to divide it between teacher-reading and
5tudent-reading responsibilities; and, (b) two appropriate
places to use as dividing points in the romainder of the text
so that it is divided into three segments of approximately
equal length. The investigator marked each ot these points
in the text with small peel-off coding stickers.
4. The investigator prepared a typescript of the part
to be read by the student in the introductory seglDent (et'.
J(a). above) and made two copies for US8 as miscue recording
sheets during the start-Up and Wrap-Up Sessions.
5. The investigator considere~ the forthcoming use of
this trade book by the student and made any advance prepara-
tions needed (e.g .• having on hand in the Start-Up Session
some iteM considered useful in introducing or explaining ~O1ll.;l
aspect of the selection) .
The investigator's preparation of the text and related
items served several connected outcomes. It provided the
student with units of text which took into account his inde-
pendent capabilities, access to support, time factors, and
consideration of natural divisions within the text. It
provided the student .... i th access to support through an audio
cassette tape rendition of the text. It provided the admin-
istrative materials which the investigator needed to record
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the student' 5 oral reading miscues during conferencinq ses-
sions. Finally, it prepared the investigator, having himself
read and worked with the whole book, for more effective
interactions with the student during all phases of the
student's involvement with the book.
start-up Session
Location: Resource Room
Participants: Investigator (Resource Teacher) and one
student.
Length: JS minutes (approx.).
Preparations: The investigator ensured that he had on hand
the trade book previously selected by the student, any
instructional media (e.g., objects, photos) chosen by the
investigator to help introduce the book, and all necessary
administrative items (e.g .• typescript of the text segJlent
for recording mlscuQs. fons. audio cassette recorder, blank
audio cassettes.)
Seating: The session was generally conducted with both the
investigator and the studl!nt sitting at a work table. They
were close enough to pennit easily moving into a side-by-side
arrangement when appropriate (e.g., when looking at the same
book or other item).
Procedure: The entire session was recorded on audio cassette
tape as a permanent record to which the investigator could
.,
refer as needed in the study.
The investigator assulled responsibility for leading the
session. He aimed at conveying a friendly, optimistic, and
interested attitude so that the student "culd feel secure and
actively participate in the session.
The session was organized according to a sequence of
steps. Within each step, the investigator aimed at having ill
degree of flexibility and spontaneity in the interaction. He
also attempted to provide for good continuity between steps
so t.hat there would be a natural flow throughout the session.
The full range of steps available is shown in Table 1.
Each session used one of two patterns of steps, according to
the location of the session in the stUdy's design. These
patterns of steps have been labelled ....ith reference to the
presence or absence of the component labelled "Feedback by
Investigator," which is step C.l(a}. Tabla 2 shows the
schedule used for incorporating the component "Feedback by
Investigator" into the students' individualized reading
programs.
A description of each step follows:
A. Pre_Reading l\ctiyities. These activities were designed to
help establish an appropriate psychological "set" (expec-
tatioos, predictions, questions, etc.) for experiencing
the selection.
1. Informal pi6cussion. The investigator engaged the
student in a brief dialogue about the trade book, its
theme or topic, relevant student experiences, and/or
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Table 1
out) iDe of steps in start-Up sessions
~
A. Pre-Reading Activities
1. Informal Discussion
2. Questioning/Predicting
(Part 1)
B. Reading (Part 1)
1. Oral Reading by Investigator
2. Questioning/Predicting
(Part 2)
Feedback by Investigator
Not Included ~
C. Reading (Part 2)
1. Oral Reading by Student
(a) Feedback by
Investigator
2. Retelling
3. Questioning/predicting
(Part 3)
D. Conclusion
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Table 2
Schedule for Including Feedback by Investigator in Start-Up
Administrative Cycles during Intervention Phase
Sam
John
~. 1. F '" Feedback by Investigator, included in Start-Up
Session as step C.1 (a l
2. Students were randomly assigned to the individual
schedules.
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similar matters that appeared to have potential for
helping establish an appropriate "set" within the
student. The investigator allowed student
responses to indicate some of the directions the dis-
cussion followed. The investigator chose one or more
of the following techniques:
- ask why the studtmt chose this book;
- preview and discuss some aspects of the book (e.g.,
title, cover illustration, chapter titles) ;
- discuss the topic or theme contained in the book:
- use an item (e.g .• photo, object) previously
selected by the investigator to help introduce the
book.
within this context, the investigator and student
entered bibliographic information about the book in
the student's RQading Record (see Appendix L) and
Reading Log (see Appendix L) .
2. Questjoning/predicting (Part 11. The investigator
encouraged the student to formulate and express any
salient questions about what he currently knew about
the selection and any related possible explanations,
Ilns....ers, and predictions about what might unfold in
the selection. The investigator recorded these on the
chart "I wonder/I Think" (see Appendix L). a term
adopted from the Nelson~ program (McInnes,
1983) •
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B. Beading (Part 11. This component was designed to build
upon the appropriate "set" established in Part A. The
investigator's oral reading enabled the student to begin
to construct meaninq about the developing story by relyinq
mainly on his oral language strengths (and provided a
solid base from which to continue when he assumQd respon-
sibility for reading, in step C.l).
1. Oral Reading by Inyestigator. Sitting side-by-side
with the student, the investigator read aloud the
title, author, and introductory segment of the book
(ending at a previously determined appropriate place
in the story). The investigator read at a normal oral
:rate, using expression appropriate to the text and
sw~\eping a finger or small pointer under the text as
he read.
2. QUQstioning/predicting (Part 2\. Making appropriate
reference to the chart "1 Wonder/I Think,1O the inves-
tigator encouraged the stUdent to reflect on the
questions and predictions previously developed and
discuss anything that the unfolding text may hu.-/e
prompted (e.g., confirmations, revisions, doubts,
etc.). Further, he encouraged the student to express
additional questions and/or predictions arising from
the text read so far. The investigator recorded the
appropriate notations in the "1 Wonder/l Think" chart.
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C. Reading (Port 2). This component was designed to enable
the student to continue constructing the meaning of the
story using' his available resources independently.
Because the student was reading orally, the investigator
could make use of miscue asseSSlI.ent procedures as one
source of intonation about the student' 5 reading.
1. Oral ReMing by St.udent. The investigator asked the
student to read aloud the next seqment of the text
(previously determined by the investigator I who had
also made a typescript of that section). The investi-
gator passed the book over to the student, indicating
where he \Jas to begin and end (marked ..,ith small peel-
off coding stickers). If the student happened to
encounter dHticulties which led him to request help,
he ....as reminded to do his best and it unsuccessful,
continue past them.
As the student read orally, the investigator
recorded his miscues and any other pertin'lnt observa-
tions (e.g., laughing, spontaneous comments, fluency,
expression) on the typescript.
On completion, the investigator made a positive
comment about some aspect ot the student· s oral read-
ing ot the segment. (Note: This action was omitted it
the session incorporated step C.l (a), Feedback by
Investigator, since that step dealt with positive
feedback in a more structured manner.)
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(a) Feedback by Investigator. (Note: In the whole
sequence of steps, this was the only one which
Was sUbject to manipUlation. It was included or
omitted in any given Start-Up Session, depending
on the location of that session in the overall
design of the study.)
The investigator provided two types of ver-
bal feedback to the student following completion
of the oral reading: reinforcing feedback and
correcting feedback.
Reinforcing feedback focused on some of the
positive aspects of the student's oral reading,
both generally (e.g., good expression shown)
and/or specifically in regard to those strategies
being emphasized by the investigator and the
study (e.g., correcting a miscue which seriously
interfered with meaning). The investigator
engaged the studlmt in a brief discussion about
these items, highlighting the strengths shown and
giving ample praise.
Correcting feedback focused on uncorrected
miscues which seriously interfered with the mean-
ing of the text. The investigator selected one
such miscue which appeared to be highly amenable
to correction by the student. pointing to the
text, the investigator said, "Would you read this
sentence again, starting here'?" After the
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student had read the sentence, the investigator
said, "Does that make sense?" or "Does that sound
right?" (depending on the nature of the miscue).
(If the student had corrected the miscue in the
reading, the investigator gave reinforcing
feedback and, using a second miscue noted during
the oral reading, repeated the procedure.) The
investigator observed the student as he attempted
to locate and resolve the miscue. If he appeared
to be having diffiCUlty, the investigator asked
him to "think aloud" or explain what he has
noticed, what he has tried to do, etc. If the
student did not seem to be making use of some
basic word-solving strategies encouraged by his
language arts program and the study. the
investigator reminded him about them. If he
experienced continued diffiCUlty, the
investigator assumed a more direct role and
modeled part or all of the task, using "think
aloud" or other techniques to help the student
understand the nature of the task and the
approach being used by the investigator. Thus,
the amount and depth of involvement by the
investigator varied in accordance with the
student's need for assistance in noting and
correcting miscues that seriously interfered with
meaning. Depending on the time available, the
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investigator selected one or more additional
miscues and followed the same procedure.
Throughout all the interaction based on
correcting feedback, the investigator always
attempted to focus on the positive dimensions of
the student and his reading development.
2. ~' The investigator asked the student to give
a retell iog of the story (so far) by saying, "I'd like
you, in your own words, to tell me about the story (or
book) so far." The retelling was done without the aid
of the book. When the student stopped, the
investigator asked, "Is there anything else you remem-
ber that you'd like to add?" When the student had
finished, the investigator thanked him and made a
positive comment about the student's retelling; for
.xarnple, "You certainly remembered a lot about what's
happened so far" or "Your retelling showed you really
understood how (the character) felt in the beginning
of the story. II
3. Questioning/Predicting 'part 31. Making appropriate
reference to the chart "I Wonder!I Think," the
investigator encouraged the student to reflect on the
questions and predictions previously developed and
discuss anything that the unfolding text may have
prompted (e.g. 1 confirmations, revisions, doubts,
etc.). Further, he encouraged the student to express
additional questions and/or predictions arising from
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the text read so far. The investigator recorded the
appropriate notations in the "I Wonder/I Think" chart.
D.~. The conclusion was intended to prepare the
stUdent for continuing involvement with the selection
during the next 5 or 6 days with the a1m of developing and
expressing a personal understanding of the selection,
along with a high degree of control over the print.
The investigator made a note in the student's Reading
Log about the work done in the Start-Up Session and
indicated the section of the trade book for which the
stUdent was responsible as his first On My Own activity.
He also inserted the "I Wonder!I Think" chart developed
during the present session.
The investigator set the date and time for the Wrap-
Up Session regarding the current trade book and recorded
it in the student's Reading Log. He reminded the student
to continue working on the trade book, especially during
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) in the Grade 4 classroom
and at home with his parent(s). He also reminded the
student to choose a My Turn personal response activity
during the next few days and be prepared to report on it
in the Wrap-Up Session. He gave the student the trade
book, along with the corresponding audio cassette tape
(prepared in advance of the session).
The investigator asked the student if he had any
questions or concerns about what he was responsible for
during the time before the Wrap-Up Session. When he was
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assured that these had been dealt with, the investigator
concluded the session with a positive comment, which he
jotted down in the student's Reading Log, about some
aspect of the session or anticipated experiences during
the week.
On My OWn Actiyities
Each student was encouraged to continue to work on his
selection according to the procedure established for the
study. The procedure provided opportunities, information,
and other resources supportive of the student's purpose--the
construction of meaning through interaction with his chosen
trade book. Because a major instructional goal of the study
was tho development of independence and self-regulation of
the reading process, the procedure was designed to encourage
and enable the student to assume a high degree of control
over his activities.
Each student's On My Own activities were scheduled for 5
days per administrative cycle, equivalent to about five times
every 8 calendar days. The student was permitted to increase
the amount or the frequency of activity if he so desired.
The first day of On My Own activities coincided with the
day of the start-up session. On that day and for 3 subse-
quent school days the student was responsible for continuing
to construct meaning of the complete text and to develop a
high level of control over the print through silent and oral
reading, read-along, and other language activities. The
'0
activities during these 4 school days mainly occurred in the
Grade 4 classroom and at home.
The student was also responsible for selecting and
carrying out an activity called My Turn, a term adapted frolQ
the Scholastic 3I l s Program (Lynch & Peetoom, 1987). My Turn
represented an overt and tangible personal response to the
selection (see Appendix L). This was to be completed on or
before the fifth school day in the On My Own sequence.
In the Classrogm
sustained silent Reading (SSR) was a daily activity of
the whole Grade 4 class. The study capitalized on this
feature by incorporating some aspects of the On My Own activ-
ities into the SSR sessions. On each of the first 4 days of
the On My Own activities, the student was asked to use the
trade book introduced in the recent start-up session, working
with one section per day (as previously selected by the
investigator and marked by coding stickers). The student had
the option of reading the section independently and/or lis-
tening to the audio-cassette recording of the section, using
his personal-type tape player and headphones (on loan from
the investigator for the period of the study). The student
was encouraged to maintain a written record of his activities
by making appropriate notations on hb Reading Log sheet. On
the fifth day, having completed the trade book, the student
was free to select any reading material compatible with the
guidelines of SSR used in the classroom.
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On each ot the 5 days in the On My Own procedure, t~e
student was responsible for a heae assignaent. On the first
4, the assignment related to the section of the trade book
the student had worked on in the classroom during SSR. Each
night, the student ....as to read orally with his parent(s) for
10 1Ilinutes, starting at the beqinninq of the section for that
day. The parent(s) were encouraged to interact with the
student according to the principlas and gUidelines developed
in consultation with the investigator. Following the oral
reading, the student was asked to give, in his own words, a
retelling of the story (to date, from the beginning of the
story to the end of the current day I 5 section). The stUdent
and parent(s; were asked to maintain a ItIritten record of the
activities by making appropriate notations on the Reading Log
sheet.
On the fifth day (0= night). the student ....as to ensure
that, if he had not done so already. he selected and COIll-
pleted a My Turn activity as a personal response to the
selection.
Wrap-Up Session
Location: Resource Room.
participants: Investigator (Resource Teacher) and one
student.
Length: 35 minutes (apprax.).
B2
preparation: The investigator ensured that he had on hand all
necessary administrative items (e.g •• student tile, type-
script of the text segment for recording oral reading mis-
cues, audio cassette recorder, blank audio cassettes.)
Seating: The se:3sion was generally conducted with both the
inve3tigator and the student sitting at a work table. They
were close enough to permit easily moving into a slde-by-side
arrangement when appropriate (e.g., when looking at the same
book or ather item).
Procedure: The entire session was recorded on audio cassette
tape as a permanent record to which the i"nvestigator could
refer as needed in the stUdy.
The investigator assumed responsibility for leading the
session. He aimed at conveying a friendly, optimistic, and
interestQd attitudQ so that the student would feel secure and
actively participate in the session.
The session was organized according to a sequence of
steps. Within each step, the investigator aimed at having a
degree of flexibility and spontaneity in the interaction. He
also attempted to provide for good continuity between steps
so that there would be a natural flow i:hroughout the session.
A desc1.·iption of each step follows:
(1) ~. The investigator asked the student to give a
retelling of the whole selection by saying, "I'd like
for you, in your own words, to tell me about the story
(or book), {give the title)." The retelling was done
8J
without the aid of the book. When the student stopped,
the investigator asked, "Is there anything else you
remember that you'd like to add?" When the student had
finished, it there had been significant aspects not
included or apparently not understood according- to the
author's apparent meaning, the investigator aay have
chosen to elicit further infor1llation by probing. If so,
he ilvoided giving any information not contained in the
student·s retelling so far.
(2) ~sU.nq by Student: Inyestigator-selected Segment.
The investigator asked the student to read aloud the
segment of text the student had read in the Start-Up
session. He reminded the student where to begin and end
(previously marked with the peel~otf coding stickers).
If the student happened to encounter dif!iculties which
led him to request help, the investigator re1llinded hill
to do his best and, if unsuccessful, continue past them.
As the student read orally, the investigator
recorded his miscues and any other pertinent inforDIation
(e.g., laughing', spontaneous cOJlllllents, good expression)
on the typescript of the text.
The investigator made a positive comment about some
aspect(s) of the stUdent's oral reading when he finished
the segment.
(3) student. Response t.0 sele~. The investigator engaged
the student in a discussion of the selection by asking
about his overall reaction and probing' for details about
"
the student's comment. Further, he asked the student
what personal response activity (My Turn) he had
selected and engaged him in an open-ended discussion or
sharing of the product (e.g., poell, drawing).
(4) Oral SMiting- Selt-Selected Seamenh. The investigator
engaged the student in a brief discussion of favorite
parts of the selection. He told the student a part he
really enjoyed and. would like to read an excerpt from.
The investigator read it aloud to the student,
aftervards briefly commenting on the material. He asked
the stUdent if he would read aloud a part of the segment
he, the stUdent, enjoyed. Followinq the student's oral
reading, the investigator made a positive comment and
engaged the student in a brief discussion.
(S) evaluat.ion by the student. The investigator asked the
st.udent to cOllUlent on his experiences involving the
individualized reading program over the past ....eek or so.
He approached the topic by asking questions such as:
"Thinking back on your activities using this book, "'hat
did you like best? What didn't you like? What could
have been done to make the activities better for you?1l
The investigator made notes about the stUdent I s comments
to help improve the student's experiences during the
remainder of the study. He and the student then brietly
reviewed the Reading Log sheet tor the work on the
selection just completed and made appropriate entries,
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including the student sig:nature ir.dicating his approval
of the Reading Loq.
(6) ~. The investigator asked the student it" he
had any other colltlents or questions about the
individualized reading program or his reading activities
in general. Having dealt with these, the investigator
:Ilade a positive comment(s) about sOllie aspect of the
session or the experiences over the past week or so.
Before concluding, he informed the student that he
would retain the student's project folder briefly so
that he could obtain a photocopy of the most recent
entries.
Finally, he reminded the student that a start-Up
session was scheduled for the next school day.
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION
Introduction
The evaluation of the study is based on data obtained on
the reading behaviors, as well as related knowledge and
perceptions of 3 Grade 4 students ....ho ....ere experiencing'
significant reading difficulties. Both qualitative and
quantitative data ....ere obtained through a variety of observa-
tional and measurement procedures adminictered before, dur-
ing, and after their participation in individualized reading
programs over a period of approximately 15 weeks.
This chapter presents and discusses the results of the
Gates-MacGiniti'! Reading Tests in order to assess the stu·
dents· growth in reading achievement. The chapter then
presents and discusses the stUdents' results on Cloze task
procedures designed to assess the students' growth in com-
prehension ;snd strategy use while reading whole text. Next,
the chapter presents and discusses the results of three
procedures ....hich assess the students' metacognitive develop-
ment in regard to reading a\olareness, beliefs, and feelings:
Ca) the Reading Interview, an open-ended interview form
administend individually: (b) Id",as About Reading, a
multiple·choice format administered to the students as a
group: and (c) Self-Perceptions About Reading, a self-rating
scale in response to statements about reading administered to
the students as a group. The chapter then presents and
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discusses the results of two miscue analysis procedures which
assess the students' prof iciency in the selection and use of
language cues and reading strategies in constructing meaning
while engaged in oral reading of extended text: (a) RMI
Procedure II, used to examine students' reading of selections
prior to and following the individualized reading programs:
and (b) RMI Procedure III, used to examine students' reading
of excerpts from their self-selected trade books during their
individualized reading programs. The chc;pter then presents
and discusses the results of a procedure which assessed the
students I response to feedback following oral reading of
excerpts from their trade books. The chapter conclUdes by
presenting and discussing some of the most salient features
of the students' involvement and reaction regarding their
individualized reading programs.
Reading Achievement
Alternate forms of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests
were administered to the J students as an intact group. Test
Level B, Form 1, was given as a pretest on December 18, 1989.
Test Level B, Form 2, was given as a posttest on May 17,
1990. Grade equivalent scores for each student were calcu-
lated according to the procedures recommended in the~
MacGinjtie Reading Tests· Teacher's Manual (1980).
The results of the pretest (see Table 3) revealed that
the students' mean scores in both vocabulary and comprehen-
sion were below grade level. Overall, the pretest mean score
for the students' comprehen::oion was greater than their mean
Table 3
Gain in Reading Achievement on the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Tests, Lev~l 5, Forms 1 and 2
Student Pretest Posttest Difference
John
Vocabulary 1.5a 2.3 0.8
Comprehension 2.1 2.1 0.0
Max
Vocabulary 2.1 2.1 0.0
comprehension 2.2 2.5 0.3
Sam
vocabulary l.Sb 1.7 0.2
Comprehension 1.7 2.1 0.'
Mean Value
vocabUlary 1.7 2.0 0.3
Comprehension 2.0 2.2 0.2
a, bBecause of extremely low raw scores. these were
assigned the lowest score given in table of norms.
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score in vocabulary. Indeed, this relationship between
scores was found in each student· 5 pretest scores. Two of
the students (John and Sam) had extr6mely low raw scores in
vocabulary, which may have been below the 1.5 grade level
indicated in Table 3.
The results of the posttest (see Table J) revealed that
the 3 students I mean scores in both vocabulary and comprehen-
sion were still below grade laval. Overall, their mean score
in comprehen~ion was greater than their mean score in vocabu-
lary. However, the comprehension score for one student
(John) was less than his vocabulary score.
According to test norms, during the period between the
pretest and the posttest, the average progress students made
in vocabulary and in comprehension was approximately 5 months
(0.5). The results of the posttest revealed that the 3
students showed a mean gain in vocabulary of 3 months (0.3)
and in comprehension of 2 months (0.2). One student (John),
on one test (Vocabulary), showed a gain exceeding 0.5; all
other gains were less than 0.5. The gains made by each stu-
dent ....ere: John, 0.8 (vocabulary) and 0.0 (comprehension);
Max, 0.0 (vocabulary) and 0.3 (comprehension); and Sam, 0.2
(vocabulary) and 0.4 (Comprehension).
One might speculate about possible explanations for
these results. In view of the low level of the students'
performances prior to the stUdy (as indicated in the pretest
scores), a study of 5 months' duration may not hI:! long enough
to produce more substantial gains in test scores.
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Furthermore, it should be noted that the scoring adjustment
required to accommodate the two extremely low raw scores in
'che vocabulary pretest (John's and Sam's) may have masked a
certain additional amount of gain in vocabulary scores.
Although only one student (John), on one test, met or
exceeded tho average progress expected for stUdents during
this 5-month period, it would be unrealistic to jUdqe the
reSUlts solely according to average performances. The level
of students' performances in December, 1989, clearly showed
that these 3 stUdents were considerably below grade level in
reading achievement prior to the stUdy. In a longitudinal
study of students from pre-kindergarten to late eighth grade,
Badian (1988) found that from Grade 3 the poor readers" ...
follo....ed a progressively down....ard course, gaining a mean 0.34
grades per year ... " (p. 102) on a standardized, norm-
referenced test of reading achievement. She noted that this
downward trend occurred in spite of early identification and
help from age 5 or OS for the majority of these poor readers.
Badian maintained that these findings are consistent with
those of most follow-up studies oC students experiencing
serious reading difficulties. Viewed in this context, the
gain scores at the 3 students in the present study were
encouraging.
Although the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests are a popu-
lar choice by researchers and educators, Paris and Oka (1986)
report that their search of the literature did not reveal one
instructional program that significantly enhanced
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Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test scores. Indeed, the use of
these and similar standardized, nonn-referenced tests of
reading comprehension is being increasingly called into
question as a means of assessing instructional interventions
in the classroom (e.g .• Johnston, 1984; Paris. Cross, &
Lipson, 1984; Anderson at a1., 1985; Farr & Carey, 19861
Paris & Oka, 1986). In the opinion of Johnston (1984),
researchers and educators need to shift their focus to '~.
the assessment of process in the individual and .•. the
process of assessment in context" (p. 175).
Cloze Task
Cloze tasks using passages selected at the Grade 1 level
in the DiagDostic Reading Program (Alberta Education, 1986)
W"ere administered to the 3 students to measure comprehension.
Passages lA-Mid and 1A-2 (see Appendix A) were administered
as a pretest on December 18, 1989. Passages IB-Hid and IB R 2
(see Appendix A) were administered as a posttest on May 15,
1990. Additionally, passages lA-Hid and lA-2 were
readministered as a post test on May 16, 1990.
All Cloze tasks were scored according to the traditional
method. The score for each Cloze task was compared with
criteria contained in the piagnostic Reading Program to
ensure that no Cloze task was at a frustration reading level
for the student. It was determined that all Cloze tasks
except two were at the independent reading level; the two
exceptions were at the instructional reading level.
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The composite score of each pair of passagos in the
pretest and in each posttest was used to determine the diffi-
culty level of the passages for each stud~nt. This revealed
that, with one exception, the combined passages in the
pretest and in each posttest wer~ at the independent level1
the exception scored at the instructional level. The scores
derived by means of this procedure are pre:3snted in Table 4
and Table 5.
The main results of these tests showed a mean gain in
posttest scores over pretest scores whether the passages used
were the same forms or alternate fort,ls. With one exception
(John's same-forl1ls tests), all students demonstrated gains in
comprehension over the 5-month period. Overall, the combined
mean gain score on both forms of the posttest was 9.0%. The
highest gain in comprehension when combining the two measures
was made by Sam, who also demonstrated the most improvement
in comprehension as measured by the Gates·MacGinitie Reading
Tests. The students' mean gain was slightly greater when the
posttest used the same forms rather than alternate forms
(mean gains of 10.6% and 7.3%, respectively). The possibil-
ity exists that even with approximately 5 months between
testing the students' prior experience with the passages may
have contributed to the mean gain. However, Holdaway (1980)
has stated that, at least for oral reading assessment, "after
six months we may use the pre-test material as pos.t-test
material" (p. 70). This suggests that other factors such as
individual differences in relating to the passages may have
Table 4
Gain in Cloze Task Scores Using Same Passages in
Pretest and Posttest
btudent Pretest post test OiffElrence('j (,j ('j
John 71 71
~lax 63 73 10
Sam 54 76 22
Mean Value 62.7 73.3 10.6
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Note. Based on criteria contained in the Diagnostic
Reading pro9ram (1986), all scores except one
are at the J.ndElpendent leveL The exception
is Sam's pretest score (501), which is at the
iustructional level.
Table 5
Gain in Croze Task Scores Using Alternate Passages in
Pretest and Posttest
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Student
John 71 as
Difference
14
63 65
Sam
Mean Value
"
62.7
60
70.0 7.3
Based on criteria contained in the Diagnostic
Reading ProCJram (1986), all scores except one
are at the :Lndepende::t level. The exception
is Sam's pretest score (54), which is at the
instructional level.
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contributed to the diffenmces 5ho....n in the gain scoras.
Indeed, "the results sho....ed noticeable variation among the
students regardinq the difference between same-forms and
alternate-fonrs posttest scores. While Max, and especially
Sam, showed noticeably greater gains on posttests using the
same forms, John, who showed no gain using the same tOrlllS,
made substantial gain on the alternate-forms posttest.
Aloillreness About Reading
Two approaches were used to assess students I
about reading, including their understanding of effective
reading strategies: The Reading Interview, an individually
administered procedure; ancl Ideas About Reading, a qroup-
administered procedure.
Reading Interview
The Reading Interview (see Appendix 8) is an open-ended
individual interview form designed to reveal information
about a person's metalinguistic knowledge about reading (Y.M.
Goodman, Watson, , Burke, 1967). The investigator conducted
individual interview sessions with each of the 3 students on
Dacember ~4, ~989, which was prior to the intervention phase,
and again on May 15, 1990, Which was immediately after the
intervention phase of the study. Each session \,las recorded
on audio tape, which was subsequently transcribed. These
complementary formats provided the investiqator with a com-
plete, permanent record of each interview session. The
transcripts of each student's December and May interview
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sessirms are contained in Appendix M.
John's responses in both intervie....s indicated an aware-
ness that the primary responsibility during reading is to
make sense. His December responses indicated he had several
strategies available to deal with the difficulties he encoun-
tered; in his Hay responses he elaborated on these and added
several others. In both interviews, he lnentioned strategies
of recognized efficacy in pr.oficient reading (e.g., "Go on
ahead and see what makes sensen and III skips it and puts in
something that makes sensel». Moreover, the responses in the
Hay sesslon included more of these high-quality strategies,
which indicated that John had a greater awareness and
appreciation of their valUE;. However, in both sessions he
included one strategy of doubtful efficacy, especially if
used as the initial or sole strategy; specifically, it was
the strategy of "breaking down" the unknown words enc·.:lUnt,l!red
in the text. In fact, John seemed to have a high degree of
surface-feature beliefs and actions incorporated into his
overall awareness and reported reading behaviors. This may
be hampering the development or utiliza'i.:ion of more efficient
and effective strategies, many of which he already has in his
repertoire.
John also indicated a recognition of circumstances under
which the reader can 6ssume the maximum level of independence
and !lelf-control while receiving help from a more-able
reader. In suggesting how he would help a person having
t:-ouble reading, he prefaced his response with "W"!ll, I
"
wouldn I t read it for him." His references to using oral
Cloze, masking and reading parts of a ....ord, and giving other
cues or prompts which the reader could apply to work out the
problem all suggested an appreciation of what experiences
promote reader growth and independence.
John's responses also indicated a positive view of what
reading might otter him (e.g., the satisfaction of reading
harder books, of reading to others, and of helping others
learn to read) and that he could achieve this (e.g., through
shared reading experlenc:)s with his family and practice with
the same books or with new books). Furthermore, his comments
in the May interview, especially those in response to Ques-
tions 10 and 11, showed a distinctly more positive and confi-
dent self-perception about his current and future levels of
development as a reader.
Max's responses during both interviews tended to ret'lect
a high degree of surface-feature beliefs and reported
actions. Frequent references to spelling (e.g., "1 knows how
to spell better"), reading accuracy (e.g., "1 never kneW' a
couple, only about three words, and I knew the rest ll ), prac-
tising words (e.g., ".•. practising words," in response to
Question J in December), and hard words (e.g., "there's hard
words in it") seemed to dominate his responses.
The strategies which he reported using largely reflect a
surface-feature orientation as well. Of these, one frequent-
ly mentioned by Max was the strategy of "breaking it down"
(or "breaking it up") when he comes to something he does not
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know. It is noteworthy that this was t:he first strategy
mentior;ed in answer to Question 1 ill December, while in May
it was the second one mentioned. The first strategy men-
tioned in May was one generally acknowledged (at least from a
holistic perspective) as a more powerful one for proficient
reading; in Max's words, It ••• I just goes on and skips it
sometimes. It
In the opinion of the investigator, Max's lack of
explicit references to "making sense" did not reflect the
extent to which he seemed to actually utilize this
fundamental principle during reading. However, it does seem
significant that few of the responses reflected even implicit
reference to "making sense" as an underlying principle during
reading. One possible explanation is that it reflected Max's
understanding ~'f what he thought he should be doing, perhaps
based on what others were (or he thought were) encouraging
him to do.
Max's responses reflected a positive self-perception
about reading. In both interview sessions he fondly referred
to his earliest experiences of reading. His conunents indi-
cated he enjoys reading with his parents and he recognizes
the value of being read to, especially in relation to subse-
quent reading of the material for hilllseif. Perhaps the most
significant commentary on the affective dimension of Max's
reading a'..areness was the story he related about dreaming of
be in9 a writer.
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Sam's response to Question 1 in both sessions indicated
that he has an awareness of the fundamental role of "making
sense" in the reading process. His response in December
indicated several high-quality strategies. However, the
second one he mentioned, "sounding it out," is generally con-
sidered as having doubtful efficacy. Sam's cOIllll'ent suggested
that he is beginning to fon a similar conclusion: "It don't
work with me all that good...•" His response in Hay
involved some of the same strateqies, although their order of
mention was considerably different. "sounding it outll was
still included, but mentioned last: "Sometimes I'll try to
sound it out or something. But I'm not good at that, so that
don't work that good for me,lI He referred to this strategy
on several occasions. Sam apparently believed that it was a
strategy he should be using, yet having found it unproduc-
tive, had concluded the problem must be his inability to use
it appropriately.
Other responses also indicated that Sam has a high
surface-feature orientation to reading. He made frequent
reference to spelling (e.g., "I know something else that
makes him a good reader--spelling lt ), recognizing more words
(e. g., "before I never knew some words and now I knows those
words"), and harder words (e,g., "I have lots of words that
cause me trouble"). Sam's responses revealed that his per-
captions about surface-feature beliefs and strategies have
been greatly influenced by his experiences at home. His
ample cOmJllentary on his early reading experiences suggest
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that from thQ start the surface features of text were made a
focus of parent-child interactions. Additionally, Sail indi-
cated that his tather encourages hu to "sound out" the words
he has trouble with and that a prillary strategy at hODe is
for Sam to ask what the problell word is and to be told.
Sam t s experiences at hOlle have also supported his awareness
of the value of literacy and the satisfactions available
through books (e.g., reading with his family) and having
p.::.::periences in independent reading (e.g., "I read at the same
time and I listened and read like Mom") •
Sam's responses indicated a recognition of what reading
might offer in the future (e.g., reading harder books, espe-
cially novels; and doing math story problems) and a recogni-
tion that learning to read more proticiently is available to
him. His responses in the Hay interview indicated that Sam
had altered his view at' effective ways t.,J help a reader
experiencing ditficultiesl his suggestion could be classified
as more holistic, less centered on surtace features, and more
interactive on the part of the participants.
Sam's remarks about himself as a reader reflected a
noticeable degree of ambivalence. He rec09'nized that he has
competence in some aspects of reading, yet he indicated a
lack of confidence in other aspects: til 'm not really all that
great ... I'm kinda good and kinda a bit bad. Like, aome
books I can read; and some I can't." The extent of Sam's
prior involvement with the text seGIiS to bG an especially
important factor. He maintained that with previous exposure,
tOl
no matter how hard the book, he can reac1 it (It. • • at least
a little"); however, he said that "books I'm not used to, I
can't read that much." This quite likely indicates that Sam
needs to have opportunities to develop and apply strategies
which enable him to connect his past experience and knowledge
of lanquage with the unfalllil tar text he encounters. Such
strategies 1rIould help Sal'll lessen his primary attention on the
surface features of text and establish a better balance
amongst all the language cues available to him as he reads.
The interviews revealed that, to varying degrees,
beliefs and strategies associated with a subskills orienta-
tion to reading were held by the students. Moreover, some
instances of distinct changes in these beliefs and strategies
were noticed, in apparent response to the students' indepen-
dent and instructional experiences. 'i.H. Goodman, Watson,
and Burke (1987) have observed that many students, even
moderately proficient readers, reflect a subskills view of
reading in their interviews. However, these authors are of
the opinion that when a gap exists betWeen what the students
think they should do and what they actually do when reading,
the students are prone to experiencing reading diffiCUlties,
especially when encountering difficult or unpredictable text.
'i.M. Goodman, Watson, and Burke (1987) believe that through
appropriate instructional and independent experiences, these
students can come to understand that II. • • the goal of
reading is not tu read accurately but to read for meaning"
(p. 163).
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Ideas About Reading
students' awareness about reading was assessed using' an
approach developed by Scott G. Paris and colleagues (Jacobs &-
Paris, 1987). Ideas About Reading, tne instrument used in
this study (see APpendix C). was adlllini$tered to the 3 st.'........
dents as an intact group on December 18, 1989, as a pretest
and on May 16, 1990, as a posttest.
The results of the pretest (see Table 6) revealed a mean
total score of 25.6. The mean subscores for each of the four
characteristics were fairly evenly distributed within a range
of 6.3 to 6.7. Individual scores in the pretest ranged from
23 to 28; the third student· 5 score (26) was apprOXimately at
the mean. These results appear to be strongly positIoned ill
relation to the findings of a large-scale study of third- and
fourth-grade students reported by Jacobs and Paris (1987).
In that study, pretest scores ranged from 12 to 39, with mean
scores of 23. a in Grade 3 and 26.9 in Grade 5.
The results of the posttest (see Table 6) revealed a
\'Ilean total score of 30.4, which was an overall gain of 4.8
points. While each of the four mean subscores showed an
increase, the largest changes occurred in two characteris-
tics: (a) evaluation, which increased by 1.7; and (h)
planning, which increased by 2.4. Individual total scores on
the posttest ranged from 28 to 331 the third student's score
(30) was approximately at the mean. Each student's total
score showed an increase over the pretest results. The
greatest gain 1n Ideas About Reading during the time perlcd
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Table 6
Gain in Awareness About Reading as Measured by a Procedure
Adapted from Paris and Colleagues (Jacobs & Paris. 1987)
Chacteristics Pretest Posttest Difference
John
Evaluation 3
Planning 0
Regulation
-1
Conditional
Knowledge 10
Total
"
33
Max
Evaluation -1
Planning 5
Regulation a
Conditional
Knowledge -2
Total 26
"
Sam
Evaluation
Planning
Regulation
Conditional
Knowledge
Total 23 30
Group Mean
Evaluation 6.3 8.0 1.7
Planning 6.3 8.7 2.'
Regulation 6.3 6.7 a••
Conditional
Knowledge 6.7 7.0 0.3
Total 25.6 30.4 4.8
~. For each s tudent, the maximum possible score for
each characteristic was 10 and the maximum
possible total score was 40.
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or the study was made by Sam. The individual total-score
gains were on a range from 2 to 7; the third student' s gain
(5) was approximately at the mean.
The mean total score and the students I total scores
found in the posttest appear to be strongly positioned in
relation to the findings reported by Mulcahy, Andrews, and
Peat (1987). They found significant differences in the
reC!,.Jinq awareness of Grade 4 students in three diagnostic
categories. Mulcahy et al. (1987) reported means of 27.0,
29.5, and 33.4 for learning disabled, average, and gifted
categories, respectively.
There is substantial evidence that the procedure devel-
oped by Paris and COlleagues can help differentiate between
students who know a lot about evaluating, planning, and
regulating their own ~eading and those who are less aware
(Jacobs" Paris, 1987; Mulcahyet al., 1987). Pretest
results in the pl,esent study indicated that all students had
attained a relatively good level of reading awareness for
Grade 4. Moreover, posttest results revealed they had made
substantial gains during the S-month period of the study. It
is known that while all st.udents tend to shoW' an increase in
reading awareness during the year, instructional experiences
can significantly enhance this process (Jacobs" Paris,
1987). In this stUdy it was not possible to specify the
contribution the individualized reading programs made in the
increased reading awareness observet.. However, it seems
reasonable to conclude that thay at least complemented those
lOS
other instructional and independent experiences which
contributed to t.he growth in reading awareness revealed by
the assessment procedure.
self-Perceptions About Reading
Students' self-perceptions, including beliefs and feel-
ings specifically about reading, were assessed using a pro-
cedure developed by Paris and Oka (1986) and adapted for this
stUdy (see Appendix D). The assessment was administered to
the 3 students as an intact group on December 19, 1989 as a
pretest, and on May 16, 1990 as a posttest.
The results of the pretest and the posttest are shown in
Table 7. The mean total scores in both the pretest (28.4)
and the posttest (25.7) were strongly positioned on the
instrument's scoring range (0 to 35). A not ..ble feature of
the results was the level of stability sho\m. The decline of
2.7 points in the group mean total was derived from changes
spread across the mean gain scores of 4 items. while no
change was observed in the mean gain scores on J items.
Furthermore, of the student:.:;' item qain scores, more than
hal'l, 11, showed no change; 6 showed -1; 2 showed -2; and 2
shololed 1. This relatively high degree of stability in scores
is consistent with the findings of Paris and Oka (1986). In
their opinion, students' self-perceptions about reading'
likely are enduring characteristics and, as SUCh, should not
be expected to be altered as a result of relatively brief
interventions.
Table 7
Gain in Self-Pl!rceptions About Reading as Measured by a
Procedure Developed by Paris and Oka (1986)
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Items
Comparison 4 Total Mean
John
Pretest 27 3.86
Posttest 24 3.43
Gain -1 -1 -2 -3 ~O.43
Ma>
Pretest 26 3.71
Posttest 26 3.71
Gain -1 O. 00
Sam
Pretest J2 4.57
Posttest 27 3.86
Gain -1 -1 -2 -1 -5 -0.71
Group Mean
Pretest 3.7 4.7 3.7 2.3 5.0 '.0 5.0 28.4 4.06
Posttest 3.7 4.7 3.0 2.0 4.3 3.0 5.0 25.7 3.67
Gain 0.0 0.0 -0.7 ·0.3 -0.7 -1.0 0.0 -2.7 -0.39
~. MaximUlll possible score on each item is 5.
Maximum possible score is 35.
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Another notable feature of the rl!!!sults was the level ot
similarity shown. The range of the students' total scores in
the pretest, 6 points. narrowed even further in the posttest,
to 3 points. Additionally, even if the pretest and posttest
results were collbined. the range in scores for each item
never exceeded 2 points.
Item 4 (ttl am one of the best readers in my class")
consistently scored lowest amongst both the individual and
the group results. Conversely, 3 items (2, 5, and 7) scored
consistently high. Item 7 ("I think that I won't be a very
good reader in high school") was perhaps the most
remarkable amongst all the scores; on both the pretest and
the posttest, all 3 stu~ents rated it at the highest value
(5), which indicated that they totally disagreed with the
statement.
The pretest total scores indicated that, overall, the
students had a relatively positive view ot theMelves in
relation to reading. The posttest results revealed that
despite a sliqht decline in the meai'\ total score, the indi·
vidual total scores rellained strongly positioned on the
scale, indicating positive self-perceptions about readinq.
Miscue Analysis
The students' selection and use ot language cues and
strateqies during readinq were examined by means of two
miscue analysis procedures developed by Y.M. Goodman, watson,
and Burke (1987). Readinq Miscue Inventory Procedure II was
used in pretest and posttest sessions. Reading Miscue
lOS
Inventory Procedure III was used in conferenclng sessions
during the individualized reading pr09rams.
8MI Procedure It
Miscue analysis (including retelling) was conducted with
each of the students in individual sessions using Reading
Miscue Inventory Procedure II (Y.M, Goodman, Watson, & Burke,
1987). The selection The Helpful Giant (see Appendix F) was
used in a pretest session with each student on December VI,
1989, and again in a posttest session with each student on
May 16, 1990. The selection The Balancing Girl (see Appendix
F) was used as a second posttC!st with each student on May 17,
1990. The principal findings derived from Procedure II are
presented in Table 8.
The mC!an score for Language Sense (SIPS) in the prete!>t
revealed that only 38.5' of the sentence!> aE; read by the
stUdent!> were synt.actically and !>ell\antically acceptable
within the context of the entire selection. This indicated a
relatively low leV'll of proficiency in the use ot the lan-
guage cueing systems and the reading strategies (initiating
and sampling, predicting, and con!irming). The Graphic
Relations (HIS) mean score (90.4') indicated a heavy reliance
on graphic cues; although the sound Relations (HIS) mean
score seemed to be within acceptable limits for prOficient
reading. The mean retelling score (65.3') indicated that a
moderate level of understanding ....as achieved. The Mean
reading rate (40.4 ....ords per minute) is 5110.... for Grade 4
students on a task such as this.
Table 8
Results af Pretest and Pasttests (Including Gains) Using Reading Miscue Inventory
Procedure II IY.M. Goodman, !'latson, , Burke, 19B71
Characteristics
John
LanguAge Sense (S/PS)
Graphic Relations (HIS)
Sound Relations (HiS)
Rctelling
Reading Rate
Max
Language Sense (SiPS)
Graphic Relations (HIS)
Sound Relations (!I/SI
Retelling
Reading Rate
Sam
Language Sense (SiPS)
Graphic Relations (HiS)
Sound Relations (H/S)
Retelling
Reading Rate
Pretest (i) Posttests It)
The lIelpfuLQ!~~__'rho Helpful GJ.ant _ _ .'rhe Balancl.ng Girl
27.3 46.B (+19.5) 29.4 (+ 2.11
87.6 88.6 (+ 1.0) 92.8 (+ 5.2)
76.2 71.4 (- 4.B) 7B.2 (+ 2.0)
64.0 72.0 (+ B.O) 76.0 (+12.0)
28.4 wpm 47.1 (+18.7) wpm 42.2 (+13.8) wpm
62.3 74.0 1+11.7) 52.0 (-10.3)
89.4 89.6 (+ 0.2) 93.5 (+ 4.1)
72.9 61.2 1-11.7) 72.7 (- 0.2)
69.0 82.0 (+13.0) 79.0 (+10.0)
34.0 wpm 44.1 (+10.1) wpm 41.6 1+ 7.6) wpm
26.0 40.3 f+l4.3) 28.0 (+ 2.0)
94.3 95.6 (+ 1.3) 96.2 1+ 1.9)
76.6 70.2 (- 6.4) 67.6 (- 9.0)
63.0 80.0 (+17.0) 81.0 (+l8.0)
58.8 wpm 54.3 (- 4.5) wpm 5).7 (- 5.11 wpm
Group Mean
Language Sense (SipS) 38.5 53.7 (+15.2) 36.5 (- 2.0J
Graphic Relations (II/S) 90.4 91.3 (+ 0.9) 94.2 (+ 3.8)
Sound Relations PI/S) 75.2 67.6 (- 7.6) 12.8 (- 2.4)
Retelling 65.3 78.0 (+12.7) 7B.7 (+13.4)
Reading Rate 40.4 Wpnl 48.5 1+ 8.ll wpm 45.8 1+ 5.4) wpm
Note. 1. Language Sense (SipS) combines scores in Strength (YYN) and Partial Strength
- (YYP and YYY) categories based on the pattern representing responses to
Questior.s 1, 2 and 3 (see Appendix E).
2. Graphic Relations (HiS) and Sound Relations (His) each combiner. lIigh and Some ...,
scores in response to Questions 4 and 5, respectively (see Appendix E).
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The mean scores on the posttests revealed several note-
worthy changes from the pretest results. The mean gain of
15.2t on the same-form posttest score for Language Sense
(SIPS) indicated students' increased proticiency in the use
of language cues and reading strategies. A similar gain did
not occur with the alternate-form posttest. which showed a
slight decrease in pro!iciency. However, the same-fonn and
alternate-form posttests showed similar changes in two areas:
(a) retelling, vnleh had mean gains of 12.7\: and 13.4\,
respectively, and (b) reading rate, which had mean gains of
8.1 wpm and 5.4 wpm, respectively. Overall, the combined
results for Language Sense (SIPS) on the two posttests showed
mean gains of lO.n (John), 8.2' (Sam), and o.n (Max).
The variability among gains shown by the same-form and
alternate-form posttests compared with the pretest suggests
that any influences of prior experience with the pretest
(practice effects) are likely minillal. Indeed, the 5-month
period between testing approaches the criterion mentioned by
Holdaway (1980), who contended that after 6 months th~
pretest JIlaterial can be used as the posttest material. One
possible explanation for some of the gain-score variations
between the two posttests is that despite the investigator's
efforts to select passages having comparable characteristics
(e.g., length, vocabulary, pictorial support, interest and
relevance to the students, conceptual load, etc.),~
ancing Girl was in 50me way(s) more difficult than~
~ for these students.
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John's Language Sense (SIPS) score of 27.3\ in the
pretest indicated a low level of proficiency in selecting and
using the language cues available in the selection. He
tended to rely heavily on graphic cues and read at a very
slow rate. Despite this, he showed by his retelling that he
....as able to dra.... on his language strengths, including knowl-
edge of story grammar and of genres and themes similar to the
selection, to construct a moderate degree of understanding of
the selQction, indicated by his retelling 5(.'ore of 64.0\.
John I 5 posttest results revealed a number :If noteworthy
features. His Language Sense (SIPS) score for the same.-form
posttest showed an increase of 19.5t, liuggesting a relatively
si:.leable increase in reading proficiency. This increased
control of the reading process is also indicated by a
decrease in word-far-word substitutions from 3.05 to 70
(although he still showed a heavy reliance on graphophonic
cues) and by an increase in his reading rate. At the same
time, John showed an increased unde:=standing, or comprehen-
sian, of the selection in his retelling, which was scored at
72.0\ (a gain of B,O%),
In contrast with the results on the same-form posttest,
John's Language Sense (SIPS) score on the alternate-fom
posttest showed only a Slight increase over the pretest.
Furthermore, the results suggested a slightly greater
increase in reliance on graphophonic cues. However, compared
with the pretest, the number of word-for-word SUbstitution's
decreased (frolll 105 to 69), while the raading rate increasQd.
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Additionally t John' 5 retelling score increased by 12%, indi-
cating a growing ability to construct and communicate his
understanding of selections read independently. (John' 5
reader profiles, coding forms, retelling guides and marked
typescripts are contained in Appendix N) .
Max's Language Sense (SIPS) score of 62.3% in the
pretest indicated a moderate level of proficiency in select-
ing and using the language cues available in the selection.
However, he tended to rely heavily on graphophonic cues and
read at a slow rate. Max's retelling score (69.0l) reflected
a moderate level of understanding of the selection.
Max's posttest results revealed a number of noteworthy
features. On the same-form posttest, the increase of 11.71
in his Language Sense (SiPS) score indicated an increased
proficiency in using the language cues and reading strategies
to construct meaning as he read. Max's Graphic Relations
(HIS) score indicated a continued high reliance on graphic
cues: however, the number of word-for-word substitutions
declined from 85 in the pretest to 67. Max's reading rate of
44.1 wpm, wh;Ue still slow, had increased by 10.1 wpm over
the pretest rate. Max'S retelling showed that he understood
a great deal about the selection; his retelling score of
82.01 was 13% higher than his pretest score.
The Language Sense (SIPS) score of 52.0% on the
alternate-icJrm posttest contrasted sharply with the score on
the same-form posttest. This indicated that Max had more
difficulty in selecting and using appropriate cues and
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strategies in constructing meaning as he read. This diffi-
culty was also reflected in his greater reliance on grapho-
phonic cues. Max's alternate-form reading rate and retelling
score were both slightly less than on the same-form posttest,
yet thay w~re still noticeably higher than they were on the
pretest. His retelling showed that he was able to achieve a
fairly good understanding of the selection, which suggested
that he drew on a variety of language strengths, inclUding
inferencing and exp;!rience with genres and themes similar to
the selection. (Max's reader profiles, ceding forms,
retelling guides, and marked transcripts are contained in
Appendix 0).
Sam's Language Sense (SIPS) score of 26.0% on the
pretest indicated a low level of proficiency in selecting and
using the language cues available in the text. He relied
heavily on graphophonic cues. Sam's rei!llding rate of 58.8 wpm
on the pretest (Which was the highest observed in all nine
readings by the 3 students) approached a moderate rate for a
Grade 4 student on this task, yet this was achieved in large
part by a high level of omissions and substitutions that were
quickly inspected. Sam's retelling revealed a moderate level
of understanding ('If the selection, suggesting that he was
able to use a range of language strengths, such as
inferencing and experience with similar genres and themes in
con5tructing his retelling.
Sam's posttest results revealed a number of noteworthy
features. His Language Sense (SIPS) score for the same-form
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posttest showed a distinct increase, a1 though the score
(40.3%:) indicated that he was still reading at a relatively
low level of proficiency. Sam showed a decrease in the
number of word-for-word substitution miscues produced, from
124 on the pretest to 114; but he continued to reveal a very
heavy reliance an graphophonic cues. However, Sam's same-
form posttest results showed an increase of almost 9% for
composite No and Partial meaning change, as indicated by
coding results for Question J. (This was the largest
improvement by any student relative to eithQr form of the
posttest.) Sam's reading rate decreased by 4.5 wpm, suggest-
ing that, compared with the pretest, he may have been attend-
ing more to some of the text elements which he had previously
tended to omit or substitute with only quick consideration.
Evidence for Sam's increased attention to meaning and compre~
hension is also supported by the increase of 17.0% in his
retelling score. As indicated by a retelling score of 80.0%,
Sam showed he understood a great deal about the selection,
which indicates he made use of a range of language strengths
in constructing his rotelling of this salection.
Sam's Language Sense (SIPS) score of 28.0t on the
alternate-form posttest, while showir.'1 a slight gain over the
pretest, was noticeably lower than the score on the same-form
posttest. This score (28.0%) indicated a low level of profi-
ciency in selecting and usin:] the language cues available in
the text. Although his reading revealed a decrease in the
number of word-far-word substitutions from 124 on the pretest
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to 105, Sam continued to rely very heavily on graphophonic
cues during his reading. However. his al ternate-fcrm post-
test results showed an increase of 6\ for composite Nc and
Partial meaning change, as indicated by coding results for
Question 3. As in the same-form posttest resUlts, Sam's
reading rate on the alternate-form posttest showed a
decrease, relative to his pretest level. (This pattern of
lower reading rates on each of the posttest forms compared
with the prete£t was present only in Sam's results. John and
Max each showed increases of at least 10 'Wpm 1n posttest
results.' Sam's retelling, as reflected in his score of
81.0t, showed that he was able to draw upon his language
strengths to construct a good level of understanding about
the selection. (sam's reader profiles, coding forms,
retelling guides and marked typescripts are contained in
Appendix P.)
EMI Procedure III
Reading Miscue Inventory Procedure III was used t.o
assess a sample of each student's oral reading of excerpts
from his self-selected trade books during conferences with
the investigator. The student read each excerpt twice. The
first time, during the start-Up Session for the book, the
excerpt was unfamiliar. The second time, during the Wrap-Up
session for the book, the excerpt had been read at least once
(Le., during the start-up session); however, no reliable
data were maintained regarding additional readings by the
stUdent. The group mean number of days between the Start-up
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and Wrap-Up sessions for each book was 9.7. The findings of
the Procedure III assessment of student oral readings in the
five start-Up and five Wrap-Up Sessions included in the
sample (Le., start-Up and Wrap-Up Sessions I, 3, 5, 7 and 9)
are presented according to group mean and Inaividual mean
results.
The group mean results are presented in Table 9. In the
start-up sessions, the scores for syntactic and semantic
acceptability (48.7\ and 34.0%, respectively) revealed a
fairly low lev!'!l of success in constructing sentences that
made sense within the context of the selection. However,
where semantic acceptability was achieved, the students' oral
reading tended to maintain the meaning i;'ltended by the
author; this was indicated by the combined "No" and "Partial"
scores relating to meaning change (86.3%). The students'
oral reading revealed a heavy reliance on graphophonic cues,
as indicated by the combined "High" and "Some" graphic simi-
larity scores (93.4\) on a relatively high number of coded
SUbstitution miscues (23.0). The reading rate (40.4 'Wplll) was
relatively slow for Grade 4 students.
The group mean results in the Wrap-Up Sessions revealed
several noteworthy features. The group mean scores for
syntactic acceptability and semantic acceptability, although
still relatively low, showed substantial gains over the
levels in the Start-up Sessions. The group mean score for
syntactic acceptability was 66.3\, a gain of 17.6%; and the
score for semantic acceptability was 58.3%, a gain of 24.3%.
Table 9
Group Mean Results of Oral P.eading Assessments Using RMI Procedure III
(Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)
No. Words Read 171.1
Y +17.6%
Y +24.3%
N - 4.0%
H + 2.0%
Start-Up Sessions
0.1 Syn. Accept.
0.2 Sem. Accept.
0.3 Mean. Chng.
0.4 Graphic Sim.
No. Words Read
Wrap-Up Sessions
Q.l Syn. Accept.
0.2 Sem. Accept.
0.3 Mean. Chng.
Q.4 Graphic Sim.
Difference
0.1 Syn. Accept.
Q.2 Sem. Accept.
O.J Hean. Chng.
Q.4 Graphic Sim.
No. Words Read
Y 48.7%
y 34.0%
N 74.3%
H 60.7%
171.1
Y 66.3%
Y 58.3%
N 70.3%
H 62.7%
0.0
N 51.3% No. Sentences Coded 18.7
N 66.0% No. Sentences Cooled 18.7
P 12.0% Y 13.7% No. Sentences Coded 6.3
S 32.7t N 6.6% No. Miscues Coded 23.0
Time 4:14 Rate 40.4 wpm
N 33.1% No. Sentences Coded 18.7
N 41. 7% No. Sentences Coded 18.7
P 20.0% Y 9.7% No. Sentences Coded 10.7
S 30.0% N 7.3% No. Miscues Coded 20.7
Time 4:02 Rate 42.5 wpm
N -17.6% No. Sentences Coded 0.0
N -24.3% No. Sentences Coded 0.0
P + 8.0% y -4.0% No. Sentences Coded +4.4
S - 2.7% N +0.7% NO. Miscues Coded -2.3
Time -0:12 Rate +2.1 wpm
~. Mean number of days between Start-Up and Wrap-Up Sessions'" 9.7.
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The meaning change composite score for "No" and "Partial"
responses remained high (90.3\. which was a gain of 4\:).
These results suggest a considerable improvement in the
students' use of language cues and reading strategies to
construct meaning during their oral reading of the excerpts.
ThQ students I mean scores for graphic similarity, though
still indicating a heavy reliance on graphophonic cues,
showed a slight decrease; while the reading rate showed a
slight increase.
In the Start-Up Sessions, John's scores for syntactic
and semantic acc"ptability (46\: and 27\:, respectively) indi-
cated a low level of success in constructing sentences that
made sense in the context of the selection (see Table 10).
~1t1en he did achieve semantic acceptability, he tended to
retain a reasonably high degree of the original meaning,
indicated by a composite score of Bot in "No" and "Partial"
meaning change. John's mean results revealed a high reliance
on graphophonic cues, indicated by a composite score of 91t
in "High" and "Some" graphic similarity, derived from a
relatively high number of coded substitution miscues (22).
His reading rate of 30.8 wpm was quite sloW' for a Grade 4
student.
John's mean scores in the Wrap-Up Sessions (see Table
10) revealed several noteworthy features. His scores for
syntactic and semantic acceptability showed substantial
gains. John's score for syntactic acceptability was 60'1;, a
gain of 14\:; and his score for semantic acceptability was
Table 10
Mean Results of John I s Oral Reading Assessments Using RMI Procedure III
(Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)
No. liords Re2!d 0.0
No. Words Read 165.2
No. Words Read
Start-Up Sessions
0.1 Syn. Accept.
0.2 Sem. Accept.
Q.3 Mean. Chng.
0.4 Graphic Sim.
Wrap-Up Sessions
Q.1 Syn. Accept.
0.2 Sem. Accept.
Q.3 Mean. Chng.
0.4 Graphic Sim.
Difference
Q.l Syn. Accept.
Q.2 Sem. Accept.
Q.3 Mean. Chng.
0.4 Graphic Sim.
y 46%
Y27%
N 78%
H 59%
165.2
'i 60\
Y 50%
N7U
H 64%
Y +14%
Y +23%
N - 7%
H + 5%
N 54% No. Sentences Coded 20
N73% No. Sentences Coded 20
p
"
Y 20% No. Sentences Coded 6
S 32% N
"
No. Miscues Coded 22
Time 5:22 Rate 30.8 wpm
N 40% No. Sentences Coded 20
N 50% No. Sentences Coded 20
p 11% y 18% No. Sentences Coded 10
S 32% N 4% No. Miscues Coded i'
Time 4:50 Rate 34.2 wpm
N -14\ No. Sen tences Coded 0
N -23\ No. Sentences Coded 0
P + 9\ Y -2\ NO. Sentences Coded +4
s 0' N -5% No. Miscues Coded -3
Time -0: 32 Rate +3.4 wpm
Note. Mean number of days between Start-Up and Wrap-Up Sessions = 10.2.
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50'. a gain of 23'. The meaning change score remain(ld rela-
th'ely high (82t, a gain of 2' over the start-up Session
level). These results revealed that although John was still
functioning at it relatively low level of proficiency in the
selection and use of language cues and reading strategies, he
had made substantial gains over his performance in the start-
Up Sessions. Although there was a slight reduction in the
number of word-for-word sUbstitutions coded (19', a reduction
of 3\), they revealed that Jobn continued to rely heavily on
graphophonic cues, as indicated by his composite score of 96\
for "High" and "Some" graphic similarity. His reading rate,
although still quite slow, did show an increase (3.4 wpm).
In the start-Up sessions, Max's scores for syntactic and
semantic acceptability (74% and 62%, respectively) indicated
a moderate level of success in constructing sentences that
Ir.ade sense in the context of the selection (see Table 11).
When he did achieve semantic acceptability, he was highly
successful in retaining the author's meaning1 this was indi-
cated by his composite score for "No" and "Partial" meaning
change (100\). The number of coded word-far-word substitu-
tion miscues (12) shown in Max's results was distinctly lower
than the group mean (23.0); however, their level of graphic
similarity (93\, for combined "High" and "Some" scores)
revealed that Max relied heavily on graphophonic cues during
his reading of the excerpts. Max's reading rate (40.3 wpm)
was relatively slow for a Grade 4 student.
Table 11
Mean Results of Max's Oral Reading Assessments Using RMI Procedure III
(Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)
Start-Up Sessions
Q.l Syn. Accept. Y74' N26l No. Sentences Coded 1.
Q.2 Sem. Accept. Y 62' N 381 No. Sentences Coded 1.
Q.3 Mean. Chng. N 76\ P 24' Y 0\ No. Sentences Coded 10
Q.4 Graphic Sim. H64\ S 29\ N7\ No. Miscues Coded 12
No. Words Read 151.8 Time 3:46 Rate 40.3 wpm
Wrap-Up Sessions
Q.l Syn. Accept. Y BB' N 12, No. Sentences Coded 1.
0.2 Sem. Accept. Y B6' N 14' No. Sentences Coded 1.
0.3 f·lean. Chng. N 7B\ P 20\ Y 2\ No. Sentences Coded 14
Q.4 Graphic Sim. H 65\ S 22\ N 13\ No. Miscues Coded 11
No. Words Read 151.B Time 3:07 Rate 48.7 wpm
Difference
Q.l Syn. Accept. Y +14\ N -14' No. Sentences Coded 0
Q.2 Sem. Accept. Y +24' N -24\ NO. Sentences Cod~d 0
Q.3 Mean. Chng. N + 2\ P - 4' Y +2\ No. Sentences Coded +4
Q.4 Graphic Sim. H + 1% S - 7\ N +6\ No. Miscues Coded -1
No. Words Read 0.0 Time -0: 39 Rate +8.4 wpm
~. Mean nwnber of days between Start-Up and Wrap-Up Sessions· 9.4. ~
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Max's mean scores in the Wrap-Up Sessions (see Table 11)
revealed several noteworthy features. His scores for syntac-
tic and semantic acceptability showed substantial gains.
Max's score for syntactic acceptability was 88\, a gain of
14%1 and his score for semantic acceptability was 86%, a gain
of 24\. Furthermore, Max's combined score for "No" and
"Partial ll meaning changQ (98%) showed that he was quite
successful in maintaining the author's intended meaning.
Max's combined scores for "High" and "Some" graphic similar-
ity (87%) revealed a decrease in relation to the Start-Up
Sessions; although the combined score was still relatively
high, it indicated some reduction in Max's reliance on
graphophonic cues during his oral reading of the excerpts.
In addition, Max's reading rate increased to 48.7 wpm, a gain
of 8.4 wpm. Together, these results indicated a distinct
increase in Max's proficiency in selecting and using language
cues and reading strategies during his oral reading of the
excerpts from his trade books.
In the start-Up Sessions, Sam's scores for syntactic and
semantic acceptability (26% and 13\, respectively) indicated
a very low level of success in constructing sentences that
made sense in the context of the selection (see Table 12) .
When his efforts did achieve semantic acceptability in the
sentence, he was moderately successful in retaining the
author's meaning; this is indicated by a composite score of
79\ in "NOll and "Partial" meaning change. Sam's mean results
revealed a very high reI lance on graphophonic cues, indicated
Table 12
Mean Results of Sam's Oral Reading Assessments Using RMI Procedure III
(Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)
Start-Up Sessions
0.1 Syn. Accept. Y 26' N 74\ No. Sentences Coded 20
a.2 Sem. Accept. Y 13\ N 87' No. Sentences Coded 20
a.3 ~~an. Chng. N 691 P 101 Y2H No. Sentences Coded 3
a.' Graphic Sim. H 591 S 371 N .. No. Miscues Coded 35
NO. Words Read 196.2 Time 3:35 Ra'e 54.8 wpm
Wrap-Up Sessions
a.l Syn. Accept. "iSH N 491 No. Sentences Coded 20
a·2 Sem. Accept. Y 39\ N61'& No. Sentences Coded 20
a.3 Mean. Chng. N 62\ P 291 y 9. No. Sentences Coded ,
a.' Graphic Sim. H 59\ 5 36' N 5\ No. Miscues Coded 32
NO. Nords Read 196.2 Time 4:07 R.... to 47.6 wpm
Difference
0.1 Syn. Accept. '{ +25' N -25' No. Sentences Coded 0
a.2 Sem. Accept. Y +26' N -26' No. Sentences Coded 0
a.3 Mean. Chng. N - 71 P +191 Y -121 No. Sentences Coded .5
a.' Graphic Sim.
"
0' S - lt N + II No. Miscues Coded -3
No. \'I'ords Read 0.0 Time +0:32 Rate -7.2 wpm
~. ~lean number of days between Start-Up and Wrap-Up Sessions· 9.4.
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by a composite score of 96\ in "High" and "Some" graphic
similarity, derived from a very high number of coded substi-
tution miscues (35). His reading rate (54.8 wpm) was rela-
tively slow; although compared with the group mean score
(40.4 wpm) it was noticeably higher. (Indeed, it was the
highest individual mean score for reading rate amongst all
students I results for F'rocedure III.) Together, these
results indicate a very low level of proficiency in Sam's
selection and use of language cues and reading strategies as
he read the excerpts in the Start-Up Sessions.
Sam's mBan scores in the Wrap-Up Sessions (see Table 12)
revealed several noteworthy features. His scores for syntac-
tic and semantic acceptability showed substantial gains.
Samts score for syntactic acceptability was SIt, a gain of
25%1 and his score for semantic acce~tability was 39%, a gain
of 26%. Moreover, Sam's combined score of 91% for "No" and
"Partial" meaning change indicated that when he did construct
se:::~l"ltically acceptable sentences, he was quite successful in
retaining the author I s meaning. Sam's results revealed a
very high number of coded word-for-word substitution miscues
(32, although this was a decline of 3 from the previous
results). Additionally, the composite score for "1I1gh" and
"Some" graphic similarity exhibited by these miscues (95%)
revealed that Sam relied heavily on graphophonic cues during
his oral reading of the excerpts. His reading rate decreased
by 7.2 wpm, to 47.6j although this was still above the group
mean score (42.5 wpm). Sam was the only student to show a
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decrease in reading rate in his Wrap-Up Sessions (compared
with his Start-up Session resUlts). The reduction in reading
rate appeared to result from Sam's giving increased attention
to aspects ot the text which he had previously omitted or
given only quick consideration. It appeared that these
activities were carried out within a framework of increased
concern for constructing meaning. Despite the sUbstantial
improvements observed in the Wrap-Up Sessions, Sam's reading
reflected a low level of proficiency in the selection and use
of language cues and reading strategies.
Index of Student Response to correcting Feedback
The procedure for assessing student respens£. to correct-
Ing feedback fol10loling oral reading was applied to a sample
of each student's conferen.::es, The sampl ing method provided
~ight start-up Sessions for examination; these were comprised
of: John, three sessions (numbers 5, 7 and 9); Max, two
sessions (numbers 5 and 7); and Sam, three sessions (numbers
3, 5 and 7), Based on a review of the audio tape of each
session, the investigator used the procedure, along with the
instrument Index of Student Response to correcting Feedback,
to assess the student· s reading behavior.
Table 13 shows a statistical sU1lUl'lary of the findings.
The group mean results revealed that an average of 3,4 sen-
tences were exar. i,ned in each session. The grc.up mean score
of 74, 7\: for Monitoring indicated that the students assumed a
large share of responsibility in noticing lIiscues which
disrupted meaning in the sentences examined. However, the
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Table 13
Mean Results of the Index of Student Response
to Correcting Feedback
Sentences
Examined Monitoring Correcting Combined
Student in Session ttl (te) (%)
John 4.0 57 53 55
Sam 4.3
Max 2.0 8.
79 39
44
59
Group Mean 3.4 74.7 30.7 52.7
Note. The mean ntlmber of sentences examined was
calculated using the following number of
sessions; John, 3; Max, 2; and Sam, 3.
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group mean score of 30.7% for Correctinq indicated that they
10lere quite reliant on the investigator for selecting- and
applying appropriate fix-up strateqies. The group aean score
of 52.7," tor Combined (Monitoring and correctinq) reflected
the two separate scores and indicated a aoderate degree ot
independence in fulfilling those reading' responsibilities
rollowing correcting feedback.
John's mean results indicated a moderate degree of
reliance on investigator support (in the context of this
activity) in both Monitoring (57%) and correcting (53\), and
yielded a Combined score of 55%.
RMI Procedure :III results for start-Up session 5 had
revealed ll. score of 43\ for semantic acceptability and a
composite score of 80\ for meaninq chang'e. In the feedback
activity, John's independent attempts at sentences and at
problem vords within sentences (independently or supported by
investigator's reading around the proble. or discussing
relevant information) all tended to produce high-quality
tries. John actively searched, monitored, checked, and
corrected.
RMI Procedure III results for Start-Up session 7 had
revealed a score of 0' for semantic acceptability and no
sentences coded for meaning change. In the feedback activ-
ity, John actively participated in all phases of the
process--before, during, and after reading with. the investi-
gator. John showed understanding of the principles of effec-
tive strategies for predicting and confirming (includinq
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rejecting and salr-correcting). He shoved willingness to
take risks, even 1n difficult materiaL Before concluding
the activity, the invf!stigator read through the entire
excerpt, using oral Cloze; John participated vith enthusiasm
and a hiqh degree of success.
RMI Procedure III results for Start-Up Session 9 had
revealed a score of 29\; for semantic acceptability and a
cOlllposite score of 67\ for Ileaninq change. When working with
materials at this leVel of difficulty, John benefitted from
sharing the reading responsibility with a more able reader.
His active involvement and his understanding of appropriate
strategies for predicting and confirming were apparent during
the shared reading activities. (As a sample of John's oral
reading with his trade books and the SUbsequent feedback
activities, the marked and coded typescript and the tran-
script of the whole feedback interaction related to Start·Up
Session 9 are containQd in Appendix Q.)
Max's mean results indicated a relatively high degree ot
independence in Monitoring (88t); however, his score for
correcting (0\) suggested a very heavy reliance on instructor
support (in the context of this activity). His Combined
score of 44\ suggested a tendency towards depQndence on
instructor support in the feedback interactions. It should
be noted that Max' s results were d-arived from a comparatively
small null\ber of sentences examined (4).
RMI Procedure III results for Stllft-Up Session 5 had
revealed a score of 59\ for semantic acceptability and a
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composite score of 100% for meaning change. In the feedback
activity, when discussing the cooperatively achieved resol-
ution to the omission "growled" in a sentence in the excerpt
("What do you want?" gro....led the man .. .), Max noted that,
compared with other possibilities, like "said," "growled Ol was
a good choice of words by the author. "It made the story
more interesting," said Max. In tI second sentence examined
by the procedure, Max's rereading had substituted" ... very
dangerous equipment. . ," for the text item" ... very
delicate equipment.•.. " Upon discussion of the word, its
context, and its graphic and sound Characteristics, he
rejected it. Although he did not identify the word
"delicate," he was able to check and confirm the word when
asked "Could it be 'delicate'?"
RMI Procedure III results for start-Up session 7 had
revealed a score of 62\ for semantic acceptability and a
composite score of 100\ for meaning change. In the feedback
activity, Max's rereading showed he could (from amongst
several choices proposed by the investigator) select a word
that made sense and sounded right! additionally, he also
showed he could independently check the choice against the
text word and explain his reasoning, when asked by the inves-
tigator. (As a sample of Max's oral reading with his trade
books and the subsequent feedback activities, the marked and
coded typescript and the transcript of the whole feedback
interaction related to start-Up Session 7 are contained in
Appendix R.)
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Sam's mean results indicated a relatively good level of
independence in Monitoring (79%), a~though his score on
correcting (39\) suggested he was quite reliant on the inves-
tigator for fixing the miscues he noticed during the activ-
ity. Sam's Combined score of 59% indicated, overall, a
moderate degree of reliance on investigator support within
the context of this activity.
RMI Procedure III results for start-up Session 3 had
revealed a score of 0% for semantic acceptability and no
sentences coded for meaning change. In the feedback activ-
ity, Sam commented that he had trouble with a number of the
words in the excerpt. His response to correcting feedback
indicated that he benefitted from assisted reading experi-
ences, such as oral Cloze, which enabled him to use his
language strengths to support his problem-solving efforts
while reading.
RMI Procedure III results for start-Up Session 5 had
revealed a score of 19% for semantic acceptability and a
composite score of 100% for meaning change. In the feedback
ac:tivity, Sam showed that when asked to reread the selected
sentences independently and/or with the investigator he
improved his control of the reading process (from both a
meaning and a surface-feature viewpoint). He increased his
effectiveness in dealing with aspects of the text Which, when
reading within the context of uninterrupted reading of the
excerpt, he had tended to dismiss prematurely, thereby
omitting a high percentage of textual elements and associated
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cues for constructing meaning.
RMI Procedure III results for Start-Up session 7 had
revealed a score of 10% semantic acceptability and a compos-
ite score of 50% for meaning change. In the feedback activ-
ity. Sam seemed to notice many of his miscues, especially
when he did not recognize the word(s). However, he seemed
not to apply several fundamental fix-up strategies for the
word-level or sentence-level problems. Sam did seem to have
these strategies available, as could be observed when he
shared the reading activities ....ith the investigator during
assisted reading activities. He seemed to over-emphasize
individual word recognition and under-emphasize the import-
ance of keeping in mind "Did that make sense?" and/or tloid
that sound right?" (As a sample of Sam's oral reading with
his trade books and the subsequent feedback activities, the
marked and coded typescript and the transcript of the whole
feedback interaction related to start-Up Session 7 are con-
tained in Appendix s.)
The investigator examined the results of the RMI Pro-
cedure III assessments to determine whether any influence of
the feedback procedure could be observed in subsequent oral
reading sessions. Only semantic acceptability scores in
Start-Up and Wrap-Up sessions 1, J, 5, 7 and 9 were examined
in relation to the schedule used for incorporating feedback
within these sessions. The results of this review are shown
in Table 14.
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Table 14
Semantic Acceptability Scores for student Oral Reading of
Excerpts from Trade Books
Scores ('1
Conference Locat~on 10 Sequence of Trade Books
Character istics 1 3 , 7 , Avg.
John
Start-Up 12 52 43(F) o (F) 29(F) 27
Wrap-Up 47 67
"
37 43 50
Gain 35 15
"
37 14 2J
Max
Start-Up 62 4< 59{F) 62{F) 82 62
Wrap-Up 100 6'
"
75 9. S6
Gain 3. 2' J2 13 12 24
Sam
Start-Up 21 OlF) 19(F) lO(F) 13 13
Wrap-Up 43 6 44 57 43 J9
Gain 22 25 47 30 26
~. 1. (F) denotes Feedback by Investigator, provided
to student following oral reading.
2. Scores were derived from assessment according
to Reading Miscue Inventory Procedure III
(Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987).
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Because the student's oral reading in the Start-Up
Session was of text not previously read or heard, the seman-
tic acceptability score in that session is likely a good
index of the difficUlty level of the book relative to the
studont. On that basIs, the results in Table 14 suggest
there were wide variations in the initial difficulty levels
of the books chosen by each stUdent. The ranges of scores
(and mean scores) for the students were: John, 0\ to 52\ (a
mean of 27'); Max, 44\ to 82\ (a mean of 62%:): and Sam, 0' to
21% (a mean of 13'). The high level of variation within the
selections by each student suggests that some, l'erhaps even
all, of the selections were not made in accordance with the
modified Rule of Thumb procedure. Such variability within
each student's selections seems to make any gauging of the
effect of the feedback on SUbsequent oral reading sesSiions
impracticable within the present study. While no clear
patterns of feedback influence on SUbsequent sessions were
readily discernible, it is noteworthy that Max, whose mean
Start-Up session score was considerably higher than those of
John and Sam (and more likely to approach the difficulty
levels the investigator originally intended for use in the
study), showed a consistent increase in Start-Up Session
semantic acceptability scores after feedback was introduced
into his individualized reading program (59\, 62\:, and 82\,
respectively). While this pattern is not strong enough
within the overall results to support any claims about the
influence of the feedback procedure on SUbsequent oral
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reading sessions in this study, it is consistent with such an
influence.
lnvolvement and Reaction
student Intgryiews
On May 15, 1990, the investigator met with each student
individually to obtain the studQnt's ideas and opinions about
the recently completed reading project. The investigator
used an interview schedule to structure the discussion, all
of which was recorded on audio tape and later transcribed
(see Appendix T) •
'rhe students' responses indicated that thQY had highly
favorable views about the reading project. Each student
selected and circled the llhapplest" face (on a sheet showing
a range of 5 facial expressions) to represent his opinion of
the reading project. Furthermore, all students said that the
reading project had helped them. While each answer was
different, one factor COMon to all ....as the inclusion of a
reference to spelling, which was not an t::xplicit feature of
the project nor a topic of inordinate emphasis in the Grade 4
program in general. This apparently is a reflection of the
high degree or surface-feature concern held by the students
and indicated on other occasions during the study. However,
the students' responses also sholied an awareness and appreci-
ation of other aspects of reading; these aspects were clearly
revealed as the students spoke about some of the features of
the individualized reading programs and their experiences
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during the reading project.
The students commented very positively regarding the
procedure used for selecting books fer use in the individual-
ized reading programs. They enjoyed exploring the collec-
tion, as indicated by Sam's comment, "1 had fun finding
books and learning about new authors. II They valued the
freedom to select, in John's ....ords, .t, •• any book we
liked, It realizing that, as Max observed, "!f we didn't like
(a book), ....e could put it back and pick a different one."
The students reported that th£:y liked the feature of
having an audio cassette tape of each book (to use in the
personal-type tape player, with headphones, on loan to each
student). They found using the tapes enjoyable and helpful;
for example, Max noted that "When you're reading along . . •
When there's a hard word ... it was always on the tape
player. II One use the students made of the tapes was in the
Grade 4 classroom during Sustained Silent Reading. As John
explained, " ... I used to read (the passage) over with illy
tape and then turn it off and read it silently again. II The
students also used the tapes at home. For example, Sam
reported, "I likes getting and reading a book. But where
there's words I can't ... I have trouble (with): but with
the tape, I likes listening to it." Both Sam and Max
reported, as had John, that they used the tape and book
together, by reading along and/or by stopping the tape and
reading on their own. Additionally, there were times they
used the tape alone: for example, as Sam mentioned, " ...
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when you can I t get to sleep . . . you can listen to the
tape."
The students' responses confir1lled that throughout the
project the tapes had not replaced the trade books nor under-
mined the students I independent reading experiences with the
books. The tapes were a complementary, supportive feature
which the students could, and did, make use of. The
students' comments showed how they had adapted the use of the
tapes as a support to their various experiences with their
trade books, including extensive amounts of independent
silent reading.
Another feature which the students particularly enj oyed
was conferencing, provided in the project through the start-
Up and Wrap-up Sessions. In John's opinion, "Mostly I liked
it all because it ....as fun." However, several specific
aspects of conferencing with the investigator were mentioned
by the students. They liked the experience of sharing with
the investigator a more complete introduction to the books
they had chosen during the selection sessions. In Sam's
words, "You gets to hear about the book and find out what
it's like when you're reading it with me." Reading by the
students was also mentioned as an important aspect of con-
ferencing. John stated, "I liked (the conferencing) because
then me and you gets to read.... You reads half of it and
I reads half of it." However, student opinion about such
activities may be greatly influenced by how the more compet-
ent reader responds, especially to student miscues. This is
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clearly indicated in Sam' 5 recollection about his feelings
during his first conferencin4 session with the investigator:
II ••• I was right worried if I got a word wrong ... until
you told me it was alright if I got a mistake." Other activ-
ities which involved interaction with others and which all J
students said they enjoyed related to retelling and discuss-
ing the stories. This was a regular aspect ot: conferencing
with the investigator and was encouraged by the investigator
as a regUlar feature of parent-child activities at home.
During the interview sessions, the investigator specifi-
cally asked for student response about things they disliked
about the reading project. The following are three examples,
one from each student, selected from the complete student
response (contained in Appendix T) :
1. When asked if there ....as anything he disliked
about using the books (in his individualized
reading program) in the Grade 4 classroom,
John commented:
"sometimes ....hen the teacher talks I
can't hear her (because of the headphones)
and someone has to tell me the teacher wants
me (Le., after silent reading has finished)."
2. When asked if there ....as anything he disliked
about using the books (in his individualized
reading program) in the Grade 4 classroom,
Sam commented:
"When you're listening to the tape and
you're just in the middle of the page, the
teacher says that silent reading is over
(and you can't finish) •..• "
3. When asked if there was anything he disliked
about Wrap-Up sessions, Max commented:
"Maybe if it was a good book, you wanted
to keep it ..• and you didn't want to give
it back."
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Basic Sight~
On January 12, 1990, the investigator met with the
students individually and administered the Dolch List of 220
Basic sight Words (cunningham, Arthur, & cunningham, 1977).
On May 14, 1990, he met with each student individually and
readministered the Dolch List. The results are shown in
Table 15.
The January results revealed a mean score of 154.3.
Individual student's scores were: John, 147; Max, 184; and
Sam, 132. The May re~;ults revealed a mean score of 186.', a
gain of 32.4. Individual student's scores (and gains) were:
John, 184 (37); Ma>r, 201 (17); and Sam, 175 (43).
Holdaway (1980) expressed the opinion that a mastery of
basic sight words is essential to fluency and ease of read-
ing. Referring to the 220 words in the Dolch List, cunning-
ham, Arthur, and Cunningham (1977) maintained that all stu-
dents should have mastered these words by the end of Grade 3
(although, they observed, many have not). While no explicit
teaching procedures for these words were used in this stUdy
or in the Grade 4 program, the students did show substantial
gains in sight word recognition scores over the period of the
individualized reading programs. One probable explanation
appeared to be the students' extensive independent reading
experiences over the e"'urse of their individualized reading
programs. Anderson et al. (1985) noted that "independent
reading is probably a major source of vocabulary growth ll (p.
77). Similarly, K.S. Goodnlan (1985) asserted that " ...
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Table 15
Gains in Recognition Scores on the Dolch List of
220 Basic Sight \'lords
Student
John
Max
Sam
Group Mean
January May
1990 1990 Difference
147 184 31
184 201 17
132 175 43
154.3 186.7 32.4
Note. L Criteria for calculating reading level,
using number of words recognized: 0-75
(Preprimer), 76-120 (Primer). 121-170 (First),
171-210 (Second or above). and 211-220 (Third
or abnve) .
2. This procedure is described in cunningham,
Arthur, and Cunningham (1977).
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vocabulary 1s built in the course of language use including
reading" (p. 838). In the context of this study, Sam
observed, "I'. learning new ....ords and stuff, like, from the
books. "
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
SUl!Ullary
Learning to read with understanding and personal satis-
faction is widely recognized as a fundamental educational
goal for all children. Beginning at an early age and con-
tinuing through the preschool YP.d.!'s, children growing up in a
print-oriented society receive a wide range of experiences
which introduce them to reading. By the time they enter
school and encounter more formal experiences with print, most
children have already acquired a great deal ot understanding
about reading; indeed, some \oIi11 already be able to read
independently. While most children \01111 continue to make
satisfactory progress in their reading development throughout
the early years of scheol, a significant number \oIi11 experi-
ence great difficulty. Research indicates that when these
difficulties are not resolved early, they tend to create
cumulative effects, resulting in deep and widespread negative
consequences not only in reading development, but in many
other aspects of the students' academic and personal lives.
Al though there have been exceptions, efforts to help
students experiencing significant difficulties in reading
have generally not been very successful. A major criticism
of these programs has been their tendency to adopt a
reductionistic, "skills and drills" approach. In contrast, a
growing number of researchers and practitioners are nov
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advocating a different approacn--one which takes into account
the holistic/constructivist and developmental nature of lan-
guage learning and helps these students learn to read the way
successful readers do. This approach has been greatly influ-
enced by studies of homes in which children have learned to
read before school entry or whose learning proceeded without
difficulty after school entry. The need exists for incorpor-
ating the understandings derived from this area of study
within the programs provided for students experiencing sig-
nificant difficulties in reading. Because of its flexibil-
ity, the individualized reading program appears to be one
especially promising framework for providing such programs.
This present study investigated the effects of an
individualized reading program involving 3 Grade 4 boys who
were experiencing significant difficulties in reading. The
program, using trade books selected by the students, included
scheduled conferences between the student and the investiga-
tor (who was also the resource teacher) and ample opportun-
ities for the student to experience and respond to his books
independently and with his parent(s). The program was con-
ducted over a period of approximately 15 weeks (from
January 24 to Hay 10, 1990) and was organized in a way that
enabled each student to maintain active involvement in the
whole-class activities of the Grade 4 program. The aim of
the individualized reading program was to provide both
instructional and independent experiences conducive to
developing attitUdes and strategies that foster independence
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in reading and improved skill in word identification and
comprehension. The maj or questions underlying this study
1. Will an individualized reading program as implemented in
this study improve the student· s reading development in
the following areas:
(a) reading compreh§n!lioo, as measured by the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Tests, by Cloze tasks, and by
retelling following oral reading?
(b) read ina vocabUlary, as measured by the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Tests?
(c) reading strateaies <Predict.ion confj matioo and
~, as measured by Cloze tasks and by Read-
ing Miscue Inventory procedt.:res II and III (Y.M.
Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)?
(d) readina awareness, as measured by the Reading Inter-
view (Y.M. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987) and by a
procedure adapted from Jacobs and Paris (1987)?
(e) self-pirceptions about reading, as measured by a
procedure adapted from Paris and Oka (1986)?
2. Within the context of an individualized read.ing program
as implemented in this study, ....ill the use of a planned
approach to providing verbal feedback following the
student's oral reading of an excerpt from his self-
selected trade book improve his use of reading strateg ies
(prediction, confirmation, and correction), as measured
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by a procedure entitled Index of Student Response to Cor-
recting Feedback and by an adaptation of Reading Miscue
Inventory Procedure III (Y.K. Goodman, Watson, " Burke,
1987)?
The answers, based directlY on inforaation which has
been presented in more detail in Chapter IV. are outlined
below.
1 (a). will an individualized reading program as imple-
mented in this study improve the student' 5 reading compnhen-
sian as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests by
Claze tasks And bv retell ing following oral reAding?
The Gates-HacCioit!e Reading Test for comprehension,
Level B, Form 1, IoIi!lS administered as a pretest prior to the
individualized reading program component of the stUdy. The
results, converted to Grade Equivalents, revealed that the
qroup mean score (2.0) was below grade level, as was each
individual score (John, 2.1; Max, 2.2; and Sam, 1.7). The
results on the posttest, using Level B, Form 2, revealed a
group mean score at 2.2, an increase ot 0.2. Individual
student's scores (and increases) were: John, 2.1 (0.0); Max,
2.5 (0.3); and Sam, 2.1 (0.4). According to test norms, one
would expect that during the !i-month interval between testing
students making average progress would have made a gain or
O.S (Le., 5 months). All students· gains were less than
this. Host progress was shown by Samls score of 0.4 (Le., 4
months). The use at standardized, norm-referenced tests
(such as the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests) to assess
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instructional interventions is increasingly being questioned.
Instead, more emphasis on individual- and procQss-oriented
methods is advocated. Two such methods for measuring compre-
hension were used in this study: C!oze tasks and retelling
following oral reading.
Cloze tasks at the students I independent and/or instruc-
tional levels were selected from the Diagnostic Reading
~ as pretests and posttests. Passages at the Grade 1
level were used as pretests prior to the individualized
reading programs. The group mean score was 63'. Individual
student scores were John, 71\; Max, 63\; and Sam, 54\. Two
posttests were used immediately after the individualized
reading programs I passages from the pretest were used as a
same-fot1lls posttest and other passages at the Grade 1 level
were used as an alternate-fot1lls posttest. The results showed
a gain in the mean score on both the same-forms and
alternate-forms posttests (10.6% and 7.3\:, respectively).
Individual student scores (and gains) on the same-forms
posttest were: John, 71% (O') I Max, 73% (10%); and Sam 76%
(22%). On the alternative-forms posttest, the individual
scores (and gains) were: John, 85\ (14'); Max, 65% (a); and
Sam, 60% (6%).
A second process-oriented method for assessing compre-
hension, retelling following oral reading, was used in the
stUdy. Retelling was used in conjunction with RMI Procedure
II in pretest and posttest sessions. The selection ~
Helpful Giant was used as a pretest prior to the
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individualized reading programs. The results of the
retelling procedure indicated a group mean score of 65.3\,
Individual scores were: John, 64%, Max, 69%. and sam, 63%.
The selection was readministered after the individualized
reading programs as a same-form posttest; a second selection.
The Balancina Girl, was used as an alternate-form posttest.
'the results of the same-form posttest revealed a mean score
of 78.0\, a gain of 12.710 over the pretest score. Individual
scores (and gains) were: John, 72\ (8\:); Max, 82\ (13\); and
Sam, 80\ (17\). Results on the alternate-fortil posttest
revealed a mean score of 78.7\, a gain of 13.4% over the
pretest score. Individual scores (and gains) were: John, 76\
(12%); Max, 79% (10%); and Sam, 81% (18%).
Whereas the results on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test
had indicated a trend towards increased comprehension (though
not to the extent expected for a 5-month period), the two
process-oriented procedures (Cloze tasks and retelling fol-
lowing oral reading) clearly indicated increased student
performance in reading comprehension as measured before and
after the individualized reading programs.
l(b). Wi]) an indjYidual ind reading program as imple-
meoted in this study improve the student's read i ng yocabu-
IHY as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests?
During the study, measures of student vocabulary devel-
opment were obtained by means of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading
TQst for vocabulary. Level B, Fort'll 1, WaS administered as a
pretest prior to the individualized reading program component
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of the study. The results, converted to Grade Equivalents,
revealed that the group mean score (1.7) was below their
grade level of 4.4, as was each individual score: John, 1.5;
Max, 2.1; and Sam, 1.5. (John's and Sam's results, because
of extremely low raw scores, were assigned a score of 1.5,
the lowest value in the test' 5 table of norms.) The results
on the posttest using Level a, Form 2, revealed a group mean
score of 2.0, an increase of 0.3. Individual stUdent scores
(and increases) were: John, 2.3 (0.8); Max, 2.1 (0.0): and
Sam, 1.7 (0.2). According to test norms, one would expect
that during the 5-month interval between testing the students
would have made a gain of 0.5 (Le., 5 months). One stUdent,
John, showed a gain above the expected level. His increase
of 0.8, which was 0.3 above the expected level, may even have
been higher than measured (because of the procedure for
handlinq his extremely low raw score). Both Max's and Sam's
gains were less than expected (although Sam's gain may have
been higher than measured, because of the procedure for
handling his extremely low raw score). Results on a second
procedure, not included as a formal component of this stUdy
but administered concurrently, showed distinct gains in word
recognition. Students were assessed by the investigator by
means of the Dolch List of 220 basic siqht words in January
and in May, 1990. The results in January revealed a group
mean score of 154.3: the students' individual scores were:
John, 147; Max, 184: and Sam, 132. The results in May
revealed a group mean score of 186.7. a gain of 32.4.
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Individual student scores (and gains) were: John, 184 (37);
Max, 201 (17); and Sam, 175 (43). These substantial gains
occurred during the period of the stUdy I although no expl!e! t
procedure for teaching these words was used in the stUdy or
the Grade 4 language arts program in general. The growth
evident in the students I vocabulary and sight word recogni-
tion occurred during the time period of this stUdy and
appeared to be related to their instructional and independent
experiences with print and oral language during the period of
their individualized reading programs.
l(c). will an individualized reading program as imple-
mented in this stUdy improve the student's read ina strategies
(prediction confirmation and correctiQn) as measured by
Cloze t.asks and by Reading Miscu@ Inyentory ProcedUreS II and
III (Y M Goodman Watson "Burke 19B71?
Students' perfQrmances Qn CIQze tasks prQvide a measure
Qf their ability tQ CQnstruct meaning while silently reading
text. The students demonstrated by their comprehension
results Qn the ClQze pretest and posttests (discussed in
I (a), abQve) increased effectiveness in using language cues
and reading strategies to achieve meaning.
students I use Qf reading strategies while reading orally
was assessed by two miscue analysis procedures. RMI Pro-
cedure II was used to aSSQSS each student's oral reading of a
pretest selection and two posttest selections chosen by the
investigatQr from the current Grade 2 language arts program
(though unfamiliar to the 3 students in this study). ~
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Helpful Giant was used as a pretest selection prior to the
individualized reading prograllls Ilnd was readlllioistered as a
sallle-fona posttest following the individualized reading
programs. A second selection, The Balancing Girl, was admin-
istered as an alternate-form posttest.
On the pretest, the group mean score for Language Sense
(SIPS), the combined values for strenqth and Partial strength
patterns, was 38.5\. which indicated a relatively low level
of prOficiency in the students I selection and use of reading
strategies to construct meaning. Group melln results also
showed a heavy reliance on graphophonlc CUCIS. Individual
scores for Language Sense (SIPS) were: John, 27.3\; Max,
6:l.J\; and Sam, 26.0\. Each stUdent, but especially Sam,
showed a high reliance on graphophonic cues. On the same-
form posttest, the group mean score for Language Sense (SIPS)
was 53.7\. an increase ot 15.2\ over the pretest. Individual
scores (and gains) were: John, 46.8\ (19.5\); Max. 74.0'
(11. 7\); and Sam, 40.3\ (14.3\). The group mean and individ-
ual results showed, as in the pretest, heavy reliance on
graphophonic cues. On the alternate-torm posttest, the group
mean score for Language SenSQ (SIPS) was 36.5', a decrease of
2.0\ compared with pretest reSUlts. Individual scores (and
gains) were: John, 29.4\ (2.U); Max, 52.0\ (-10.3\); and
Sam, 28.0\ (2.0\). The Language Sense (SiPS) scores on the
alternate-form posttest compared with the same-form posttest
Ilnd the even greater reliance noted on graphophonic cues
suggest that the selection The Balancing Girl was in some
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way(s) more cUtticult than the s.hetion Tbe Helpful Giant,
d.&pite efforts by the investigator to choose selections ot
comparable characteristics, InclucUnq their an" cipated
difficulty for the studentl.. Relative to the pretest
resUlts, the students' mean and individual scores on the
Blllne-Conn posttest indicated increased prot'iciency in the use
or language cues and reading strategies in the process of
constructlng meaning as they read.
RMI Procedure III was used to examine samples of each
student's oral reading of excerpts trom his aelf-selected
trade books durinq confecencing sessions OVer the course of
his individualized reading program. The student read each
excerpt on two occasions (in the Start-Up session and in the
Wrap-Up Session), thus providing' an opportunity for same-fortQ
comparison. In Procedure III, proficiency in the use of'
reading- strategies i. indicated by the ..cores for syntactic
and semantic acceptability and for deg'ree of meaning change.
The g-raphic similarity score indicates the extent to which
the reader has made use of the graphophonic cueing' system in
the process of constructinq meaninq.
Group mean scores for the Start-Up Sessions revealed
48." for syntactic acceptability, 34.0' for semantic accept-
ability, and 86.3' for meaning- change (No and Partial, com-
bined). The score of 93.4' for graphic similarity (High and
Some, combined) showed a heavy reliance on graphophonic cues.
Together, these scores indicated a 1010' level of prOficiency
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in the selection and use of language cues and reading
strategies during reading of these materials. The results
seemed to reflect the in_tlal high level of difficulty of the
materials selected by the students (relative to the students'
independent reading abilities). The group mean results for
the Wrap-Up Sessions revealed only a moderate degree of
proficiency, yet this showed a distinct improvement over
start-Up Session results. The group mean sc;:>res were: syn-
tactic acceptability. 66.3\ (an increase of 17.6\); semantic
acceptabl1ity, 58.3\ (an increase of 24.3\); and meaning
change, 90.3\ (an increase of 4.0t). The graphic similarity
composite score remained high, at 92.7\ (8 decrease of 0.7').
Although there was considerable variation in the overall
proficiency shown by the students, each student showed dis-
tinct gains. The individual scores (and gains) for syntactic
acceptability and semantic acceptability ""ere: John, 60'
syntactic acceptability (a gain of 14') and 50% semantic
acceptability (a gain of 23%); Max, 88' syntactic acceptabil-
ity (a gain of 14') <'lnd 86' semantic acceptability (a gain of
24'); and Sam, 51' syntactic acceptability (a gain of 25')
and 39' semantic acceptability (a gain of 26%). These
results indicated that, on rereading the same text approxi-
mately 10 days later, the students sho....ed an increased level
of proficiency in selecting and using reading strategies
""hile engaged in constructing meaning. Because of the wide
variations in the difficulty levels of the trade books, both
wi thin the nine books chosen by each student and across the
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nine-book selections ot the J students, using the intormation
provided by Procedure III as a way to measure progress over
the course of the study was not practicable. However, the
group mean And inclivictual resUlts on the Cloze task And RMI
Procedure II indicated that over the period or the study the
students did improve their proriciency in tl:le selection and
use of reading strategies.
1 (al. Will an individualized reading program as imple-
IDeDted 1n this study improve the student· s reading awarene5S
as measured by the Reading Int.erview (Y.M Goodman Watson &
Burke ]9871 and by a prgc@dure adapted from 1a9cb!? and paris
1.l>lli?
Reading interviews ....ere conducted. individually with each
student prior to and following the individualized reading
programs, on December 14, 1989, and May 15, 1990, respective-
ly. In both sessions John indicated an awareness of the
importance of "making sense" during readinq. While he did in
the December session mention several high quality strategies,
in the May session he added to and elaborated on these.
However, in both sessions John inclUded "breaking it down," a
strategy of dubious et"ficacy in proficient reading. John
showed an awareness of the circumstances which are helpful to
developing independence While learning to read. His remarks
in both sessions revealed a positive view of what reading
offers him. Moreover, his responses in May showed a more
positive, self-confident view of his current and future
levels of development as a reader.
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Max's responses in both sessions reflected a high
surface-feature orientation to....ards reading. He made no
explicit reference to the role of "making sense." Instead,
he referred to such aspects as spelling, accuracy, and hard
words. In both sessions he referred to "breaking it down,"
which is a strategy of doubtfUl efficacy. While in the
December session this was the first strategy Hax identified,
in the May session it ....as identified second to a strategy
generally considered more effective for proficiency reading
(skip it and go on). In both sessions, Max's response5
indlcatec1 a positive view of What reading offers hilll and of
his progress as a reader.
In both sessions Sam's responses indicated an a....areness
of the role that "making sense" plays in proficient reading.
In December, he referred to several high-quality strategies
available as he reads; however, he also included references
to "sounding it out." His response in May inclUded the same
strategies; however, he identified them in a different order,
with "sounding it out" mentioned last. Sam's comments about
his experiences with "sounding- it out" sug-qested he was
becoming aware that this was not a very helpful strategy for
him. Sam's responses in both sessions showed a high surface-
feature orientation; he frequently referred to spelling,
recogniz.ing more words, and harder words. He indicated that
he values his parents' involvement in his reading; although
he is dubious about somo aspects of these home experiences,
especially "sounding out" words and reading aloud. Sam
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seellled to have a positive vie.. ot what reading offers him and
ot his progress in reading. His responses in the May session
indicated a change in his view about effective ways to help a
reader experiencing difficulties1 his suggestions were more
holistic, less centered on surface features, and more inter-
active on the part of the participants.
The Readinq Interviews in December revealed that to
varying degrees each student reported beliefs and strategies
which indicated a subskills view of reading. However, both
John and Sam also explicitly referred to "making sense" as an
important aspect ot reading and included references to strat-
egies and experiences consistent with this process. In the
Hay sessions, John I sand Salll' s responses indicated increased
recognition of the importance of making sense and awareness
of appropriate strategies for achieving it. Interestingly,
Max's responses in both sessions lacked any explicit refer-
ence to "making sense, It although in actual reading situations
(both in the study and elsewhere) he showed a tacit under-
standing of its role. All 3 students, in both sessions,
seemed to have relatively positive views about the role at
reading in their lives an~ of their present and future levels
at development as readers.
Ideas About Reading, a 20-item multiple-choice instru-
ment designed to assess reading awareness, was administered
to the J students as a group prior to and tollowing the
individualized reading programs (on December 18, 1989, and
Hay 16, 1990, respectively). The results of the pretest
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revealed a group mean score of 25.6 (out of a possible maxi-
mum of 40.0). Each of the instrument's four major categories
was relatively equally represented, with mean subscores (out
of a possible maximum of 10.0) of 6.3 (Evaluation) I 6.3
(Planning). 6.3 (Regulation), and 6.7 (Conditional Knowl-
edge) . Individual student I 5 total scores on the pretest
were: John, 28; Max, 26; and Sam, 23. Results on the post-
test revealed a group mean score ot 30.4, an increase of 4.8.
While each of the four subscores showed an increase. the
qreatest gains were in two cateqories: (a)~ of the
reading task and one's own abilities (1.7); and (b) elAnn.ing
to reach a specified reading goal (2.4). Individual
student's total scores on the posttest were: John, 33 (il gain
of 5)1 Max, 28 (a gain of 2)1 and Sam, 30 (a gain of 7).
These were substantial gains, with the students' total scores
on the posttest comparing quite favorably with those reported
by MUlcahy et a1. (1987).
The results of the Reading Interviews and the Ideas
About Reading assessments indicated that in December these
students held generally positive and favorable views about
reading and displayed a good level of awareness of the
strategic nature of reading. Moreover, the results in May
indicated further growth, with certain aspects showing dis-
tinct increases, especially in awareness about the central
rol."} of "making sense" and of strategies appropriate to
achieving this, for use before, during. and after reading.
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1(e)_ Will an jndividualind norling program as 1IlIpls-
mented in this stydy imprgve the student's self-perceptions
about nading liS mCi!!Sund by a procedure adapted fro!! Paris
And Oka 0986l?
The procedure was administered to the l students as it
group on December 19, 1989, as a pretest and on May 16, 1990,
as II posttest. The pretest results sho....ed a group mean total
score of 28.4 (out of a possible maxi1llum of 35). The 10d1-
vidual total scores on the pretest were: John, 27; Max, 26;
and Sam, 32. The posttest results showed a group mean total
score of 25.7, a qain of -2.7. Individual student total
scores (and gains) were: John, 24 (-3); Max, 26 (0); and Sam,
27 (-5). The overall results showed a notable degree of
stability; this is consistent with the observation by Paris
and Oka (1986) that selt-perceptions about reading likely are
enduring characteristics and as such are not likely to be
inUuenced by relatively brief instructional interventions.
Moreover, the results showed a notable de;ree of similarity
of scores on the pretest and the posttest within the sa.e
i tell for each student and across all students. Perhaps the
most remarkable results were in response to the item "I think
that I won't be a very good reader in high s;chool." On both
the pretest and the posttest, all J students rated it at the
highest value on the scale, which indicated that they totally
disagreed with the statement.
The posttest results revealed that despite a slight
decline in the mean total score, the individual total scores
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remained strongly post tloned on the scale, indicating that
positive self-perceptions were maintained over the period of
the study.
2. Within the cgntext of an indiVidualized reading
program as implemented in this study will the use of a
planned approach to providing verbal feedback following the
student I s oral reading of an excerpt from his sel f-selected
trade book jmproye his use 9f reading strategies <predictioD
confirmatioD and correctionl as measyred by a procedyre
entitled Index of Student Response to Correcting Feedback and
bv an adaptation of Reading Miscue Inventory Proced4.n.....1.ll
(V M Goodman Watson & Burke 1987)1
Using the audio tapes of a sample of each student's
Start~Up Sessions in which feedback by investigator was a
component, the investigator examined the student's reading
behavior ....hile engaged in rereading sentences in which
meaning-disruptive miscues had occurred during the original,
independent reading. using the instrument Index of student
Response to correcting Feedback, he rated the degree of
independence shown by the student in noticing and resolving
the miscues. The group mean results for this procedure
sho....ed that an average of 3.4 sentences were eXllmined in each
session. The group mean score for Monitoring (74. 7\;) indi-
cated that in the context of the feedback activity the stu-
dents were able to assume a large share of respor:sibility for
noticing the meaning-disruptive miscues. However, the group
mean score for correcting (30.1\:) indicated that they were
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quite reliant on the investigator for support in resolvlnq
these miscues. The group Ilean score of 52. n ror Combined
(Monitoring and correcting) reflected the two separate scores
and indicated that in the context of the feedback activity
the students were able to aSSume is moderate level of indepen-
dence in fUl!111ing these reading responsibilities.
John's mean results revealed a moderate degree of inde-
pendence, in the context of the feedback activity, in both
Monitoring (57\) and correcting (53\), lind yielded is Combined
score of 55\. These results seemed quite favorable in rela-
tion to results of the RMI Procedure III assessments of his
independent reading of these excerpts, which had revealed a
low level of proficiency in John's selection and use ot
reading strategies.
Max's mean results revealed a relatively high degree ot
ilv.lependence in Monitoring (88\J; however, his score in Cor-
recting (01:) suggested a very heavy reliance on investigator
support for resolvinq the lIiscues noticed during the feedback
activity. His Combined score of 44; suggested a tendency
towards dependonce on investigator support during the feed-
back activity. However. since Max's results were based on a
comparatively small nUmber of sentences examined (4). this
may have stronqly influenced the results, especially his
correctinq score.
Sail's mean results revealed a relatively good level of
independence in Monitoring (79\>. although his score in
correcting (39\) suggested a strong reliance. on investigator
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support in resolving those miscues noticed dUring the feed-
back activity. Sam's Combined score (591;) indicated a moder-
ate degree of independence in assuming these reading
responsibilities within the context of the feedback activity.
These results seemed quite positive in comparison with the
results of the RHI Procedure III assessments of his indepen-
dent reading of the excerpts, which had revealed an extremely
low level of proficiency. It appeared that the feedback
activity encouraged Sam not only to monitor for meaning but
also to select and apply correcting strategies when needed.
The review of student response to correcting feedback
indicated that despite the low levels of proficiency the
students had shown during their initial independent reading
of the exr.:erpts, during the SUbsequent feedback activity they
revealed a good deal of awareness about reading strategies
and, with investigator support to the extent needed, showed
increased proficiency in applying these strategies.
Furthermore, the students seemed to enjoy the experiences
and actively participated in discussing the subject matter,
the particular reading tasks, and the reading process gen-
erally.
Conclusions
This study investigated the effects of an individualized
reading program on the reading development of J Grade 4 boys
who were experiencing significant difficulties in reading.
The program, using trade books selected by the students,
involved regular conferencing with the investigator and ample
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opportunities tor the students to experience and respond to
their books independently and with their parents. The pro-
grall, conducted over a period of approxillately 15 weeks, WllS
organized in such a '-lay that the students were abl.e to main-
tain active involvem"!nt in the whole-class Grade 4 language
arts program_ The anticipated outcomes of the individualized
reading program were that each student would devel.op those
attitudes and strategies that foster independence in reading
and would show increased abilities in word identification and
reading comprehension.
During the period of the study, individual· and process-
oriented assessments showed improvements in the students'
awareness about reading and in their reading proficiency, as
indicated b~ their selection and use of reading strategies to
construct meaning vhile reading and by direct measures of
reading comprehension. The asseSSlients revealed that the
students aaintained or increased their levels ot interest and
their self-perceptions related to reading and that they had
highly favorable reactions regarding their experiences with
the individualized reading program.
While many factors, some quite subtht, exert important
influences during the course ot any instructional interven-
tion, several factors seemed to have been especially signifi-
cant in this stUdy. The individualized reading program was
developed to complement the objectives and instructional
approach underlying the Grade 4 language arts program in the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Which is largely a
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holistic, process-oriented program in which meaning is
accorded a central role in readinq and reading instruction.
Continuing communication between the classroom teacher and
the investigator helped ensure a consistency of instructional
approach for the students and, through cooperation on sched-
uling. enabled the students to remain active members of the
whole-class program.
Continuing communication between the parents and the
investigator also played an i\Ilportant role in ensuring their
support and in encouraging and enabllng the parents to
actively participate in their children's activities at home
in a way consistent with the approach provided in school.
In addition to enabling the students to maintain active
participation in the ....hole-class Grade .. program, the indi-
vidualized reading program provided a range of social con-
texts for student learning. The students met regUlarly .... ith
the investigator in individual conferences. They were
encouraged to read and share related activities with their
parents at home. They read their trade books, using tapes
and personal tape players if desired, during the daily Sus-
tained Silent Reading activities in the Grade .. classroom.
Anotl\er important social context for reading development was
the qroup activities inVolving the 3 students and the inves-
tigator. The selQction sessions, assessment sessions, and
frequent informal meeting.:> for organiZ'ational purp.:::.ses all
contributed to a noticeable spirit of camaraderie amongst the
students. (In addition to these social contexts, the
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students reported spending considerable tille in solitary
reading activities, especially at hOllc.)
The individualized read!n; proqrallls provided ample
opportunity for th~ students to express their interests and
preferences, to .ake use of their experiences and languagQ
strengths, and to influence or control their involvement in
the programs. For example, the students eagerly explored the
selection of trade books and made choices which reflected
strong personal ccnmitlllents. The desire to work with a
particular title often took precedence over the difficulty of
the book for independent reading; the student was aware that
there were bridges available to him to make the book access-
ible (e.g., prior discussion with the invClstigatOrf use of
the tape; listening to a parent read; and/or rereading aec-
tions himseH). other examples inc~ude the students' rllspon-
sibility for organizing their activities at home on the days
between conferences, the opportunity to choose favorite parts
of the books tor discussion with the investigator, and decid-
ing appropriatl!t ..,ays to represent their personal responses to
their books as My Turn activities.
The individualized reading prQ9rams ..,ere developed in a
way that would oncourage and enable the students to engage in
high-volurne reading and related experiences ..,ith print (e.g.,
read-along, listening, writing, and illustrating), both alone
and within social contexts. A complementary feature of the
individualizad reading programs ..,as extensive regular con-
ferendng with the investigator. These conferences helped to
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prepare t.he students for independent activities with their
books and to review the activities upon completion. However,
they also served as a context for instruction related to
reading awareness and strategy dev~lopment through such
investigator/student interactions as discussion. questioning,
modelling, <,rId reinforcing and ,,:orrecting feedback.
The results of the study demonstrated that Grade 4
students ....he are experiencing significant reading diffi-
culties respond with interest and enthusiasm to a holistic
approach and that an individualized reading program can be an
effQctivQ Ir..Elans for providing independent and instructional
experiences that benefit their reading development.
Impl ications
The growing recognition of the holistic and develop-
mental characteristics of language learning is exerting a
profound influence on educational programs. Increasingly it
is being recognized that incorporating a holistic, develop-
mental perspective within school programs is beneficial for
the ~anguage development of all stUdents, inclUding those
experiencing difficulties in readi.ng (e.g., Clay, 1979;
Buchanan, 1980; Holdaway, 1980, 1982; Church Ii. Newman, 1985;
Ne\mlan, 1985a; K.S. Goodman, 1986; Boehnlein, 1987; Phin:'\ey,
1988; Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988). One holistic, develop-
mental approach with proven effectiveness within the school
setting is the individualized reading program (Holdaway,
1980) .
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The present study found that the J Grade 4 students,
each of whom WAS experiencing siqnificant difficulties in
reading, responded favorably to a holistic approach developed
within the framework of an individualized reading proqraa.
Resource teachers (special education teachers) should there-
fore give consideration to usinq the individualized reading
program as a framework for developing' their own holistic
programs for readers experiencing difficulties.
Although these have been exceptions, the results of
programs intended to help stUdents experiencing significant
difficulties in reading have not been encouraging (Clay,
1995; Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Milligan, 19815; Allington,
1987). Criticisms of these programs have cited their ten-
dency to establish a separate curriculum, unrelated to the
regular classroom programs and based on a "skills and drills"
approach ....hich focuses on the students' language weaknesses,
deprives them of time in genuine reading, and neglects help-
ing thell to develop the awareness and behaviors associated
with proficient reading. Hany prominent educators have
advocated an alternate approach, based on a holistic, devel-
opJll(!ntal perspectiva, which would. sarve to redress these
program deficiencies and. help the students learn to read the
way successful readers do (Holdaway, 1980; Clay, 1985;
Newman, 1985a; K.S. Goodman, 1986; Allington, 1987; Rhode:::. iii
Dudley-Marling, 1988; Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989).
In the present study, the 3 students maintained active
involvement in the whole-class Grade 4 program. Within their
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individualized reading programs, they engaged in instruc-
tional and independent reading experiences which. were con-
sistent ....ith the objectives and instructional approach ot the
prescribed language program for Grade 4. The students
enjoyed examininq the! collection of trade books (aSsemb13d by
the investigator to reflect their agf!s. grade level, and
interests) and choosing books of greatest personal interest.
Frequently, their choices ..ere books ot. exceptional diffi-
culty as measured by the students' independent reading abil-
ities; however, the students were aware ot (and made intormed
use of) the techniques available in their individualized
reading programs to make the books more accessible (e.g.,
introductions by the investigator 1 tapes and personal tape
players for read-along-5; reading with parents at home; re-
readings). ouring the approximately 10 days they had each
book, the students had ample opportunities for reading and
otherwise working with their books in school (mainly during
daily Sustained Silent Reading in their classroom) and at
home. The students accepted a large measure of the responsi-
bility for organizing these activities. Besides those
already mentioned, other areas of independence or choice
provided within the individualized reading programs included
selecting a favorite part of the story for sharing with the
investigator, maintaining a simple record of reading activ-
ities in the reading folder, and selecting II. My Turn
personal-response activity (e.g., drawing a picture of a
favorite scene) upon completing a book. In addition to the
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time spent independently, the students met regularly with the
investigator in individual conferences to initiate and to
conclude activities relating to each trade book selected.
Incorporated within these conferences were instructional
activities which specifically focused on the student's read-
ing awareness and strategy development through techniques
such as discussion, questioning, investigator modelling, and
the provision of reinforcing and correcting verbal feedback.
Resource teachers should g.i.ve consideration to the elements
incorporated within the present study and decide whether, in
whole or in part. these elements could be used in the
resource teachers' programs for students experiencing diffi-
cuI ties in reading.
The study also raised sOIne areas of possible interest
for further investigation:
1. In an individualized reading program such as imple-
mented in this study, what would be the effects if the
investigator ensured greater student compliance with the
procedure for selecting the trade books? Would using
"easier" books (Le., books which the modified Rule of
Thumb or other student-oriented criteria showed were
closer to the student's instructional level) contribute
more SUbstantially to the student's reading development
and in what specific area(s)?
2. In the present study, the variability in the diffi-
culty levels within each student's nine-book selection
made it impractical to attempt to determine whether the
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feedback activity influenced the student's reading
perfonnance in subsequent sessions. Within a context
such as described in 1 (above) or another program where
student books are of a more consistent level of diffi-
culty, does the procedure for providing verbal feedback
demonstrate any transfer effects to sUbsequent reading
sessions?
3. Although it was not a focus of investigation, parent
Hlvolvement was a major consideration during the devel-
opment of this study and was solicited and actively
encouraged by the investigator throughout the study.
All parents responded with interest and support. Their
involvement undoubtedly played a significant role in
their children's programs. Investigators might consider
examining parental involvement in school programs
intended to help children experiencing difficulties.
What are the characteristics of I 'Jlpful involvement by
parents? Can parants playa mc- 3 effective role? What
are the needs and expectations of the parents, the
school, and the students in regard to cooperative
efforts? In a social environment which is calling for
increased cooperation between home and school and at a
time when the approach to reading development for all
students, including those with special needs, is chang-
ing considerably, obtaining the answers to these and
related questions seems to be of particular importance.
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4. Researchers and educators have noted that the
results of many programs to help students experiencing
reading difficulties have not been encouraging and that
the prospects for significant improvement for most of
these students are bleak. A growing nUmber of
researchers and educators are advocating a holistic
approach for all students, including those experiencing
difficulties. There is an obvious need to conduct
research into holistic programs to detE:!rmine the charac-
teristics of effective programs and ways to apply these
characteristics in other contexts. Two types of inves-
tigations which seem to be especially warranted amongst
this research are long-term studies and case studies.
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APPENDIX A
lA-Mid
MAX
David said to his dog Max, WLet's go
for a walk."
David and Max walked down the
David saw his friends playing.
" I play loo?" asked
2
David.
" .n said his friends.
3
They had fun playing
4
lag.
David about Max.
5
Then David looked around.
Max gone.
6
We'll help you him,"
7
said the children.
Go on to tho! next page
17.
lA-Mid
____ asked a man at
6
____ bus stop,
9
MHav9 you a dog?"
10
UNo,· said man.
11
They asked a on his
12
bicycle, NHave seen a
13
dog?"
"No," the boy.
14
They asked girl
15
playing ball. "Have _
16
seen a dog?-
NNo,· the girl.
17
They looked looked.
16
Go on to tho next PD8CJ
lA-Mid
Soon it was to go
19
home.
179
David was
20
He walked home.
sad.
David Max by his
21
house.
"What su!'prisel M said
22
David.
"Max came home without me."
/'fallle: _
Date: _
lao
1A-2
UP IN THE ATTIC
Timmy and Jack were at Grandmother's
old farmhouse.
It was too wet play
1
outside.
It had hard all that
2
morning.
' can we do?- Timmy
3
asked.
' know what to do'-
4
____ Jack.
5
-let's go up and in
6
the attic.-
At top of the steps,
7
____ stopped and looked
8
around.
Go Ort to the next paee
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lA-2
____ was dark and dusty
9
the attic.
10
They stayed to each
11
other.
-Look there, Jack'-
12
said Timmy.
·Can you that old
13
picture of Grandfather?-
____ moved closer to the
14
15
Just then they heard _
16
crash.
The boys were "
17
~I don't want to here
18
now!" said Jack.
Go on to the next PIJS6
11'1-2
"Let's !"
19
Timmy and Jack looked at each other
and then ran for the steps.
'.moo _
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lB-Mid
A PET FOR ANN
Ann went to the farm.
She saw cows and ,
1
She saw goats
l
pigs _
2
chickens.
'Oh Dadl 1really a
3
pett " said Ann.
'I a pella lake
4
____ with me.
S
Can I a cow?" asked
6
Ann.
'Oh Ann; Dad,
7
"You can't have a for
B
a pet.
11 100 big,
g
Look for Iiltle pet.'
10
Go on to the next page
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lB-Mid
Ann looked around.
' see a little duck,-
11
____ Ann.
12
·Can I have a 7'
13
-Ann, a duck is not _
14
good pet for you,· Dad.
15
"A duck likes to In a
16
pond.
We not have a pond
17
____ home,-
18
Ann was sad.
-Here a good pet for
19
____ ,. said Dad.
20
Ann looked and laughed.
" kitten,· said Ann.
21
"A kitten Is a good pel for me."
Hltllle: _
Data: _
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18-2
DAISY'S FRIEND
Daisy heard a noise In the big can
on the picnic table.
She wagged her tail _
1
barked.
Here was something _
2
play with.
She looked the can.
3
She saw move.
4
A trag hopped .
5
A friend~
Daisy and her played
6
tag a long .
7
Daisy ran and jumped.
The hopped and
8
jumped too.
Go on to the next page
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10-2
____ little frog hopped up
9
____ a log.
10
Daisy looked up saw
11
the children.
They back from fishing.
12
"The is on the log1
13
____ did It get out?'
14
____ cried.
15
Then the frog off the
16
log and gone.
17
Daisy barked at the .
18
'Goodbye IIlfle friend.
fun.
19
We will play another day:
Hame: _
Dace: _
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APPENDIX B
READING IN'!'ERVIEW
Name' _
occupation' _
Age__ Date _
Educational Level. _
Sex _ Interview settin9' _
1. When you are reading and come to something you don' t
know, what de you do?
Do you ever do anything else?
2. Who is a good reader you know?
3. What makes a good reader?
4. Do you think ever comes to something she/he
doesn't know?
5. "Yes" When does COlPle to something she/he
doesn't know. What do you think he/she does?
"No" Suppose comes to something she/he
doesn't know. What do you think she/he would do?
6. If you knew someone was having trouble reading
ho.... would you help that person?
7. What would a/your teacher do to help that person?
8. How did you learn to read?
9. What would you like to do better as a reader?
10. Do you think you are a good reader? Why?
'88
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APPENDIX C
IDEAS AEOUT READING
Name' _
( 1 BoyAge' _
School, _
Today's date' _
[ ] Girl
Grade
IOI _
The questions in the following pages are to find out what you
th '.nk about reading and your ideas about important things to
do or look for when reading. This is not a test. For each
question, circle one answer (a, b, or c) that seems best for
you. Please answer all questions.
Circle the best answer for you.
1. What is the hardest part about reading for you?
a. sounding out the hard words.
b. When r don I t understand the story.
c. Nothing is hard about reading for me.
2. What would help you become a better reader?
a. If more people would help me when I read.
b. Reading easier books with shorter words.
c. Checking to make sure I understand what I
read.
3. If you are reading a story for fun, what would
you do?
a. Look at the pictures to get the meaning.
b. Read the story as fast as r can.
c. Imagine the story like a movie in my mind.
4. What is special about the first sentence or two
in a story?
a. They always begin with "once upon a time."
b. The first sentences are the most interesting.
c. They tell what the story ....ill be about.
5. How are the last sentences of a story special?
a. They are the exciting, action sentences.
b. They tell you what happened.
c. They are harder to read.
6. If you are reading for science or social studies,
what would you do to remember the information?
Ask myself questions about the important
ideas.
b. Skip the parts I don't understand.
c. Concentrate and try hard to remember it.
7. What things do you read faster than others?
Books that are easy to read.
b. Books that I have read before.
c. Books that have lots of pictures.
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8. It you could only read some sentences in the story
because you were in a hurry, which ones would you
read?
a. Read the sentences in the middle of the story.
b. Read the sentences that tell me the most
about the story.
c. Read the interesting exciting sentences.
9. HoW can YOll tell which sentences are the most
important ones in a story?
They're the ones that tell the most about the
characters and what happens.
b. They're the most interesting ones.
c. All of them are important.
10. If you are reading for a test, which would help
yOll the most?
a. Read the story as many times as possible.
b. Talk about it with somebody to make sure: I
understand it.
c. Say the sentences over and over.
11. When you tell other people about what you read,
what do you tell them?
a. What happened in the story.
b. The number of pages in the book.
c. Who the characters are.
12. If the teacher told yot,; to read a story to
remember the general meaning, what would you do?
a. Skim through the story to find the main parts.
b. Read all of the story and try to remembor the
meaning.
c. Read the story and remember all of the words.__
13. If you are reading a library book to write a book
report, which would help you the most?
Sound out words I don't know.
b. Write it down in my own words.
c. Skip the parts I don't understand.
14. Before you start to read, what kind of plans do
you make to help you to read better?
a. I don't make. any plans. I just etart reading.
b. I choose a comfortable place.
c. I think about why I am reading.
15. Why do you go back and read things over again?
a. Because it's good practice.
b. Because I didn't understand it.
c. Because I forgot some words.
16. If you had to rQad v9ry fast and could only read
some words, which ones would you try to read?
Read the new vocabulary words because they
are important.
b. Read the words that you could pronounce.
c. Read the words that tell the most about
the story.
17. What do you do if you come to a word and you
don't know what it means?
a. Use the words around it to figure it out.
b. Ask someone else.
e. Go on to the next word.
18. What do you do if you don't know what a whole
sentence means?
a. Read it again.
b. Sound out all of the words.
c. Think about the other sentences in the
paragraph.
19. What parts of the story do you skip as you read?
a. 'rhe hard words and parts I don't understand.
b. The unimportant parts that don't mean
anything for the story.
I never skip anything.
20. Which of these is the best way to remember a
story?
Say every word over and over.
b. Think about remembering it.
e. Write it down in my own words.
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Ideas About Reading
(Scoring Key)
lao (1) 'a. (0) 1Sa. (1)
b. (2) '. (2) b. (2)c. (0) c. (1) (0)
2a. (1) 'a. (2) 16a. (1)
b. (0) b. (1) b. (01
c. (2) c. (0) C. (2)
Ja. (1) lOa. (1) 17a. (2)
b. (0) b. (2) b. (1)
C. (2) c. (0) C. (0)
'a. (1) lla. (2) 18a. (11
b. (0) b. (01 b. (0)
c. (2) c. (1) c. (2)
Sa. (1) 12a. (2) 19a. (1)
b. (2) b. (1) b. (2)
C. (0) c. (0) C. (0)
6a. (21 13a. (1) 20a. (0)
b. (0) b. (2) b. (1)
C. (11 c. (0) (2)
7a. (1) 14a. (0)
b. (2) b. (1)
C. (0) (2)
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APPENDIX D
SELF-PERCEPTIONS ABOUT READING
(Practice Paqe)
Name: _ Date: _
Your teacher will read each of the items. After each item is
read, use a check mark (y) to show which of the five choices
best shows your opinion.
1. I like to play games with my friends.
Totally Mainly Part1'Y'OIsagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
2. I wish we had shorter gym periods.
Totally M'ii"I'nly Partly Disagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Aqree
Mainly
Agree
Totally
Agree
Totally
Agree
J. It feels like will never qet here.
Totally Mainly PartlY""D"fSagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Agree
Totally
Agree
J:i.Qll. In Item 3, "Christmas" was inserted in the pretest and
"summer" was inserted in the posttest.
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SELF-PERCEPTIONS lIr.BOUT READING
Name: Datel _
1. I think reading is very difflcult for me.
Totally Mainly Partly Disagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Agree
Totally
Agree
2. If you are a good reader it helps you learn lots of other
things.
Totally Mainly Partly Disagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Agree
Totally
lIr.gree
3. Reading dtles not take much effort for me.
Totally Mainly Partly Disagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly lIr.gree
Mainly
Agree
4. I am one of the best readers in my class.
Totally Mainly partly Disagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Agree
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5. My teachers do not help me learn how to read better.
Totally Mainly partlyOI'Sagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
6. I really enjoy reading.
Totally Mainly PartlyO"ISagree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Agree
Mainly
Agree
TotaITy
Agree
7. I think that I won I t be a very good reader in high
school.
Totally Mainly partl~agree
Disagree Disagree and
Partly Agree
Mainly
Agree
Totally
Agree
Name: _
oate: _
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APPENDIX E
Questigns Asked in Procedure :II ODd Procedure III
Question 1: syntactic Acceptability
Is the sentence syntactically (qrammatically) acceptable in
the reader I s dialect and within the context of the entire
selection?
'i--The sentence, as finally produced by the reader, is
syntactically acceptable.
N--The sentence, as finally produced by the reader, is not
syntacticallY acceptable (partial acceptability is not
considered in this procedure) •
Question 2: Semantic Acceptability
Is the sentence semantically acceptable in the reader I $
dialect and within the context of the entire selection?
(Question 2 cannot be coded Y if Question 1 has been coded
N).
Y--The sentence, as finally produced by the reader, is
semlllnticlllly acceptable.
N--The sentence, as finally produced by the reader, is not
semantically acceptable (partial acceptability is not
considered in this procedure) .
Question 3: Meaning Change
Does the sentence, as finally produced by the reader, change
the meaning of the selection? (Question 3 is coded only if
Questions 1 and 2 are coded Y).
N--There is no Change in the meaning of the selection.
P--There is inconsistency, loss, or change of a minor idea,
incident, character, fact, sequence, or concept in the
selection.
Y--There is inconsistency, loss, or change of a major idea,
incident, character, fact, sequence, or concept in the
selection.
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QUlOlstion 4: Graphic similarity
How .ueh does the aisCUI!I look like the text i tell?
H--A high degree of graphic similarity exists betveen the
miscue and the text.
S--501l& degree of graphic siailarity exists between the
miscue and the text.
N--No degree o:t graphic similarity exists between the dscue
and the text.
Question 5: Sound Similarity'
How much does the miscue sound 1 ike the expected response
(ER)?
K--A high degree of sound similarity exists between the
miscue and the ER.
S--Some degree of sound similarity exists bet\o1een the miscue
and the ER.
N--No degree of sound similarity exists between the miscue
and the ER.
-Question 5 (Sound Sillilarity) is not asked in Procedure III.
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APPENDIX F
SelectIons Used in Pretest and/or p05ttest sessions
coville, B., & Coville, 1(. (1987). The helpful giant. In
McInnes, J. t The helpful giant and other stories (pp. 19-
31). Scarborough, ontario: Nelson.
Ribe, B. (1981). The balancing girL In McInnes, J., IAM
a giant step (pp. 18-30). Scarborough, Ontario: Nelson.
Index of StUdent Response to Correcting Feedback
start-Upi _Date' _
Typescript Identification j _
Name _
Number of
Sentences
Selected
5==;8
on type-
script
Hilleue(lI) Noticed
~~i··
1
Hbcue(s) Resolved
bi;'i·
1
Score
(CoL c +
Col. d)
Score __1_
(max.)
"-'
(Monitoring)
Score-_I_
(ma,..)
-'
(correcting)
Score __I_
(max.)
-'
(Monitoring and
correcting)
.l:!Q!!.
Ha"imum possible scor.s'
1. Monitoring (Col. c) _ No. of Sentencell x 2 pts.
2. Corrflcting (Col. d) _ No. of Sentences :I( 2 pte.
3. Monitoring and Correcting (coL e) _ No. of Sentence a x 4 pte.
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APPENDIX H
CONSENT
(regarding the participation of , grade
4, 1n a study of the effect of an individualized reading
program to be conducted by Randy Noseworthy during the period
of December, 1989, to April, 1990, approximately).
I/We have met with Randy Noseworthy to discuss my/our
child's progress to date ( , 1989) in relation to
his Individualized Program Plan (I.P,P.).
In addition, Mr. Noseworthy has described the :Individ-
ualized Reading Program which he proposes to provide for
my/our child as part of Mr. Noseworthy's thesis in the Master
of Education program at Memorial university of Newfoundland.
I/We understand that
(a) this individualized reading program is consistent
with the goals, objectives, and instructional approaches
agreed upon in the Program Planning Team meeting and
described in the current I.P.P.;
(b) Mr. Noseworthy has received from the (name) School
Board approval for conducting this program in (name) Elemen-
tary School as part of his thesis study;
(c) Mr. Nose\iorthy has obtained the support and cooper-
ation of the school principal (name) and the grade four
classroom teacher (name);
(d) the individualized reading progl:'am will be of
approximately 12 weeks I duration;
(e) shortly before ant:! a~ain shortly after this 12-week
period Mr. Noseworthy will meet with my/our child on several
occasions to assess the following aspects of his reading
development.:
-reading comprehension.
-reading vocabulary.
-reading strategies,
~reading awareness, and
-self-perceptions about reading;
(f) Mr. Noseworthy will provide me/us with a summary of
his findings relating to my/our child's progress during his
involvement in the individualized reading program;
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(9) the results will also be available to the other
members of the program planning team as needed to hel.p make
decisions about my/our child's progress and his future educa-
tional program I
(h) apart from the two immediately preceding items, t and
g, any information relating to my/our child's involvQment in
the individualized reading program and the study wi11 only be
released by Mr. Noseworthy in fonns in which my/our child's
and his family's identities are protected (e.g., by using a
code nu1llber or a pseudonym in place of his real name) : and,
(1) the following additional criteria:
contingent upon the understandings identified in items a
to i, above, I/we agree that can
participate in this individualized reading program and re-
lated activities; further I:/we agree that Randy Noseworthy
can use the information and results relating to this program
to help plan my/our child's future educational program and to
contribute to the thesis study and written documents being
developed by Hr. Noseworthy.
signed: _
signed: _
date:
r agree. to adhere to the terms described in the Consent form.
signed: --;."'an'"'d"'y"""'p,-."""'N"'oc:s"••"o::rt"'h"'y,--
date:' _
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oear _
As you lIlay have already learned, I plan to meet with
your child on Thursday, Decetnber 14, to begin the first set
of assessment procedures discussed in our meeting. I expect
to complete this set of procedures before school closes for
the Christmas holidays. That will prepare the way for
beginning your child's individualized reading program
illlI!lediately after we return to school in the New Year.
Meanwhile, I am asking for your assistance by completing
a questionnaire concerning your views and involvement
relating to your child's reading development. I am enclosing
a copy for each parent to complete individually. I apologize
for adding this to your bUsy pre-Christmas agenda, but I feel
that the information you provide through the questionnaire is
very important to the develop:ment of an eftective reading
program for your child. If possible, please return the
completed questionnaire (s) to lie before school closes for the
holidays on Friday, December 22.
Also enclosed, for your personal records, is a photocopy
of the completed parental consent form.
If you have any questions or concerns about the matters
contained in this correspondence or any other aspects of the
readin9 prO<jram. please don I t hesitate contacting me at
school ( ) or at home ( ) •
I hope you and your family will have a safe and merry
Christmas. I loole forward to our cooperative efforts when
the individualized reading prO(jram begins in January.
Sincerely,
Randy P. Noseworthy
Encl.
CONFIpENTIAL
PARENT'S QUESTIONNAIRE
When completed ••.
(signature)
(date)
U*PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
WHEN COMPLETED, to Randy Noseworthy.
2"
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A. At home, does someone read books to your child?
(Yes or No)
If "yes",
(1) Who? _
(2) How often? About times a week.
(3) How long at a time? About minutes.
(4) What kind of books are used and how often?
(Show by 1/ 1
(a) Textbooks in
the Language
program
(b) Textbooks in
other sUbj acts
(c) Trade books (see
note*) assigned
by teachers
Cd) Trade books
chosen by
parent (s)
(e) Trade books
chosen by child _
(fl Other( _
- 1 __-
(5) In a few words, ho.... would you dnscribc
(a) your child's fee} Ings about these activities?
(b) the reader's(s') feelings about these
activities?
*"Trade books," as used here, means books other than
textbooks. Trade books are the kind of books normally found
in classroom libraries, school or community libraries,
bookstores, and our homes.
About minutes.
About times a week.
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B. At home, does someone listen to your child as he reads
aloud? (Yes or No)
It" yes,
(1) Who? _
(2) How often?
(3) How long at a time?
(4) What kind of books are used and how often?
(Show byV)
(a) Textbooks in the
Language program _
(b) Textbooks in
other sUbj eets
(e) Trade books
assigned by
teachers
(d) Trade books
chosen by
parent(s)
(e) Trade books
chosen by child
(i) Other ( _
_____l
5. In a few words, how would you describe
(a) your child's feelings about these activities?
(b) the listener's(s') feelings about these
activities.
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C. When you're listening to your child read aloud and he
comes to a word he doesn't knew
(1) What does he usually do?
(2) What do you usually do?
(3) Do you feel that what happens (as shown in 1 and 2
above) is a satisfactory way to deal with this
occurrence? _
Please eX):llain your answer:
D. When you're listening to your child read aloud and he
says something that isn't the same as the word(s) in the
book .••
(1) What does he usually do?
(2) What do you usually do?
(3) 00 you feel that what happens (as shown in 1 and 2
above) is a satisfactory way to deal with this
occurrence? _
Please explain your answer:
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E. How would you rate the level of interest your child
usually shows towards reading the following kinds of
books. (Show by V )
(1) Textbooks in
the Language
program
(2) Textbooks in
other sUbj acts _
(3) Trade books
assigned by
teachers
(4) Trade books
chosen by
parent(s)
(5) Trade books
chosen by
child
(6) Other kinds
of books?
(----
____l
Please enter any cOll\lllents about your ratings:
F. (1) What would you say are your child's strong points
in reading?
(2) What would you say are your child's main difficulties
in reading?
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(3) In your opinion, what are the main things a parent
could look for to decide if his/her 9-year-old is a
good reader?
(4) How would you rate the progress you have observed in
your child I 5 reading during the period from
Septetnber 5, 1989, to the present? (Circle one)
poor fair good very good excellent
(5) How would you currently rate your child as a reader
in relation to your personal standards for a student
in grade 41 (Circle one)
far below
my
standards
somewhat on a par
below my with my
standards standards
somewhat far above
above my my
standards standards
(6) considering the demands and expectations of each
grade, how would you rate your child's chances for
being a successful reader? (Show by 1/ )
(a) by the
end of
grade 4 _
(b) by the
end of
grade 8 _
(c) by the
end of
grade
12
G. As a parent who is interested in helping your child t s
reading development . . .
(1) What are the main difficulties or concerns you
have in regard to trying to help your child at
home?
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(2) Do you think the school might be able to help you
more then it already does?
(a) Please indicate any suggestions you might have
about ....ays the school might be able to help you
more than it already does.
H. Self-Evaluative Scale (adapted from Fredericks & Taylor,
1965)
Please check (.;) those items that you or your child do
at home. Place two checks , ......v) in front of those items
that are done every day. Leave blank those items that
are not done.
1. I read to my child.
2. I watch and talk about TV with my child.
3. My child reads many different kinds of
materials.
4. My child has his/her own library or bookcase.
5. I talk with my child about school.
6. I enjoy reading a wide variety of materials.
7. I help my child select his/her reading
material.
8. I write down storiee Iny child tells me.
9. My child has many experiences outside our h."lme.
10. I encourage my child in reading.
11. I give my child books for birthdays or other
occasions.
12. I talk over the things my child reads.
13. I attend parent conferences at school.
14. Our family visits the local pUblic library.
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15. Our family plays word games.
_ 16. My child has time to read at home.
_ 17. I help my child with his/her homework.
_ 18. I enjoy reading in my free time.
19. I ask my child questions about his/her books.
Thank you for completing this questionnaire,
especially at this bUsy tim,:: of the year.
(signed) Randy Noseworthy
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Deor' _
As you are probably aware, your child has selectod thQ
books he wishes to use during the first three weeks of his
individualized reading program. Within the next several days
I will be meeting with your child, at which time he will
begin 'Working with his first book. After that meeting
(called a start-up Session), your child will be responsible
for taking part in a series of activities (Called on My Own)
to be done in the grade four classroom and at home. This
series wll1 conclude in about six school days with a second
meeting (called a Wrap-Up session) involving your child and
me. The fo11ow:l..ng school day he and I will meet to begin a
similar cycle of activities relating to his second book.
This pattern will continue over the length of our projQct,
which is about three months.
Each book will be divided into four parts, marked by
small stickers. On each of the first four school days your
child will be responsible for completing one part of the book
by reading and/or by listening (to you and/or a cassette
recording) . He is asked to do this in his classroom and at
home and to keep a brief written record of these activities
in his Reading Log. On the fifth school day, he is asked to
do an activity (called My Turn) as a way to show his personal
response to the book. He will be encouraged to use his
creativity in choosing and completing an activity that he
finds enjoyab1cl:.
While I know there are many ways in which you will be
encouraging and supporting your child's efforts, I am asking
that you consider including several specific ideas and activ-
ities among them (see the attached sheets). I offer them to
you for your consideration, to use or adapt or reject as you
see fit. While I hope they will be helpfUl to you, the main
thing is that you and your child find that the work you do
together is enj oyable and beneficial.
Please feol free to contact me at school or at home
< ) 1£ you desire any clarification or further infor-
mation.
Sincerely,
(signed) Randy Noseworthy
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Some thoughts and suggestions about
WORKING WITH YOUR CHILD AT HOME
A. In general, your child will be working with each book for
six school days (or about 7 or B calendar days). I would
ask that you try to spend time with your child on 5 days
in each of these cycles. I believe that about 20 minutes
on each of these days would be adequate time for: (la)
listening as your child reads aloud for about 10 minutes
from that day I s part of his book and then tells you in
his own words what has happened in the story so far, or
(lb) reviewing with your child his My Turn activity; (2)
reviewing the Reading Log to ensure your child has up-
dated it today, and (3) making, in his Reading Log, your
own entry, which should be 8 short but positive comment
about your child' $ work that day.
B. As your child is reading aloud, if he says a word or
several words which are different from those written in
the book ...
1. If what he says makes sense within the story and
sounds like the way people write or speak English,
don I t interrupt his reading at all.
2. However, if what he says does not make sense or does
not sound like the way people write or speak English,
you might try this ...
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(a) Wait. Don't interrupt him immediately. Give him
.. or 5 seconds. Let him read on to the end of the
sentence or section. This will giVE him some time
and extra information which may enable him to
realize the problem by himself and possibly cor-
rect it by himself.
(b) If the problem remains uncorrected, draw his
attention to the sentence by asking "does that
make sense?" or lIdoes that sound right?" or other
appropriate cue.
(c) Ask him to reread the sentence. If he rereads it
in a way that makes sense in the story and that
sounds like English even if it's not totally like
the wording in the book, praise him for correcting
it so that it makes sense and sounds right: e.g.,
"Yes, that makes sense" or "That sounds right,
now" or other appropriate cOlllJllent.
Cd) If he has great diffiCUlty with that part of the
story or still reads it in a way that doesn't make
sense in the story or doesn't sound like English,
offer to read that part with himl e.g., "Let's
read that part together."
(e) If he has a lot of difficulty and is becoming
overwhelmed by the oral reading task, offer to
share in the whole task for that nightf e.g., you
read one paragraph and he read the next, or some
similar sharing to make his task manageable and
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satisfying. If that's too hard for him, offer t(',
do all the reading for the 10 minutes as he lis-
tens and follows along visually. (Because of the
way ·...e are selecting the books for this project,
it's not likely your child will experience such
difficulty. It it does occur, please let me know
without delay.)
C. As your child reads aloud (or silently), if he comes to a
word which he "doesn I t know," you might try this .•.
1. Ask your child to begin the sentence again. He may be
able to read the word himself in this rereading. If
not, tell him to skip the unknown word for a moment
and read on to the end of the sentence.
". If he still doesn't knoW' the word, say "What word
beginning that way makes sense there?" When he sug-
gests ill word, say "Check that it is the right word by
listening to the way it ends and seeing if the letters
at the end of the word on the page would fit. 1I
J. Whether or not his attempt and his checking have been
totally successful, praise him for the things he did
right. This will reassure him that he's on the right
track to developing an essential strategy used in
reading. If he still hasn't identified the word, tell
him. (periodically, you could also ask him to check:
your word. For example: "Could that word be ?
Check it and see. ")
Randy Noseworthy
January 22, 1990.
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May 17, 1990
Dear Parent(s),
As you are probably aware, your child has finished the part
of our reading project that involved working with the trade
books he had selected. We are now moving into the final
phase, whlch lnvalves a careful assessment of the reading
project.
OVer the next few days, I 10'111 be meeting with your child
individually, as well as in a small group, to gathp.r informa-
tion useful in assessing the value of the reading project.
In addition, I shall shortly be sending home to you a re-
sponse form to help obtain your ideas arid opinions about the
reading project. These are two of the most important sources
of information that will be used in assessing the project.
As I informed you last Friday, I shall be on leave from my
position as a resource teacher for the remainder of the
school year. w1\ile on leave, I will be devoting my full
attention to assessing the project. In accordance with our
agreement (cf. items f and g on the Consent form), I hope to
be able to provide you and the school with the pertinent
infortllation about your child in advance of the final Program
Planning Team meeting for 1989-90, presumably in early June.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at
my home number ( ).
Sincerely,
(signed) Randy Noseworthy
Randy Noseworthy.
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May 22, 1990
Dear Parent(s):
As you know, the reading project involving your child and his
individualized reading program has essentially concluded.
During last week your child and I met in both individual and
small group sessions to do a variety of activities aimed at
helping to evaluate his individual development in reading and
the usefulness of the approach used in our reading project.
Because you have also been actively involved in this project
and have a unique perspective on your child's response to his
individualized reading program, no evaluation of the project
would be complete without your ideas and opinions. I am
therefore aSking that you complete the enclosed questionnaire
and return it to me on or before Friday, Hay 25, 1990.
If you have any questions or cOIfllllents about this question-
naire, please do not hesitate calling me at home ( ).
Sincerely,
(signed Randy Noseworthy
Randy Noseworthy
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CONFIpENTIAL
PARENT'S QUESTIONNAIRE t2
(Parent's Name)
When completed •••
(signature)
(date)
PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, WHEN COMPLETED. TO RAt; ,
NOSEWORTHY ON OR BEFORE FRIDA'i, MAY 25, 1990.
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1. How would you rate the proqress you have observed in your
child's reading during the period frOD January, 1990, to
the present? (Circle one)
p~r fair good very good excellent
2. HOW would you currently rate your child as a reader in
relation to your personal standards for a student in
grade four? (Circle one)
far below sOllewhat on a par somewhat far above
my below my with my above my my
standards standards standards standards standards
3. Considering the demands and expectations of each grade,
hOIl would you rate your child' s chances of beinq a suc-
cessful reader... (Use l/ marks)
very very
low low :moderate high high
(a) in grade 5?
(b) in grade 81
(e) in grade 121
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4. Req,udinq the activities and materials involved in your
child I s individualized reading program...
(al On average, how often did your child work w:i,t.h his books
at home? (Circle one)
almost about
nGlver 1 day
a week
about
3 days
a week
about
5 db.ys
a week
almost
every day
(b) On average, how long did your child spend each timp. he
worked with his books at home? (circle one)
little about about about
or no 15 min. 30 min. 45 min.
time
about
60 min.
or more
(e) Overall, how would you rate your child'S level ot' inter-
est in 'Working with his books at home? (Circle one)
very
low
low medium high very
high
5. What did ~ like best about the reading project?
6. In your opinion, What changes could have been made to
improve the rE!~ading project?
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7. How ....ould you rate the value of the reading project in
relation to your child's progress in reading this year?
(Circle one)
very
low
low medi"m high ve"!
high
8. In your opinion, should individualized reading programs
such as the one just completed by your child be made
available in the elementary grades next year'? _
(Please comment.)
9. (I welcome and appreciate any other comments and sugges-
tions you may wish to add.)
»> Thank you for your cooperation. Randy Noseworthy
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APPENDIX :I
Trid. Booka Chosen by Students In Seltc;tioD Sessions
Adler, D. A.. (1984). cap! Jansen and th@ pystery ot the
monster moyie. Ne.., York: Viking'.
Ad;t~ie~'diaQo~~:~OINe,f~~r~~D:~l~nd tho mystery of the
Adler, D. A. (1986). The fourth t100r trwl"s and the. silver
Ghost Expn". Markhu, Ontario: Penquin.
Adler, O. A. (1.984). leffnIY" ghg.t and the left.oyst
baseball team. New York: Holt, Rineh.art' Winston.
Blume, J. (1971). Freckle ;,J!!a.. Nev York: Dell.
Christian, H. B. (1985). Sebastian (Supgr Sleyth) 3,od the
clumsy cowboy. New York: SiDlon & Sch.uster.
Christian, M. B. (1987). Sebastian (Super sleuth) and the
stars-in-his-eyu mystery. New York: Simon' Schuster.
Conaway, J. (1982). Myster1!s or Sherlock HQlm!!S. Toronto:
Random House.
Fleischlllan, S. (1974). The ghost gn Saturday night. Hew
'iork: Scholastic.
Hall, W. & Hoffman, M. (1986). Th' return of the Antelope.
Markhalll, Ontario: PenC;Uin.
Jukes, M. (1985). Bhckherrin in tbe datk. New York:
Dell.
KruliJc, N. E. (1989). Lassie' Pigging up danger. Nell 'fork:
Berkley.
Lauber, P. (1960). Champ' Gallant cglli!. New'lork.:
Scholastic.
Levy, E. (1979). Frankenst"lo moved in go th, fourth elggr.
New York: Harper" Row.
Manes, S. (1983). Be a pert!lct person io just three days!
New York: Bantam.
Hanes, s. 1J.979). The bgy who turned into a TV set. New
York: Avon.
mliaylor, P. R. (1979). Ho.... lazy can You get." NeW' York:
Scholastic.
siamon, S. (1986). Log house mouse. Toronto: Gage.
singer, M. (1984). The case Qf the §Abotaged schgol play.
New York: Harper & Row.
Singer. H. (1984). Leroy is missing. New '{ark: Harper
, Row.
Yeoman, J. (1976). The boy who sprguted antlers. Glasgow:
Collins.
APPENDIX J
Schedul ing of Trade Books and Relahd conferencing Sessions
L Mysteries of
Sherlock Holmes
(J. Conaway)
Start-Up: Jan.26
wrap-Up: Feb.!)
2. The Fourth Floor
twins and the
silver Ghost
~
(O.A. Adler)
start-up: Feb.7
wrap-up: Feb,13
3. The Case of the
Sabotaged School
lloY(H. Singer)
Start~Up: Feb.16
Wrap-Up: Mar.S
4.~
-.....
(5. slamon)
start~Up: HU,7
Wrap-Up: Mar.22
5.~
(H. Slnger)
Start-Up: Mar.26
Wrap-Up: Mar.30
Mil<
~
-...(5. Slamon)
Start-Up: Jan.25
Wrap-Up: Feb.l
The Boy Who
sprouted Antlers
(J. Yeoman)
Start-Up: Feb. 6
Wrap-Up: Feb. 15
Be a Perfect
Person in Just
~(5. Manes)
start-Up: Feb.23
Wrap-Up: Kar.6
The Ghost OD
~
(5. Fluischman)
Start-Up: Mar.9
Wrap-Up: Mar. 21
Frankenstein
Moyed in on the
Fourth Floor
(E. Levy)
Start-Up: Mar. 23
Wrap-up: Kar • 30
The Return of
the Antelope
(W. Hall'
M. Hoffman)
Start-Up: Jan.24
Wrap-Up: Feb. 1
Blackberries
in the Dark
(H. JUkes)
Start-Up: Feb.6
Wrap-Up: Feb. 19
How Lazy can
~
(P.R. Naylor)
Start-Up: Feb.22
Wrap-Up: Mar. 2
Jeffrey' § Ghgst and
the Leftgver
Baseba 11 Team
(O,A. Adler)
Start-Up: Mar. 9
Wrap-Up: Mar.21
~
Turned into a
~
(5. Manes)
Start-Up: Har. 23
Wrap-Up: Apr.2
Start-up: Apr.9 start-Up: Apr.12
Wrap-Up: Apr.23 wrap-Up: Apr.24
6.~
~(P.R. Naylor)
start-Up: A-pr.2
wrap-Up: Apr.10
7. Sebasthn (Super
Sleuth) and tbf!
Stars-in-his-Eyes
~(H.B. Christian)
start-up: Apr.11
wrap-Up: Apr.23
Freckle Ju ice
(J. Blume)
Start-Up: Apr.3
Wrap-Up: Apr. 6
LassiE!' pigging
~
eN. E. }Crulik)
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Cam Jansen and the
Mystery 0 f the
Stohn pi amonds
(D.A. Adler)
Start~up: Apr.IS
wrap~up: Apr.1l
Champ· Gallant
~
(P. Lauber)
8. Lassie' Piaging
lIJLllArlW:(N.E. }Crulik)
Start-up: Apr.24
Wrap-Up: Hay 1
9. Sebi'!,;lit ian (super
Sleuth! and t.he
Clumsy Cowboy
(H.B. Christian)
Start-Up: May 2
Wrap-Up: May 10
Cam Jansen !!Ind Sebast.lan (super
the Mystery of tho Sleuth) and the
Monster Movie Clumsy Cowboy
(D. A. Adler) (H. B. Christian)
Start-Up: Apr.25 Start-Up: Apr.25
Wrap-Up: Apr.30 wrap-Up: Apr.30
Com Jansen an.s1 Sebastian (Supgr
the Mystery 0' the Sleuth) and t.he
Stolen piamonds Stars-in-bis-EyQS
(O.A. Adler) ~
(H.8. Christian)
start-Up: Hay 2 Start-Up: Kay 1.
Wrap-Up: May 10 Wrap-Up: May 1.0
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APPENDIX K
students' Reported Reasgns for Thai r Choices
of Trade Books (Numbers ] J 5 7 and 9 only
1. Mysteries of SherlOCk Holmes (J. Conaway)
"Because I likes mystery stories, and .•. I had a look
through this first before I done it ... and it looked
really interesting • . . when I got around up here
(showed section), It looked real interesting because
it's like there's a ghost in here (showed section).
It's like (inaUdible) there's a ghost. It's like that's
what it's all about, ghosts l'.Dd that."
(In answer to investigator question) "X knoW' that
Sherlock Holmes is a famous detective and his. . .
headquarters is in . , . Scotland Yard, I think. And
he I 5 a famous detective. But I I ve never heard of that
book before."
3. The Case of the sabotaged School. play (H. Sinqerj
"I ....asn·t going to pick it 'cause it had •school , on it
. • . but I saw it ....as another book of Sherlock Holmes
and that. And I thought if them two ....ould be
interesting, I Said to myself that maybe another one
would be interesting, too.·
'
5. Leroy Is Missing (M. Singer)
ItI like interesting books like that ... 11 (John
named the previous 4 titles--] mysteries and I adventure
story. )
7. Sebastian (Super Sleuthl and the stars-in-his-Eyes
~ (M.B. Christian)
nWell , I picked 2 of them [Le., Sebastian (super
Sleuth) mysteries] because I kno\ol if one is good, the
other will be the same. I didn't even know if it ....as
good or not; so I sa.... that it was a ne.... book . . . and
it's a mystery story (that's one thing I likes about it)
and it looks like it might have comedy in it."
9. 5ebasti an (Super Sleuth) and the. Clumsy cowboy
(M.B. Christian)
"I. selected the other Sebastian (book); and I like
dogs, too. So I said, ....ell, 1'11 select 2 of 'em
because ..• Sebastian and the Clumsy Co....boy (sic)
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that sounds (like) it goes with Sebastian wit.h Stars-in-
~ (sic), and that one sounded pretty good. So I
said, it" this one's good, I knows I'll like this (other)
one. So, it's like I said I'll give both of 'em a try.
So that's how I got these two."
l:l<lt
1. Log House Mouse (S. Slamen)
"When I looked through it, I saw these mice and all
that and it reminded me of . . . something like Frog and
Toad (characters created by Arnold Lobel). to
3. Be 1\ perfect Person in Just Three Pays (S. Manes)
"! just like the title of it. (In response to a
question by the investigator.) Probably my cousin
(would like to be a perfect person) . "
5. Frankenstein Moved In on the Fourth Floor (E. Levy)
"I read a little bit of it before and I found that
good, but I never had a chance to read it all because
someone else always had it. So I went and I got it out.
And I like the cover of it. It's got a shadow there and
two kids walking up (the stairs). They're right
scared. "
7. lessie' pigging UP panger (N.E. Krulikj
"Where I likes TV • . . and it's interesting.
I thought, like, it wad going to be the same one as on
TV. I likes watching 'Lassie' (the television series)."
9. Cam Jansen and the Mystery of thq Stolen piamonds
(0.11.. Adler)
"I just read the title and it said ldiamonds. I So
I said 'Oh, well. I might as ....ell read about diamonds.'
This is my second Cam Jansen book. I'
1. The Return of the Antelope (W. Hall & M. Hoffman)
"Well, first, these two kids, they live together.
And they were walking along the beach. And then they
met these little pirates, and their ship was wrecked.
That was as far as I read. (Responding to the
investigator's additional questioning. j Those little
men interested me when I was looking at it ... I just
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saw them and said, 'Ht1Ill. This looks goOd. I And then I
looked at it."
3. HQW Lazy Can you Get? (P.R. Naylor)
"When I read the title How Lazy Can you Get" I
thought I could learn a little about me or something
•.. and see if I could make up jokes about it and
stuff. "
5. The Boy Whp Turned into 11, TV' Set (5. Manu)
" 'Cause 1: kinda 111te TV. . . . Once in my classroom
when (classmate) had it, I was looking at 'Little
Critter' (created by Mercer Mayer) books. And I saw
this one and I said, 'This looks interesting. I must
try it after.' Then, after I got II. chance down here (in
resource room and the individualized reading program), I
decided to try it."
7. Champ' GAllant Collie (Po Lauber)
III likes dogs. Every book I picked (in the lagt
selection session) was about dogs.... Champ and
Lassie used to come on (TV). It started off when they
were pups and the rest was When the children were
growing up."
9. Sebastian (SYPer Sleuth) and the Stars-in-his-Eyes
~ (M.B. Christian)
"t don't know, I can't remember."
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MY TURN
to respond to tilt book I just read,
ay drawing",
By writing •• ,
Or by othe:, ways(describe thelll)", _
Student's signature, Cate, __ 10190
(Use;;, s'!parate sheet, if "ud.ed.)
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APPENDIX H
READING INTERVIEW
Name: John Date: December 14, 1989
1. I: When you are reading and come to something you don't
knoW', what do you do?
J: Go on ahead and sea what makes sense there.
I: Do you ever do anything else?
J: Read it over. You read it over once and you then
read it over another time and you see what makes
sense.
2. I: Who is a good reader you know?
J: My big brother. And I knows my little brother is
going to be a good reader when he grows up, 'cause he
knows how to read books now and he's only five years
old.
). I: What makes your big brother a good reader?
J: Because he doesn't skip school because he ....ants to
. . . 1 ike when he I 5 siCk he wants to go to school
and when he's not sick he always goes to school
without no other rellson unless Mom is going somewhere
and he's got to go too. That's the only way he'll
... stay out of school. And he stays in after
school and when he does his homework he does it in
school, so he's got none to do at home. I don't know
any more.
Do you think your big brother ever comes to something
he doesn' t know?
Yeah.
When your big brother does come to something he
doesn't know, what do you think he does?
well, sometimes he asks Mom. And sometimes he just
skips it and comes back to it.
If you kne.... someone was having trouble reading how
....ould you help that person?
Well, you could say that ... skip it and see what
makes sense there the second time you reads it over.
Or you could just put in something that makes sense.
Or he could ... say if it was like it said tlhat ll
and he didn't know how ... like he didn't know, and
you go "ha" and he didn't know what it said and when
he got it he'd go "ha" and then "teh" and then he'll
get it, 'cause that's what I do sometimes.
I: Any other things you could do to help that person who
was having a little bit of trouble reading?
,. 1:
J:
5. 1:
J:
6. r:
J:
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J: You could help him read it.
I: How could you do that?
J: Well, like when he don't knoW' the words you could,
like ... just tell him to skip on or you could tell
him what the word says.
7. I: What would a teacher do to help that person?
J: She ... I'd say they would say that skip it
and go on and read it over again to see hat makes
sense. And maybe like she would, she or he, would go
like "He blank a book" and like, it's like you
wouldn't say "He. . . • It You could say "He picked
up a book" or "He read a book. II
What would you like to do better as a reader?
Read more books. Teach other people. If you knows
how to read, you could stand up in front of the class
and you could read them a story or go to other
people's classrooms and read them a story.
(Gave an example from sports, then asked .•. ) What
sorts of things do you think you'll be doing later
on?
Teaching my little brother. Or rei'\ding books to Hom
What kind of books do you think she'd like to listen
to?
Christmas books or funny books. She likes mystery
books.
How did you learn to read?
.Ah, you, ah . . . you could read the same book over
and when you get to know all of that you get to read
another book.
Is that how you learned to read?
Yeah. That's how my little brother is learning to
read now.
Any other ways you remember that you learned how to
read?
Well, the teacher could have read the book and I read
the book after.
Do you think you are a good reader?
Well, I ain I t that good yet but I'd say that before I
pass grade five .•. when I passes grade four I
might not be able to read that good but when I passes
grade five I'd say I'll be able to read better than I
am now.
What sort of things are in your mind that tell you
you'll be better next year than this year?
'Cause we gets more harder books, more novels, and
I'd say when I gets up to about grade six I'll be a
little bit better than I am now.
s.
"J'
"J'
"
J'
9.
"J'
"
J'
"
J'
10.
"J,
"
J'
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11. I: Looking back since, say, grade three and looking at
yourself right now, do you th':nk you're a better
reader now than you were back in grade three?
J: Yes.
I: What sort of things do you think about that tell you
you're better?
J: When I comes up here we always does an activity about
reading and I didn't go up here in grade three, only
for plays and that.... And I'm reading more books
than I was in grade three.
2]6
READING INTERVIEW
Name: John Date: May 15, 1990
1-
"
J'
"J,
When you are reading and come to something you don't
know, what do you do?
I skips it and goes on; and when I finds out
something that's good to help rEad it, I goes back to
it. I makes it so that it makes sense. And I thinks
then that it doesn't matter if I don't know \Jhat that
means as long as I get it to make sense.
Do you ever do anything else?
Sometimes I just stays on it. First I goes to the
first of it. J: covers up the back at it and goes
... just say it's Uinta, II I covers it up and says
"in" and then covers the top up and says lito" and I
puts 'em both together and I says "into," and stUff
like that. And another thing that I does is
sometimes that's a word that might be on another page
that I read over. . . . Sometimes I goes back to the
other page and I looks at that word and . . . I reads
that sentence and when I gets that right, then I goes
back to that one. I reads that . . . sentence and
then I ... just say it was "went" on the other
page. "I went to the store" and it said right here
"I went to a party." So I just flips it over and
says "I went to the store" and then I comes back and
says "I went to the party." That's how I does it.
2 • r: Who is a good reader you know?
J: (Named 7 classmates).
]. I: What makes these people good readers?
J: Because they get a lot of practice. (Classmate 1)
has a whole lot of books home, so he gets a lot of
practice. And (classmate 2), he was like born with a
dictionary or he eats dictionaries for breakfast
... and he's prett.y smart. And (classmate J), he's
always reading.
4. I: 00 you think they ever come to something they don't
know?
J: Sometimes.
5. I: When they come to something they don't know, what do
you think they do?
J: Sometimes (classmate 2) skips it and comes back to
it. Sometlm-as (classmate 1) picks it out. Sometimes
(classmate 3) just reads on across it and puts some-
thing that makes sense .•. like, say he didn't know
"
J'
"
"'
6.
"
J'
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this word and it said, "I blank. to the store." He
didn't know that one (blanked ....ord) so he would say
"I went to the store," "I got to the store," or
something like that. That's what he would do.
So are those things different from what you \olould do
or the same as ....hat you would do?
Well, half of 'em is just the same.
What ones do you think are different?
Mostly the one that (classmate 1) does. He breaks it
up. I skips it and puts in something that makes
sense.
If you knew someone was having trnuble reading how
would you help that person?
Well, I wouldn't read it for him. I would just tell
him "What would make sense there?" and break it up
... like ll~_thing.•. " then break it up and they
say ·'some" and then they knows the other one, and
then they says "thing." That· s what I would tell
them to do. And if they couldn't get it after, I'd
tell them to skip it and then go back to it; and if
they couldn't get that one I would just spell half of
it out and then I'd say "some" and then I'd say
"What's the other thing?" and they'd say "thing."
7. I: How do you think a teacher would help that person?
Would a teacher do the same things or something
different?
J: Well, they're practically the same things. Or the
teacher might read over the thing and just say
"blank." And then they would fill it in.
a. I: How did you learn to read?
J: In kindergarten, the first time I read was when the
teacher showed us the back of the book and it said HI
Can Read." I was the first one to say it says, "I
can readll"
9. I: What would you like to do better as a reader?
J: What I would like to do better in reading is (to) be
helping people to read too . . . and l' d like to
learn how to read better than I am now. It r s like,
the ones that I'm reading now, it's like, they're not
very hard--some of 'em are, but not very much. And
it's like I would like to read hard ones too now.
10. I: Do you think you are a good reader?
J: Well ... I'm pretty goOd, but I ain't quite sure if
I'm the best. I ain't the best, but ... I'm learn-
ing how to read even better now.
11. I: Thinking about what you were like as a reader at the
end of grade three and thinking about yourself now,
would you say that you've changed over the past year?
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J: Yes, I'd say I've changed a whole lot:.
I: What sort of ways can you identify in your mind the
way you've changed as a reader over this past year?
J: Well ... it's like, I can read more difficult words
than I could in grade three. And I'm getting to
learn how to read a novel. It's like I used to take
little books, like Little critter and that. Now I'm
getting to take novels and that. That's all I can
think about.
r: Would you say those are really important changes?
J: Yeah.
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READING INTERVIEW
Name: Max Date: December 14,1989
1. I: When you are reading and come to something you don't
know, what do you do'?
M: Sometimes, well, I gets mixed up and I stops. I
keeps on trying to figure it out. My mother
sho....ed me (how) to break it down. Sometimes I gets it
like that. And sometimes I skips it.
I: Any other things you can do?
H: Split up the words. Last night I was reading the
book "What Will I Be When I Grow Up" and there was
this thing--I forgets how it goes, "nowhere" or
something llke that--r went and broke it down.
Like it was n-o at the first, I said "no--something
at the end" and my Hom said that was good breaking
it down but I forgets what the word was and she told
me and then I went on.
2. I: Who is a good reader you know?
H: (Investigator's name), my father, my mother, my aunts
and uncles.
3. I: What makes these people good readers?
M: practising.
I: Anything el5e that makes people good readers?
H: practising reading and learning words. A couple of
other things that can help you to read.
I: What would they be?
H: practising reading and practising ....ords.
4. I: Do you think these people ever come to something they
don't know?
H: Probably, yeah.
5. I: When these people do come to something they don't
know, what do you think they do?
M: Probably go and ask their mother or something.
I: Are there any other things they might do?
M: They could ask their father or something.
I: Let's take someone, like your Dad or Hom .•. what
do you think they probably do?
M: Sometimes my mother, ....hen she comes to a 'Word and she
doesn't know what it means, like in science, I had t,o
bring home my science a couple of months ago and
there was this word there and I forgot what it
meant and my father knew (it) and my mother didn't
and I went and asked my father and he knew it.. I
forgets what it was, though.
2-10
6.
"
",
"
",
7.
"",
",
If you knew someone was having troUble reading how
would you help that person?
I would tell him to break down the words if he didn't
know them. Say (to) bring home a couple of books and
at nighttime get (their) mother and read to her
sometimes tu help (them) with their work and that.
Any other advice you could give to someone who's been
having trouble?
You could read to them sometimes in class.
What would a teacher do to help that person?
Last tim.e I had trouble reading she (the teacher)
told me to come down in back (of Class) and she had a
list of words and I had to try to spell almost all of
them.
Anything else?
Tell them to take home a couple of books and read
them.
8. I: How did you learn to read?
M: When I was small, way back, probably When I was in
kindergarten, or before kindergarten, me and my
mother used to go out and down to my Nan's where
she's got a little (building) in the back and we used
to go down there and read books. Sometimes when my
mother wasn't home, me and my cousin used to go there
and I I d try to read to him sometilnes.
9. I: What would you lik(, to do better as a reader?
M: When I'm home I practise reading ..• if I gets good
at reading ... like last night I went and read a
book that I read once--no, three or four times--I
never knew a couple, only about three words, and I
knew the rest.
10. I: 00 you think you are a good reader?
M: Ah, yeah.
I: What things can you think about or can do that tell
you you I re a good reader?
M: Well, probably where you're big and you knows all the
words and that ... and sometimes you (the investi-
gator) helps us reading, you helps us read.
11. I: When you think back to when you were younger and in
earlier grades and you think about what you are like
noW', would you say that you are a better reader now
than you were before?
M: Yes,
I: Can yo'..' think of any ways that definitely tell you
"Oh yeall, I used to be like this or I used to think
like that but noW' I'm different?"
M: Well, no, Nut really.
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I: Are there things you can imagine yourself doing in
the future as you continue learning how to read
better and better?
M: Ah •.. well, last night I dreamt that I was a book
writer. I read a couple of good books and then I
used to read them over llond see if the words were
right.
I: What an interesting dream. I can't remember if !
ever dreamed that I was a writer. . . . What do you
think that dream means?
M: When I woke up that morning I thought I had about
fifty books in my room, stacked. And when I woke up
my mother said, "I thought I heard you talking in
your sleep last night." And I said, "I probably
was."
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READING INTERVIEW
Nallle: Max Date: May 15, 1990
1. I: When you are reading and come to something you don't
know, what do you do?
M: If there's a word in the book and you don't know it,
I just goes on and skips it sometimes.
I: Do you ever do anything else'?
M: Sometimes I tries to break it up.... After I
reads, when I comes to a period I goes back and reads
it over again.
2. I: Who is a good reader you know?
M: (Classmate).
When (classmate) does come to something he doesn't
know. what do you think he does?
Probably the same thing I does ••• breaks it up or
something.
.. r,
H'
5. r,
H'
6. r,
H'
3. I: What makes (classmate) a good reader?
M: He's smart.... He's a very good speller.
00 you think (classmate) ever comes to something he
doesn't know?
'les.
If you knew someone was having trouble reading how
would you help that person?
probably I would read the book to them. Then after
they'll read (the book) to me or something. Or I'll
tell them how to break up the words or something.
7. I: What would a teacher do to help that person?
M: Ah •.. they could ••. spend some time with 'em,
like go down back (in the classroom) and read to 'em
and they'd read to the teacher.
8. I: How did you learn to read?
M: Well, the first time I started to read .•. I used
to live down to my Nan's and she used to heva two
kitchens, like. There was one right down back by the
basement, but it wasn't in the basement. And we went
out there and I used to have this t.....L. book. And I
went out, me and my mother, and I tried to read that
one. It's hard, though. I can still barely read it.
There I s hard words in it.
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I: Did you enjoy looking at the book and reading parts
of it?
l'l: Yeah.
9. I: What would you like to do better as a reader?
M: (Better at reading) sOllle of the words. The hard
words.
10. I: Do you think you are a good reader?
K: Mm. (Yes).
I: What sort of things can you think about to say that
... to help you decide "Yeah, I'm a good reader"?
H: Well, we haves spelling in our little notebooks that
the teacher gave us. And last night I had to do
them. And after I learned how to do the., I done
some other spelling in a spelling hook.
11. I: When you think back about a year ago when you were
towards the end of grade three and you think about
what you're like now in terms of your reading, would
you say that you've changed?
M: Mm. (Yes).
I: What sorts of things do you notice most about it?
M: Well, I knows how to spell better, like the. words and
that. And I knows, like, almost all the words. When
I was in grade one or something, when (cousin) was
here, (teacher) picked me to read a book and it was
long and I was there right tired, tram reading ...
then, tinally she had to go up and answer the door
and (cousin) said, "Want me to go up and read for
ya?- and I said, -Alright" and I sat down.... I
was right tired.
I: So, how wou~d you say you've changed .•. any other
ways . . . in your reading?
M: Well, since I knows most ot the words, I could read
the book easier.
I: Any particular kind of books you're thinking about?
M: Mercer Mayer books and stuff .•. like that book
.E....7..... You needs to know a lot of words.
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READING INTERVIEW
Name: Sam Date: December 14, 1989
I: When you are reading and come to something you don't
know, what do you do?
5: If there 1 s pictures, I look. at the pictures and try
to get an idea out of that. Like, if it says "He
went to the ..." and it shows a picture of a store,
all you I ve got to do is say "store. ,. That's what 1
does.
I: Do you ever do anything else?
s: Sometimes, like it says the word ... the way it
sounds, like "S55BS" and I keeps on saying the words
and all that. It don't work with me all that good,
but Dad says I should try it.
I: Anything else that you do?
5: Sometimes, I Skips that word and reads a little bit
more: so then I can try to find what goes in the
middle.
2. I: Who is a good reader you know?
5: (Named classmate). He can read the science book.
3. I: What makes (classmate) a good reader?
S: Brains ... smart. He learns ... he reads harder
books and then he catches on.
Do you think (classmate) ever comes to something he
doesn't know?
No, I don't think he does. I never heard him before.
'Cause those novels, like Bm!!2.nA, he can read right
through them probably one fUll one in one day.
Suppose I took out a novel and he didn't know what it
was about and he started reading through it and came
to something he didn't know, what do you think he
might do?
He would probably ask you what the word was or some-
thing. What he usually does, he usually goes ...
like say the letters in the word, like at the end
"i-n-g" means •.. like "scien-ce" or spell-ing.
1-n-g spells "in" so when he sees that word at the
end he tries to find the letters "s" or "n" ...
that doesn't spell anything, but he tries to say them
faster and faster.
4. r,
"'
5. r,
S,
Ei. I: If you knew someone was having trouble reading how
would you help that person?
S Probably read something to them. And if I was a
teacher I'd give them spelling. Or get his Mom to
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read to him.
Anything else you might try?
The way (classmate referred to above) helps me. He
goes "ssss" and all that. I don't like that because
it takes me a "nice" while.
'fou mean, when (classmate) is near you when you're
reading and you have trouble....
Like in story problems, I ask him what's this word
and he goes, "What do's' ... make the's' sound."
You mentioned what a teacher might do to help a
person who was having trouble. Can you think of
other things a teacher might do to try to help that
person having trouble?
Probably read it to them and read it to them more and
again and again and then they'll probably be able to
read it.
Any other ways a teacher could help a person?
Tell them, like (grade three teacher) told me, say
you get stuck on a word. Skip it and by the time you
come to the next period or something, go back and try
to make a sentence out of it again. Like, say, "I am
. . ." and you didn't know "the", "I am . . . n you
didn't know "the", 11 ••• a boy," "I am a boy," "I am
the boy." Like she says, I goes on a little bit.
Do you find that helps you? Do you ever try that?
That helps me.
How did you learn to read?
My Mom and Dad helped me; my brother; teachers;
uncles. • • . How I learned to read, Mom and Dad used
to read books, a book, over and over again until I
knew it backwards and inside out. Like these ...
not Mercer Mayer, but Black Cat, Doctor Seuss books
. . . Mom and Dad used to get a whole pile like that
of them. Like one year, I wasn't even in school,
(brother) was going to the junk sale (school bazaar),
Mom said for him to get some books for. me. He bought
about seven Mercer Mayer books for me. And there I 5
one ... I've still got one or two (briefly
described contents).
I: Those are really good ones. . . . Any other things
about learning to read that you recall . . . about
how you learned to read?
S: I read at the same time and I listened and read, like
Mom and Dad; like Mom, first she'll read a little bit
of it and then ask me to read a little bit of it
after. And Dad, first when I was in kindergarten,
made me learn the colors, like to spell the colors so
I could learn them. I didn I t even know my colors. I
knew how to spell them but I didn't know what colors
they were. Say if I saw black I'd probably spell
"red." I'd say, "There's r-e-d."
"5'
"
5,
7.
"
5'
"5,
"5,
a.
"5,
9. r.
S,
I'
s,
r.
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10. r.
S,
I'
S,
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What would you like to do better as a reader?
Read harder books. Read story problems. I loves
math, but there's only one problem I don't llke--
reading story problems. (Gave example.)
What seems to cause you problems when you're reading
story problems?
Hard words. Some words I knoW' how to read • • .
that·s weird, like, say if I could read "Here I am
all by myself." Some words I don't know how to spell
but I know how to read them, that's weird. Like
"spring," I can read spring but I don't know how to
spell it. That's kind of weird.
Do you think that other people are the same way or do
you think that you're dirferent trom everyone else
like that?
Some people are like me too.
Do you think you are a good reader?
Pretty good.
What kinds of things in your mind sort of say "Well,
I'm a pretty good reader now"'? What sort of things
can you think about that you can do or that you know
about that sort of tell you, "Yeah, I'm a pretty good
reader! t1'?
I can read to somebody else, like my little cousin.
She comes to our house on weekends. She used to
bring a whole bunch of books and when we came home
with our math book and our homework, she used to go
through our bookbag and take out a math book and say
"Read to me." She used to love people read story
books.
11. I: If you think about when you started grade four or
maybe when you were in grade three and you think
about yourself now, would you say that you're a
better reader now than you were earlier?
s: Yeah.
I: What sort of things can you think about that tell you
that "Yes. I'm better now than I ....as, say, last
year"?
s: I can read harder books. Last year I couldn't read
really hard ones. Last year I could only read Ol,es
by, like, Mercer Mayer or some kinds like that. Now
this year I can read Nate t.he Great novels and Qmn
~, well, I'm not really very good at~;
I can only read about five pages a day. 'Cause I'm
not that good. I haves a lot of words (that cause
me) trouble, but l;ometimes Mom tells me what they
are.
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READING INTER.... IEW
Name.: Sam Date: May 15, 1990
1- r,
s,
ro
s,
When you are reading and coml to something you don't
know, what do you do?
I usually try to put in a word that fits there. And
if I can't find a word that fits there, I usually
goes and asks a teacher or like just skip it and come
back to it after.
Do you ever do anything else?
I knows something else she told us. We could put
down whatever we liked. . .• sometimes, I'll try to
sound it out or something. But I'm not good at that
so that don I t work that good for me.
2. I: Who is a good reader you know?
S: (Classmate).
When (classmate) comes to something he doesn't know,
what do you think he does?
Well, most of the time he sounds it out. That's what
he tells me to do.
Do you find that that's useful advice? Is it helpful
for you?
Not that much helpful.
The other things that you mentioned earlier. • . you
find these things are more helpful for you, do you?
Mm. (Yes) •
If you knew someone was having trouble reading how
would you help that person?
Well, maybe like . . . I would read a book with them
and I'd stop and ask them to read certain parts. and
stUff like that.
3. I: What makes (classmate) a good reader?
s: I don't know. Learning. Listening. And hearing
. . • . I know something else that makes him a good
reader--spellinq.
Do you think (classmate) ever comes to something he
doesn't know?
Yeah.
4. r,
s,
5. r,
S,
ro
s,
r,
.,
6. ro
S,
7. I: What would a teacher do to help that person?
S: They would probably like • . . sometimes they would
..• get them to read it to them. At first they
would read it and probably got them to read it to
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them after . . . and get them to practice so that
they'11 know the words more.
8. I: How did you learn to read?
5: Parents.
l: How do you think your parents probably helped you
learn how to read?
5: Semet imes they wrote something on a sheet and they
kept on getting me to say it. But I never learned
how to spell it but they kept on getting me to say
it.
9. I: What would you like to do better as a reader?
5: I'd like to read books better.
I: Any partiCUlar kind of books?
5: Nevels. Well, I already can read novels, but not
hard ones.
10. I: Do you think you are a good reader?
5: Not a really good onlil but kinda like so-so.
It Could you explain that a bit more?
5: 1 1m not really all that great .... 1 1m k.inda good
and kinda a bit bad. Like, some books I can read and
some I can't.
I: Would you say there's a particular reason there's a
difference like that?
s: Can you say that again?
I: YoU said that sometimes when you're reading you're
good and other tittles you're not so good. Do you knoW'
why there seems to be a difference in how you're
reading sometimes?
s: Well, sometimes ... I can't just, like, pick up a
big, fat novel and just start reading it like that.
But just getting a little story book, like~
~--not Good Charlot""e but, ah ... a little
story book like The Three Little Pigs or something
like that--I can read that probably without looking
at it 'cause I'm used to it.... Books I'm used to
reading--could be hard, but I'm used to it--I can
read it a little bit. Books I'm not used to, I can't
read that much.
11. I: Just think back about you and your reading say a year
ago when you were coming to the end of grade three
. . . and thinking noW' about where you are coming
towards the end of grade four, thinking about your
reading, have you changed in any way?
S: I think I did. I think I changed.
I: What sorts of ways do you think you've probably
changed . . . as a reader?
s: Well, I learned more spelling words; so that means I
should be able to notice it on books and stuff.
BQfore, I never knQw some words and now I knows those
words, and stuff like that.
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RETELLING GUIDE for "The Helpful Giant" (Bruce & Katherine
Coville)
1. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Racall (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant..................... (6)...L
2. Wizard............... .••............. (5)-L
3. will Smith..... (4)....!..-
4. Townspeople.......................... (2)....z._
- in general
- who were hot
- who kept gardens
- who built church
- who were harvesting
5. Mayor................................ (2)
6. Mayor'S wife. •..... ..•••. (J.)
e. Development (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant
friendly, brave, kind,
helpful........................... (2)...1-
b. somet!l:Ies did foolish things,
that inadvertently caused
problems.......................... (2)-L
felt bad about these problems..... (2)-L
d. will inq to die to save others..... (2)-L
2. Wizard
wanted to take over the town...... (2)...L-
b. didn' t dare try because
of Harry being around .•......•. ,_. (2)--..1..-
wicked; greedy & ruthless......... (2)....2.-
J. Will Smith
cared about his friend Harry...... (2) ~
b. didn't give up, despite danger.... (2)_
conE ident that Harry would
help •....•.•....••.........••••.•• (2)_
U. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Harry Tries to Help
1. Harry was a friendly. brave, and kind giant,
who sometimes did things that were foolish.
He liked to help, and did things like
- fanned people (with pine trees) ...•.. (1)
- watered gardens (using bathtub) ..•••• (1)
- helped builders (held up church
steep1e) (1) ....1..-
- unknown to himself and townspeople,
he kept the wizard from taking
over the town............•........... (1) --.l....
2. Sometimes people got angry with Harry when he
tried to be helpful: such as,
- by digging fishing worms for Will
Smith •. , " " ..•.. (1)
- by harvesting .•... ", , ....•....••. (1)
- by picking flowers, for the mayor I s
wife (mayor's best apple trees) (2)
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J. The mayor, supported by the people, told Harry
he was a troublemaker. He ordered Harry to
leave town. (4) ....L
4. Though deeply saddened, Harry compl led.
He paCked and moved to a cave far away
from town. (4)
5. will Smith followed to see where his friend
Harry went.
B. Part Two: The Wizal"d Takes Over
(4) ..L
6. The wizard began to take over the town:
- he demonstrated his power by
temporarily turning the mayor into a
goat ,........... ...•• (3)
- threatening to turn them into stone
toads, the wizard forced the people
to bring hilll everything he
wanted. . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • (3)-l.-
7. However, the wizard was greedy and demanded more,
even after the people had nothing left to give.
They hid 1n their empty houses and waited for the
worst. (6) _
8. will Smith went to get Harry. He found Harry shav-
ing, looking into a mirror on a chain around his
neck. Harry didn't hesitate to help. He picked up
will and ran for the town. (6) _
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9. The flashes of light from the tower meant the wizard
was getting his magic ready. Harry put will down
and, selflessly, stood in front of the town to pro-
tect it from the wizard's magic.
(6) ..L
10. A blinding light flashed from the tower and struck
Harry. However, Harry was safe. The magic hit his
shaving mirror and bounced back to the tower. It
hit the wizard and turned him into a stone toad.
(6) ..L
11. The people were overjoyed that Harry had saved them.
The mayor gave him a medaL Will asked him to come
back to live in the town, which he did. He was the
same old Harry, but now everyone loved hi In and
realized he was their friend.
(6) ..L
I. Character An81ysis:
Recall .......•.......... ----lL points
b. Development•.......•.... -lL points
II. Events.................... --dL points
Total points -a...
Name: John
PLOT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME S't'ATEMENTS:
Date: Dec. 14, 1989
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Discussed people who are qentle, kind, mannerl y and helpful
to others (e.g., fire fight.ers).
INFERENCES:
The giant could quickly clear the town after a big
snowfall.
The giant got into trouble because of his size and
strength.
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Didn't understand how mirror came to,,;) be in magic-throwing
scene.
Harry knew the townspeople wore in tro1.1ble because he could
fee~. it.
COMMENTS:
curing reading, student; frequently subvocalized as he tried
to figure out ditficult sections.
Atter r.ead!ng, student \l,'a5 able to discuss his evaluation
of his own performance, as well as his insights during t.he oral
reacHnq. He telt the selection was generally hard for him.
The retelling was done in two parts, fo] lowing ora~ reading
of each of the two parts in the selection.
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STUDENT:--'J."-o=hn"- _
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TI'rLE:__---'lJTh""wH"'e"""'p"'fu""--'O"'i..·wnt'- _
AUTHCR:__-'B""ru"'c"'.~."n"'-d-'K"'a""thW'..r""iDW·woCO"'V...i1...''''' _
Part One: Harry Tries to Help
©wh~
'Once upon a tillle, there was a qiant jVhose
® f
name was Harry. ~as friendly. he was/~
@ kl~~ - _._..~~ (~~L~~;:?~
andl he W':-.k.i.~•.. l_~~t some.~~~_ did th-!.nlll.~tI~~
_ .. --~~r.y liked helping peOPle'SIn SU1lUller~
~ b".,e,\ole '" b"~c.zewould make ~~~' into fans to cool off the
town.
L Lr.. !:!.
2. l.!!... -
-
3. N N -
-
4. :!-:!.. '"-
5. :!..:!.. .!:!..
6. :L!!-.::...
~,__!:!.~_~~~r:'c~ l<e~F':~
1 'aBut the best thing Harry did was keep the
~r~-froml~;kingover the town.
One. boy
9Nobody knew about this, because the wizard
~ve; da:.~~to make trouble as long as Harry
was around. ~' , ,
~Q,;J +0""' ....
10The ...izard stat':~ up in his big tower on the
hill. llHe looked do...n on the to...n and~
© 5o~e ~h:'1 ",~e",
\ 12s ometimes people got\~ with Harry when
he tried to be helpful.
$ 5':.11 C-:~--=--
13Like the time he helped~ Smith/~
"9Qrde ....;"~
l'And the time he helped with the harvesting.
~" ~",;,JHe ",,',tl-,:;l5And, worst of all, the time he picked some
" s ,
",O"Jot 1,",1 ' ~
flowers for the mayor's wife. 16The flowers(~
@'_ -Je.ry@ II®
~_,==-the lila or's best apple tree@1
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8 • .'!...'!...:L
9. '" N -
10 • .1....!:!...-=-
11. N N -
12. N '" -
13. .'!...'!...'!..
14. .'!...'!....!:.
15. '" '" -
16. .'!...'!...:L
"He "
l'l'1The ~Hwas vory~ 'B"yOU@~
the. "".. I<e
but a trouble maker, Harry," he said. 19"Now, get
out of town!"
C
G "20"That@ right I" cried the people.
~M ~~~=
~~ trouble. II
Part TWo: The Wizard Takes Over b
. .
C ""CIt !"'C1- ItO"\"'!l® ~29-l'lhen th.~ wizar~~ar_9'. leave, ~e knew
~~s~~~?~~ ~~
there was ~~~~~~ to stop him from taking over
the town.
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17. N
.:!. -
- -
".
N
.:!. -
-
19. :!.- .:!... .:!.
20.
.:!... .:!... !!.-
21- :!... :!... .:!.
22. .:!. .:!. -
-
23.
.:!. .:!. -
-
24. :!.- .:!... .!!-
25 . N N -
26. .:!. .:!. -
-
27. :!.- !!.- -
-
2'. :!.-.!!- -
-
29. '" N -
", 0~"F;"':~~e" tri.d \1the
30First, he turned the~ intOU! §
el~<l~lt I'l t~e h:rstr ~H\i
lIThe~ only lasted for three hours. )2aut.!!:
o~'Y ... :..... h~ f"\ ..~~leJ
proved hoW'~ his magic~
H H
3'Next, he told the people~h~~~ ~~~'~@ng h""G>
0":;"'" fr~..... @:t / .__
anything he asked for. t!.!/@ey r~WOUld
S H
(iurn th§:> into~tof.:cis. 3SThey knew ;-~:
e ~QT wo':..JercJ
@ it, so~~~~ he wanted.
•Cjo."e
give him.
H
~ the pecple told the wizard ~is,@was
very/@ 39He told C§em-·theY"h~~ unti!-_~~~to
$p~
<!ind mor€;) or ... poofl ,oHe would turn them into
.;' H
stone toad@!
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30. f:!.. f:!.. -
-
31- f:!.. f:!.. -
-
32. N N -
33. N
'"
-
34. N N -
)S. f:!.. f:!.. -
-
36. f:!.. f:!..
-=-
37. .'!.. f:!.. -
-
38. f:!.. N -
39. !i.- !i.- -
-
40. .'!.. :t... ~
c,.jed S
41 Th", people didn't know what to do. 42They hid
H
in ~~~~~~mPty houses and waited for the ~2E.~_1;-)
~e was looking ~n hisF§-~that he
~~re on _~_.~~~~nE~~_!.t.!.~~~.
47'€rr-y-:-Y~~;-g;tto help us!" cried Will).
H
50r'l~
4SnThe wizard is qoing to turn us into stone toads I"
49Harry didn' t (~ven finish shavin(JJ. 50He picked
C f"~m jo"',. ...ey$
up will and ran for toWE~ was almost~
® @ t .... /~~L h...! got there. \ 5lMe knew that time was
running out.
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41. ::J....J....!:!..
43. N N -
44. "E. E:::=::
N N -
46. N N -
47. '" N -
49. Y Y.:i
50. Y Y N
51. J.....!!....:.
H ,.I H S
5]~:~e w:re flas~of light ~~;ie.ng from the
''''~~~e"r on the hilL 54.rhe wizard wascgiur;ih:L;
55Harry put will down.
N
Md 1.1\_
56ue went to stand in
53. Y Y Y
54. :LC'..:'
55. Y Y N
cares ~~ turn into a Grone toadiY
S H
sh; ..ed l;~h+
60He shut his 8ti9ht and waited.
@ +h~'f ~~ LlC ~":M~ there~a @nding flastY of light from
<j +o:~
the tower. 62The wizard had~ his~~
Il S!'\ I'l
duck Til" about he/ld
struck Harry right above his heart.
H
64But Harry was ~~i;:. ~~agiC ==-=~=;:=';;F
W'
~i~~d~?!dback) to the i.~~e~.
wizard S turned him into a~ toad!
ctHarry opened his eye~.-----U~~·didn;t-re~ii-;'-;;';~~
p.t'\ . - ,.----
;h~~ but +~~ ~he wasn't turned
~into~
69The people ~~~e~._o~~...?~ .!.~eir h;U~~
701I Hurray for Harry I Harry is our hero! ,tb
59. N N -
60. !!... .!'-
-=-
61.
'" '"
-
62. Y ?.
-
63. .!!. .!!. -
-
64. .!..- -!:'. -
-
65. f:.. .!!. -
-
66. f:.. .!'-
-=-
67. .!!. .!!. -
-
68. i:!. !:!. -
-
69. N
'"
-
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~~ that day o;,-'~1ived ....ith the
._..- _._---_ ....
people in the town. 750f~som~time@ he did
70. 'I y N
71. 'E.. ~ ==:
72 • .!!....!:!..-=
73. !:!....!:!.....:..
14. N N -
77.
[part Ii> (1:5;j
some foolish things, but everyone loved him
H ~H SQ\.o.IQ.Y the, his k_
anyway. 16After all, he wasSandQ
@ <§) _'5 [UII
was their frien~
"And he
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DATE Moy Hi 1990
RETELLING GUIDE for "The Helpful Giant" (Bruce' Katherine
COVille)
I. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant..................... (6)-L
2. Wizard............................... (5)-L
3. Will Smith............ •••..•...•.•... (4)-i...
4. Townspeople.... .•••..... .••........•• (2)-L
- in general
- who were hot
- who kept gardens
- who bull t church
- who were harvesting
5. Mayor................................ (2)_
6. Mayor's wife............... •••••..••. (1)...L.
B. Development (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant
friendly, brave, kind,
helpful. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . • . (2)-L
b. sometimes did foolish things,
that inadvertently caused
problems.......................... (2) ~
felt bad about these problems..... (2)....2....
d. willing to die to save others..... (2)...L.
2. Wizard
wanted to take over the town •••••• (2) ...L
b. didn't dare try because
of Harry being around ......•...•.. (2)
...L
wicked; greedy & ruthless .•••..•.• (2)
...L
3. will Smith
cared about his friend Harry ...... (2)
...L
b. didn't give up, despite danger.... (2)
-.L
confident that Harry would
help ...........................•.. (2)
...L
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Harry Tries to Help
1. Harry ltIas a friendlY, brave, and kind giant,
who sometimes did things that were foolish.
He liked to help, and did things like
- fanned people (with pine tnes) . . . . .. (1) _
- watered gardens (using bathtub) •••••• (1)
- helped builders (held up church
steeple) ........•...•••.••••••••••••• (1) ....1....
- unknown to himself and townspeople,
he kept the ....izard from taking
over the town........................ (1) -1...
2. Sometimes people got angry with Harry when he
tried to be helpful; such as,
- by digging fishing worms for will
Smith...•............................ (1) -1-
- by harvesting.....................•.. (1) ....l...
- by picking flowers, for the mayor r s
wife (mayor's best apple trees) ....•• (2) ....l...
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3. The mayor, supported by the people, told Harry
he was a troublemaJ.:er. He ordered Harry to
leave town. (4) -.L.
4. Though deeply saddened, Harry complied.
He packed and moved to a cave far away
from town. (4) -.L
5. will smith followed to see where his friend
Harry went.
B. Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
(4) ....L
6. The wizard began to take over the town:
- he demonstrated his power by
temporarily turning the mayor into agoat.............................. (3)_
- threatening to turn them into stone
toads, the wizard forced the people
to bring him everything he
wanted............................ (3)-.L.
7. However I the wizard W3S greedy and demanded more,
even after the people had nothing left to give.
They hid in their empty houses and waited for the
worst. (6) ..L
8. will Smith went to get Harry. He found Harry shav-
ing, looking into a mirror on a chain around his
nec}c Harry didn't hesitate to help. He picked up
will and ran for the town. (6) ....2....
7.75
9. The flashes of light from the tower meant the wizard
was getting his magic ready. Harry put will down
and, selflessly, stood in front of the town to pro-
tect it from the wizard's magic.
(6) ..L
10. A blinding light flashed from the tower and struck
Harry. However, Harry was safe. The magic hit his
shaving mirror ane bounced back to the tower. It
hit the wizard and turned him into a stone toad.
(6) --L
11. The people were overjoyed that Harry had saved them.
The mayor gave him a medl;l, will asked him to come
back to live in the town, which he did. He was the
same old Harry, but now everyone loved him and
realized he was their friend.
(6) --L
r. Character Analysis:
a. Recall ...l..L points
b. Development ........••... --l.L points
II. Events --1.L points
Total points .....1.L
Name: John
PLOT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: May 16, 19~O
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Even if someone messes up, you shouldn't treat them like
dirt.
Student Iotas able to discuss concepts of friendship and
caring about others.
INFERENCES:
The reason he inadvertently caused trouble was because he
was so big.
Light coming from Harry's chest was his love and it
overcame the magic of the wizard.
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Didn't understand role of mirror in confrontation with
wizard's magic.
will' 5 only reason for qoing to ask Harry to come back was
because of friendship (stUdent didn't also indicate it was to
help save the town from the Wizard) .
Lady who owned the apple trees was the person who orderAd
Harry to leave town.
COMMENTS:
stUdent said he noticed that he could read the story more
e~sily and could understand it more compared with first reading
(five months ago).
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STUOENT'----'JC...,o'-!.h.!.!nJ...... _
TYPESCRIpt' CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE1 __---'LTb"'.U1JH....IJ1.Dl.Ifu...I.JG...i...an"'t'-- _
AUTHOR:--D.DI.k~ll:at"h"'-er"'ilDO"-.-"C&Qy"'i...I"'leL- _
Part One: Harry Tries to Help
lonce upon a time, thore was a qiant whose
®
name was Harry. \lHe was friQ;,dly. he waSl~
and he was kind. 'aut sometimes he did things
that~..!!~~ ~"
He
4Harry lik~ helping people. 51!!. summer, he
S~ ® --® pRIM 1<_ ~ " _
~~ pine tr!!.::. into~ to cool oft the
town.
1- ::1...::1... ~
2. ::1...1. ::L
3. !:!...~. -
-
.. 1-1-~
5. 1-1-J:...
6. '" '" -
7. 1-::1... 1.
c. h~ i+ "'-·'''3
eaut the best thing Harry did was keep" the
~wiCked wizard from taking over the town.
9Nobody knew about this. because the wizard
I,lt e,",~", C uc t'r.e +I'''''f:
never Q to make trouble as "long"as Harry
was around. 1"l
---- .... ,~owo"\~ t-~"The wizard up in his b~' tower on theG!- Hehill. "He looked down on the town. and tDl'.de
. "
wicked ~f:~:.
he tried to be helpful.
" H"$._ ~ ~~·,th ~d ;
~_~~he helped Will~dig for
fi.~hin._worm••
e He ~
14And the time he helped with the harvestS
ISAnd , E9of' alIa> the time heCi?iCked)some
.... t $I"\Qird
flowers for ~m';'ybr~lS~ 16.rhe flowers turned
© pup1e's-0
out to be@~best apple trees!
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•. ::L::L "-
9. '" '" -
10. !:!....!!...:..
11. :i.:f...:f...
13. !!.....!:!.....::..
14. ::L::L!:!..
15. !:!....!:!..:::...
1.. ::L::L::L
C H
17The~ was very angry. l&"'iOU@ nothing
but a trouble maker, Harry," he said. \9"Now, get
out of townl"
~~. H _
~rightl" cried the people.
"al:/.ys EinV trouble. II
22Harry~~!S)would~ ZlBut
, "
+hf.'1 ~
then he aboutlt all the~ he had
c o.fpl.s
made.~ the people were right.
€il\'~§ ~awa~E0 H~rry went home and
pi(kcd ~e"" CQre
packed. 2'Then he moved to a cave c@away from
the town.
~\,.!.-__ S~",ll ~
27But~ smith followed him \:£. see where he
wh~..e C H
went. 21Me dic@want to lose his friend.
. --'C...,P.,T !,(.,::lo]
Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
H
29when the wizard ~~t Harry @, he knew
there was nothing to~ him from taking over
the town.
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17. !:!- !:!- .::.
lB . 1. 1. !!..
19. .:i .'!.. !!..
20. .:i .'f.. !!..
2l. !!.. !!.. -
-
22. .'f.. 1.:t.
23. !!.. N -
24. .:i :t. :t.
25. N N -
26. :f... !!-=..
27. !!.. !:!..~
28 . .:i 1.!!..
29. Y...!:!....':'"
JJNext, he told the people they~§ him
C S
a~;fh~_~~_~.~_.aSkQd for. 54 I f they <f;;U;;d:"~
turn them into~e·to"'idS':) 35They knew he could
t;~<"'.+,..,,,',,.'"do it, so they gave him what he wanted.
J6sut the wizard was~ and soon he
"want@moro ... and more ... and more!
37Sefore long, the people had nothing left to
give him.
lSwhen the people told the wizard this, he was
~. 39He told them they had unti~··~."set t~.
~more, or ••• pOO!! 40Ha: would turn them into
rstoS~:~~ad;j'
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30. !!.....!:!......:..
31. 1..!:!.....:..
32 • .:i '" -
33. '" toI -
35 • .:i!!....:..
36. !:!. !:!. .:::
37. :f... :f... !:!.
38. :t... ~ -
-
". !:!. ~..=.
40. :t... :f...!..
~) ~
41The people knalot' what to do. 4ZThey hid
s~ c"pb"..rd:slin their em.pty houses and~ tor the~
S "the. happy
to happan. (.Ie uc. H
® 'J1J wo""d ®
43Will knew~. t.!!!. went to qet~.
,+;11 S @ fa,."t. c~rit\'3 G 5hQ..;~H
4SHarry was sitting @ front of hie~. shaving.
~ ® _. . /-I "car,,,/) &sh;;;;;~"
~ was ~oking in his E;i~q"~lr-~t~-:at he
s S Ht~i:-';' on f ch~i;Y aroun/~iJ n:;k~
47'Giarry, YOU've qot to help usl" cried Wil~_•.
481~The wizard is going to turn us into ston_~__~~"
~" i!J-" .... ~49~arry die even finish shavin~ -{oR... pic!:~
I;Hle. @t:- ..~p ~i~~. and ran~ town. SlIt was @Tmost Bunse;)
when he got there. 5lHe knew that time was
5
r;qht
running out.
If SeN
53~:~e ::~~~~~~e.li9ht~ from the
R'" H
t-olo"-'n of
tower on the hill. S4The wizard was getting his
magic ready.
55Harry put will downeA~~t~ ·;t~~d-B
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41- :i.1..':!...
42. N tV -
43. Y Y N
44. yyy
45. tV N -
46. tV tV -
47. tV tV -
48. tV tV -
49. :i.!!.::.
50 • .'!..:!..'!...
51- .'!..'!...::.
52. y Y P
53. tV tV -
54. Y Y ::!.
55. .'!...:L!!-
fr.,: leadr' ~
front@the to"'n. n"l'll let the magic hit me, ..~,
i~,:~;~~d. ~allAfter all, I'm only a ~ghnt. 59who
e ;,,:o/t:;".: " _S
cares V!..-!~ into ® stoneA~n
~ ~ut hIS) eyes (i'9ht and W2'~
bl ..... k.,"'~ l"\
61Then there was a blinding flash of light from
~"
the ~~~e~. !5he wiz~~~~~._~.hrown hi;-;~ic. _~;;-
!trucJS) Harry €J9h~_~_~ove)his~
-------_._---------_._---
mirror and bounced---.E4ck_to the tower. MIt hit t~!'..
:,-iza~~i·t~~_~~~·~hl~into @stone toadl
67Harry opened his eyes. 6&H~idnlt r~a~ know
what happened, but he knew he w~s® turned
5
+o",d
into stone.
69The people rushed out of their houses.
~'''''P'H'Pb~Q""'f \0\1O"Hurny ~ Harr ! Harry~ our hero I II they
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57. y tV -
58. yyy
59. :L::L ~
61. LL.:J..
62 • .!!..!:!...::...
63. '" '" -
64 • .::f....!:!....:..
65. N AI -
66. l!. N -
67. LL !!.
68. l!. .!:!..=.
69. LL !!.
cried. (71The mayor gave Harry a medal.)
n"come back and live !.lith us," said will. 7JIIWe
need you. It
14From that dayan, Harry live~!.Iith~
~;~Ple in the town. ~Of~ sometimes he did
some foolish things, but everyone loved him
"!:\lways
anyway. 76After all, he was brave and kind. nAnd he
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DATE May 17 1990
RETELLING GUIDE for "The Balancing Girl" (Berniece Rabel
I. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Margaret, the Balancing GirL ....•..
2. Tommy •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.
3. Ms. JOliet, the Gr. 2 teacher .•....
4. Other students ••.••.•.••••••.•••.••
a. school in general
b. Gr. 2 class
c. William
5. Parents/public ....•.....••••.....••
a. generally
b. William's grandmother
c. Tommy's dad
6. Principal .............•.•..•••.•...
B. Development (20 points)
1. Margaret (12 points)
a. Good at balancing .
b. Wanted Tommy to acknowledge
her balancing ability .
c. Pleased to use her
balancing ability to
help others ............•...•••..
d. Pleased to see Tommy
finally acknowledge
her ability .•.......•••.••••••••
(10) l.2....-
(5) ....L
(2) ..L-
(1) ...L
(1) .....L
(1)_
(3) ...L
(3) ...L
(3) ...L
(3) ...L
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2. Tommy (8 points)
a. Unkind towards Marqaret
regardinq her balancing
ability ..•..........•.•.........
- comment re: Magic Markers
R demolition (1) of
tower/castle
b. Changed his attitude
towards Marqaret I s
balancing ability ........•.••.•.
II. EVENTS (60 points)
(4)~
(4) -..L
A. Part One: Something Special
1. Margaret was very qood at balancing1 for example,
- books on head (stationary)
- books on head (moving)
- on crutches
One day she balanced Maqic Markers in a row on a
shelf. Ms. Joliet acknowledged her special abilitYI
but TOIllJllY made an unkind remark about it.
(7) ...L.
2. Margaret thought up a special project which might
change Tommy's opinion. She built a caet~.,.
However, someone knocked it down. Margaret blamed
TolfU1ly.
(6)_
3. Ms. Joliet told the class about a school carnival
to support UNICEF. She asked for ideas for help-
inq. Tommy, William, and Margaret each made good
suggestions.
(7) --L
B. Part Two: The Domino City
4. Margaret worked hard on her suggestion, which
involved her constructing a "domino city." Every-
one watched her project ....ith keen interest.
(7) ....L
5. Margaret couldn't remove a cookie sumeone had
dropped in the middle of the dominoes. Tommy
volunteered ~u get it, but Ms. Joliet said she
would. Very carefully, she removed the cookie
without disturbing the dominoes.
(6) --L
6. Everyone wanted to be the one who would push the
first domino. Ms. Joliet said it would be deter-
mined by drawlng a name out of a hat at the end of
the carnival. Everyone clapped for Margaret and
her proj ect.
(7) ...L
C. Part Three: The School Carnival
7. At the carnival, Margaret visited every booth,
including those developed from William's and
Tommy's suggestions. Towards the end, the
principal called everyone to the grade two
room for the Grand Finale.
(6) ...L
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8. From a ~at containing all the names, william I s
grandmuther drew the 'tII.1.nner-·Tommy. He stepped up
but delayed, which prompted Margaret to exclaim,
·Well, pushI " He did, harder than needed; but the
dominoes tell as planned. Everyone cheered.
(7) .L
9. Margaret and Tommy exchanged comments which
suggested that not only had the balancing project
been a .financial success but that it had led to
a change in Tommyts attitUde about Margaret's
292
balancing abil tty.
r. Character Analysis:
a. Recall •••.....••......••...•. ...l.2- points
b. Development.......••..•....•. ...1.2.... points
II. Events ....••....•.............•. ...J..i...... points
Total points ...1.2....
(7) --L
Name: John
PtoT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: May 11, 1990
29]
Everybody' a got a special qift. It doesn' t matter it
someone can do sOll'lething better than you.
Student volunteered couent about hlxnself--that he has t\iO
special gifts. (Ilriefly discussed this.)
INFERENCES:
Tommy was jealous of Marqaret's balancing ability.
Tommy and Hargar'i)t used to be like enemies, but in the end
they changed Pond became friends.
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Margaret "'anted someone to knock down the "fence· in the
domino 01ty.
She drew name out of a bag (student later correctad) .
Marqaret could balance balls on her head.
Tommy neYer knocked down anythinq Karqaret balanced (before
domino c1ty event).
carnival was to support school; didn't mention UNICEF.
COMMENTS:
Student said he would rate story as hard for him to read.
Hs explained tho reason as ". . • all the biq words and
that"; also, "I didn't see some of those words before: that's
why I couldn't read them."
Hca said that, in terms of getting the main ideas from tho
story, he did "so-so. 'I
STUDENT: :fohn
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DATE: May ",Iqqo
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE: The Balancing Girl
AUTHOR: Berniece Robe
Part One: Something special
'Margaret was very good at balancing. 2She
cS ~bodls
could balance booJo:~ on her head. 3She COUld@'>
along on her wheelchair €"nd the books·WOUl~
;(al(Off) 4She could even~ce_herSe10_':l9:~
c
sOne day at school, ~';.garet <§"ollected)all the!'
" " ,~t:;~~~s. 6She ~alanceli) t~~~ ~~ (fleatrows:>
Margaret. "
811Anybody can do that," Tommy said.
H
~IIThatG~lt
l. ':L .:t.!:!-
2. ':L ::t..!:!-
J. ':L N -
--
4.
'"
N
-
5. !!.. '" -
6. !!.. N-
7.
'"
N
-
B. ':L .:t.!:!-
9.
'" '"
-
'OMargaretMlanned) and @anned) "She wanted
to do something very special tha.t Tommy could
"'=o+o,lpjJ
not call simple.
-----------------
:~!.~!_~~~~~_to.....ers, with a cone balanced
qent"iY) on top 0 f ea.ch.
fu_£'!.~~someone knocked down Margaret's
H
t~~;r. 3Ma·;q~-~~.:~~~ih.~ _~i~·.lY
have a school (Carnival) to@~-moneY) for
they could help. ~l ~ /fI~Hlf
19Tonuny said, "We can~,!-£,_~ fishpond. ~
~--_._-_._--_.------
~_COUld run the fishpond booth. 21P:ople
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10. !:'. .!:!.::..
11. 1- _:U:_
12. !!.. '" -
13. !:!. '" -
14. 1- N -
15. N N 0-
16. 1. No.
17. !:'.. !:!...::...
18. 1. .:!..1-
19. 1. No.
20. !:!. N -
llEverybody tfl;-ppe~~,Tommy' 5 idea.
~ l~:rgaret~;~~l;~~j~~~~~~~~;~~~~.~iJ~i~
M',,>~ J"ac.ob
Z7Hs . Joliet 1.1l<ed the idea. lllshe said Harg-ar'!t could
.... e. t ~
have a pPrG;vate ccorner-i~--th~··;l~~;;~-;-;;;~~~~.
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,I. N '" -
-
22, !!...!i -
-
23.
'" '"
-
2<, N '" -
-
25.
'" '"
-
-
26.
'"
f'{
-
,7. Xl.. .!:!.
28. :i....J.. i...
[po,tl.',S"S]
._--------=-
30. '" '" -
31. "E. ~ :=:::
29. :L 1. .::L
The Domino CityPart Two:
"~next morninq, Margaret ~t':;~~edrs;.3
"
up dominoesl9 lOVery, very carefull~:, ;~~~~
"
each one and t~~: it ~up just a little way
befo~e ~s __ H -Iifroll\~last one.~ to b~very caretu~.
~'"~~o,Jer'1l.() . __ ..._.,,_.~
~ even one ~;-:_.t~_':1.~~=~a domin~ and made it
c t-"'~~ .h........ ble
fall, then all. the dominoes would topple down,
2'7
one by one.
Dsoon , Margaret used up all the dominoes 1n
p.I'" CQf:...
the roolll. :~::~ borrowed more~4ad8'l~~ ~-
one and ~~e:r!more trom grade three. lSJust about
eVerYbOdyj@and(watched while Margaret
built a whole city full of highways,. bridges,
..
--. +0......5 towers.
<B> ~___ <o,k-
16"t snack time,~~acookie in
5
Gou"t,y
the middle of the domino city.
c 537:;:~ret tried to reachht,
35. !:!...~...:..
36. L..i.. E..
39. '" roI -
40. :!...:t.!:!...
can't qet that cooki.," she said. n"One~ and the 38.:!..-:t..!:!...
h~ ..
whole ci;y @ fall down!"
~ __ ;fl.·11
'L::2~.q~~~" said Touy.
Mrs. IV'"
41Ks. Qj11et) stopped him just in time. 42"1'11 do it41. .:!.... 1.. Ii...
Tommy," she said. 42. :L.:t..!:!...
child~.£l_~~~x..~_~,:,.!..~. 9.~aE'.!..H~rgar~t' s
--..- ••.•- ,*1',11 'C::.~:_~~::'.~~ ...~':~)domino city would be safe.
[portE:; (o:ooJ
-----------=-
Part Thi"ce: The School Carnival
S20n the day of the carnival, the children and
•parentsJ:~~~e from room to room~to see the
•
different booths. )]Margaret Vi:it§) ~~~~ one.
sq!:! bl,w
~ bOU9h~. ballo~ns and (wcin-'~at the
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44. !i.. !i.. -
-
45.
'"
N -
46. H 7!.
-
47 • :L .!!. -
-
48. :L .!!. -
-
49. :L:L !:..
'0. li.. .!:!. -
-
51. i- f:'.. -
-
52. Y Y P
53. "E.:!!::::
6Opeople (C"rowde<D into the grade two classroolil.
61They got as close as they coul9.. to Harg~ret~r
~©~ ~~~i?, ut~ft:e~hat with all the*";e W:tn.·, " .- - .- .-
~s i~ it. 63Willrliam'S grandmother pulled out
~. "s re"d"ed~e". 6'She read it out~ "It's Tommy!"
- it:Pr.~=~ }5rD .. _." ._-_.-.... _.,_... _-
M 6STommy sttppe1t ~.~~:-a~_~~<:~
f ..o ......
for a long time, looking at Margaret.
® ® (1) ®
66""'e11, push!" ~Mar9aret.
H~ot tI ~
67Tomrny pushed Qia:!i!e"t) than he need~~
wSas H c.h"4ke~ ch;,l:c~""" C~i,kc.f'"
everything \lent beautiful@ Melick, click, click, a
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54. N N -
55. E E:=:
56. ':'.- !:!.. -
-
57. N N -
58. f:!.. !:!.. -
-
59. N N -
60. f::. !:!.. -
-
61. i..- L i..-
62. :!... !:!.. -
-
63. Y Y i..-
64. Y E
65. i..- N -
66. L :L f:!..
67. N N -
~ ch; Lk ~f"'I
~t~~~~~~~~ 69The dominoes took their
~ f:ll@ ~they were all down,~
was a big~
7'Tommy looked at Margaret~ndE9 III
•
""'1+ ~knocked down something you balanced, and
not sorry! 11 CS?<i:id
n"I'm not sorry either," ~l1ed Margaret. 7l"My
R......_ es c.ch.ld~",,~ ..-
domino~ ornerlImade a hundred and one dollars
t-
he
1 ""---_ '.. _.. __._-----~._-
and thirty~for~"
74SomeoneE;~
Hurrah fO~
b.-
BalanCing@
75And Margaret was 8 she heard TOlM\Y
SOfin the cheer.
JOO
68. J....!!...-=-
69. 1.:L:L
70 • .!:!...!:!.....:..
n. tJ N -
n. :!...:f...!:!...
73. IV N -
74. !!...!:!.....:.
75. N N -
0.1
(Ho. Sentences
Coded. 75)
yl!. (~\)
N~ (~\)
02
(No. Sentences
Codgd '" 75)
yl!... (.!!...\l
N2!. (2!....ll
Q 3
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Y~ t!2...\1
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No. Words in Selection os 739.
Total Readinq Time • ~.
Readinq Rate -~ wpm.
liQll. See coding Forms and Reader Profile form for
complete statistical information, including Q. 4 , Q. 5.
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DATE peg 14 1989
RETELLING GUIDE fox "The Helpful Giant" (Bruce' Katherine
Coville)
I. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant..................... (6)......§.....
2. Wizard..... .........•. .••..•..••..... (5)-.!l...
3. Will Smith ••...•••••• _•• ,............ (4).....!.-
4. To·"'nspeople.......................... (2) ~
- in general
- who were hot
- who kept ga't"dens
- who buH t church
- who were harvesting
5. Mayor................................ (2)...z-.
6. Mayorls wife......................... (1)-L
B. Developaent (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant
friendly. brave, kind,
helpful........................... (2)-L
b. sometimes did foolish things,
that inadvertently caused
problems.......................... (2)-l-
felt bad about these problems..... (2) __
d. willing to diG to save others..... (2)-L
2. Wizard
wanted to take over the town .•.... (2)
-'--
b. didn I t dare try because
of Harry being around •.••••••••••• (2)
-'--
c. wicked; greedy & ruthless ......... (2)
-'--
3. will smith
cared about his friend Harry •••••. (2)
-'--
b. didn't give up, despite danger •... (2)
-'--
confident that Harry would
help .............................. (2)
-'--
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Harry Tries to Help
1. Harry was a friendly, brave, and kind giant,
who sometimes did things that were foolish.
He liked to help, and did things like
- fanned people (with pine trEles) •.•••• (1)
- watered gardens {using bathtub) •.•••• (1)
- helped builders (held up church
steeple) . . . • . . • . . • • . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . . .. (1)
- unknown to himself and townspeople,
he kept the wizard from taking
over the town .........•..•.......•... (1)
2. Sometimes people got angry with Harry when he
tried to be helpful; such as,
- by digging fishing worms for will
Smith..........................•.•... (1)
- by harvesting..........•.........•... (1) -L
- by picking flowers, for the mayor's
wife (mayor1s best apple trees) ...••• (2) ...l...
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3. The mayor, supported by the people, told Harry
he was a troublemaker. He ordered Harry to
leave town. (4) -4-
4. Though deeply saddeneti, Harry complied.
He packed and moved to a cave far away
from town. (4) -L
5. Will Smith followed to see where his friend
Harry went.
B. Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
(4)_
6. The wizard began to take over the town:
- he demonstrated his power by
temporarily turning the mayor into a
goat.............................. (3)
- threatening to turn them into stone
toads, the wizard forced the people
to bring him everything he
wanted............................ (3)-l..
7. However, the wizard was greedy and demanded more,
even after the people had nothing left to give.
They hid in their empty houses and waited for the
worst. (0) -L
a. will sml th went to get Harry. He found Harry shav-
lng, looking into a mirror on a chain around his
neck. Harry didn't hesitate to help. He picked up
will and ran for the town. (6) -L
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9. The flashes of light frolll the tower meant the wizard
",as getting his magic ready. Harry put will down
and, selflessly, stood in front of the town to pro-
tect it from the wizard1s magic.
(6) ...L
10. A blinding light flashed from the tower and struck
Harry. However, Harry was safe. The magic hit his
shaving mirror and bounced back to the tower. It
hit the wizard and turned him into a stone toad.
(6) ...L
11. The people were overjoyed that Harry had saved them.
The mayor gave him a medaL Will asked him to come
back to live in the town, which he did. He was the
same old Harry, but now everyone loved him and
realized he was their friend.
(6) -L
1. Character Analysis:
Recall ....1...~ points
b. Development ......•...... -.lL points
II. Events .......•............. ...1.L points
Total points ~
Name: Max
PLOT STATEKEN'l'S:
(Not elicited.)
THE:·IE STATEMENTS:
Date: Dec. 14, 1.989
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Discussed ideas about people who help other people.
INFERENCES:
Mayor probably telt bad about kicking Harry out of town
(end of part one) .
MISCONCEPTIONS:
People hid in their closets until sunset, at which time the
wizard would be gone.
Didn't understand how wizard ",as turned into stone (I.e .•
role of the Illirror).
Thought Will and Kayor might be the same character.
COMMENTS:
At end of part one, student omitted identifying two key
characters (wizard and Will).
student rated the first part as being of medium difficulty
for him.
At end of part two, student identified wizard and Will.
Student rated the overall story medium 21.1 though some words
were hard.
The retelling was done in two parts, following oral reading
of each of the two parts in the selection.
STt1DENT:--"-I'1~..!.X _
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DATE: Dec. ILl ( f'f89
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE:__---'llTh...Ul!He"'JlPIlfuU'.JGOJi....llJnt'- _
AUTHOR: Bruce aDd Katherine Coville
Part One: Harry Tries to Halp
lance upon a time, there was a giant whose
n.m. w.s Harry. 'H. w.s fri~~nd~'Y'he w.~ brawe,
d'd 't
and he was kind. 3But sometime t ~~~~thing!:'
that were foolish.
+0 I"eI:> the
4Harry liked helpi~g people. ~In"SUmnler. he
~t.j.okeH ®
would make.~ trees into fans to~ off the
town.
C pro~_
6tte carried water in his bathtub to help people
w.~t:rtbe~r gardens. ~stGl;"SS t.l tl
And 5- he. c(" .. d'led
THe evenQup tbe steeple wbile a church
~s ,H- S _.-a"d ~ ..~,di"'j th;"1~was being built.
1. ::t. ::t.!:'..
2. ::t.::Lt!-
3. :!...::Lt!-
4. '!...::L!:!.-
5. X '" -
7. N N -
C h- C likr.d!> tl -·'''9
uc DBut the best thing Harry did was keep" the
~:,ty~
wicked wizard from taking over the town.
'nobody knew about thiS,6.::.!._!-!t...! wizard
@ +-a~; d:"bl~$ @1-
never~~make trouble as~ as Harry
was around.
H H ~"sh... "J th',s Q
'O<rhe wizard stayed up in his big~ on the
hill. 1'H9 looked down on the town and made
"WOGky
wicked plans.
H H ~'3et h......,J't cl~sometimes people got angry with Harry~
l-le'st-irtcl
he tried to be helpfUl.
- H
ue Make @ H '$'e....'~_,r
llLike the time~will Smith dig for
fi~h@worms.
~... - Hl'And the time he helped with the harves~
~,~of all, the :im~:~ picked some
flowers for the mayor's wife. '6orhe flowers turned
H
out to be the mayor I s best apple tree@~
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8.1...1-1...
10. '" N -
ll. 1. 1. !...
12 . .i...!:!.....=.
13. '" N -
15. !:!..!:!....:.
16. 1...:L.!....
C H
17The mayor was very angry. 18"yOU@ not.hing
~ :c:~ ~ Ho:
but a trouble maker, said. ~. get
out of town!"
© H\~OIlThat~right!1I cried the people. 21"yOU are
~~ causing trouble."
th~""'9~ ®
22Harry thought his~ would break. 23aut
""#.ro"'lh M ~ h-
then he thought about all the mes~~
made. "":Ybe the p:OPle
H
wer~eright.
vJh:pp;"<) the. -4-"~e.:: Her_
tt 2SWiping away his tears. Harry went home and
pi,keJ
packed. 26oz'hen he moved to a~ far away from
~town.
27But Will Smith followed him to see where he
5 H
c"u~e -s
went. 2.11H8 didn't want to lose his friend"
-----------Lf-,... :' goo.]
Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
H _i ....,
29when the wizard saw Harry leav'7\' he knew
C noth-
there was nothing to stop him from taking over
the town.
31'
17. :L1!:!.
18.
.1..:!-.':'..
19. N N -
20. :!-.1..!:'..
21. :!....1..!:'..
22. N N -
23.
.1...1..f..
2'. :i...J..!:'..
25.
.1...':'..::-
26. N N -
27.
.1...1...':'..
28.
.1...':'..::-
29 • .1...1...':'..
do it, so they gave him what he wanted.
31'
30. :!.. :!..!i
31- :!.. .:f...!:!...
32. N N -
33. .:!... N -
34 . N N -
35. .:!... .J...!:!..
uc bu,.., H
be. 5 +~e,"
33Next, he told th£l people they must bring him
(10+1,':9 tiC t~~,.\ to~,e
anything he asked for. 341£ the refused, he would
+o~d ~+';<'le~ ~ ThtH,.e.
turn them into stone toads. knew he could
30First, he turned the mayor into a goat.
H @ ~
lIThe spell only last:@ for three hours.(S{.:~hOW strong~ magic was.
H
36Sut the wizard was ~:~~Jy, and soon he
wanted more ••• and more ••• and more!
~Hh.31eefore long, the people had nothing left to
give him.!
5© there
3ewhen the people told Lthe wizard this, he was
very angry. 39He told them the~~ sunset to
" ~c:::::::>@~@ f;se>te. U 1<./1£.... +u.....ed
find more, ~ •.. poof! 40He w~ ~them into
c 5$+OQ"..,
stone toads!
36. .:!... " -
37. .:!... 1. !:!.
38. ::L:L!'!...
39. !.-:i.:!...
40. !.-!!.::...
41The people didn't know what to do. 'lorhey hid
da~,p ~
in their empty houses and waited for the
to happen.
4lWill knew what to do.
4SHarry was sitting in front at hlsb. (ShavinW.
'M
46t1e was looking in t1;;~~ that he
" H
wore on+;ec~~;;: around his~
~ =©5ue WCJ ~,. '3'100'(47n_~~~:x.!....!.~~.~~[;; to help usl" cried will.
4811The wizard is goin9 to turn us into stone toadsl tl
@JH49Harry\~~n+.~deven finish~ sORe picked
~cVJ:U's Heup will and ran for1\town. SlIt was almost sunset
when he got there. 52He knew that time was
running out.
c
slrhere were lashes of light coming from the
H
+0101<1
tower on the hill. 5"rhe wizard was getting his
magic ready.
SlHarry put will down. ~ ....ent to stand in
31'
41- 1::L!:!.
42. N tV -
43. Y Y N
... III:
45. :i:L!.-
46. N '" -
47. I!:!.::
48. 11"'-
4•• N '"
-
50. :i:L':!..
51- :i:!...!:!.
52. r:!...!:!.
53. r..:t.1
5•• :i:!...!!.
55. :i1!!.
cares if :I turn into a stone toad?"
@ $U,: +h~"9h ~~He shl.lt his eye:] tight andl ....aited0
--QI!9 ';~ n~"
61Then~~_~~..!. ~~l"'i-nd'"'i"'n-g~f~1-asC'>iV of light from
to~ ®__ n __ '._ +h(~...~d
the tower. ~he wizard had lhrown his magic. 63It
belowtl
struck Harry right above his heart.
tront ot
thought.
'5 Wh~!(.~tH:"~JS (@5et~ ~:!
the town. 57"Illl~ the IIlagic~ me," he
'f0
58t1After all, I'm only a foolish giant. I..:.~.':I?
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56. Y .:t..!!.
57. Y N -
58. Y ~~
50. J... ..::!....!i.
60. J... XJ...
61. N ,., -
62 • Y :Z~
63 • .:i :Lf:..
64But Harry was~ b5The magic hit his €havI'ii9
-,----... .__ +h,;.. ~h fo~~ <Q h.
~!:":E.;:J and 1E.?.!l~~back to the to....er. 66 I t hit~
wizar~ turned hi~.1]t.~__~_~~ toad!
67Harry opened his eyes. 6lIHe didn't really know
what happened, but he knew he ....asn' t turnf~d
into stone.
69The people rushed out of their houses.
S H f\1'\$ ......hshi c: $he,Je. ~+h~re.
1011Hurray for Harry! Harry 2:~@ herol"~
6••
.:i N -
6S. N N -
6•. .:i ..::{!:!.-
'7. 1.. .:i.!:!...
68. 1...::L!::!.
@ II -sJID t' .....Q.,,, '3
cried. ~lThe mayor....~'Harry a medal.
n"Come back and live with us," said Will.~
need you."
74From that day on, Harry lived .... ith the
:8) cltuse H Snted
people in the town. ~ course@ sometimes he did
@{a tJ
some foolish things,~ everyone loved him
~H ~Q~4, Canyway. 76A fter all, he was brave and kind. nAnd he
• 5
wa$~l:I:~r
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70. Y '" -
71. y~_
72. Y....1..!:!..
74 • .:t..l'..!:!...
75. N N -
76. yy:!!
77. :t...!:!..-=-
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No. Words in Selection. 706.
Total Reading Tll'le =~.
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DATE May 16 1990
(11....:L
RETELLING GUIDE for "The Helpful Giant" (Bruce & Katherine
Coville)
I. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant ..•.••. , ..•••. '0. •.•. (6)--2...-
2. Wizard.... •.•••• ..•••• ..•••• •••••• ••. (5)-..2-
J. will smith •..••••.•. _...... • •••.• •••• (4)....i....
4. Townspeople... . •..•. . ••••.• • ..•.• • ••• (2)-.2.....
- in general
- who were hot
- who kept gardens
- who built church
- who were harvesting
5. Mayor..••••...••....••..•.•••. '0. •.•. (2)-L
6. Mayor's wife ..•.....••.
B. Development (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant
friendly, brave, kind,
helpful..... ...•.• ...•.• . ..•.. •.•• ell 2-
b. sometimes did foolish things,
that inadvertently caused
problems..•••. ". • •..•.• ••.••• • .•• (2) ~
felt bad IIbout these problems. (2)....l.....
d. willing to die to save others. (2)....1.-
2. Wizard
a. wanted to take over the town ...•.. (2) ...L
b. didn't dare try because
of Harry being around .....•.•..•.. (2) ...L
c. wicked: greedy & ruthless .•....•.. (2)
...L
,. Will smith
a. cared about his friend Harry ...•.. (2)
...L
b. didn't give up, despite danger ••.. (2)
...L
c. confident that Harry would
help ...•.......................•.. (2)
...L
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Harry Tries to Help
1. Harry was a friendly, brave, and kind giant,
who sometimes did things that were foolish.
He liked to help, and did things 1 ike
- fanned people (with pine trees) .•.... (1) ...l..-
- watered gardens (using bathtub) •••••. (1) _
- helped builders (held up church
steeple) .•....••....•...........•.••. (1) _
- unknown to himself and townspeople,
he kept the wizard from taking
over the town .••....•..........••.... (1) _
2. Sometimes people got angry with Harry when he
tried to be helpful: such as,
- by digging fishing warms far Will
Smith...•.......................•.... (1) _
- by harvesting .•..........••....••...• (1) ~
- by picking flowers, for the mayor's
wife (mayor's best apple trees) ••.... (2) ....l....
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J. The mayor, supported by th.e people, told Harry
he was a troublemaker. He ordered Harry to
leave town. (4) -.L
4. Though deeply saddened, Harry complied.
He packed and moved to a cave far a....ay
from town. (4) --L
5. Will Smith followed to see where his friend
Harry went.
B. Part Two: The Wizard Takes OVer
(4) -L
6. The wizard began to take over the town:
- he demonstrated his power by
temporarily turning the mayor into a
goat....... (3)_
- threatening to turn them into stone
toads, the wizard forced the people
to bring him everything he
wanted.... . (3)-L
7. However, the wizard was greedy and demanded lUore,
even after the people had nothing left to give.
They hid in their empty houses and waited for the
worst. (') -'--
8. Will Smith went to get Harry. He found Harry shav-
ing, looking into a mirror on a chain around his
neck. Harry didn't hesitate to help. He picked up
will and ran for the town. (6) -L
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9. The flashes of light from the tower meant the wizard
was getting his magic ready. Harry put will down
and, selflessly, stood in front of the town to pro-
tect it from the wizard's magic.
(6) ...L
10. A blinding light flashed from the tower and struck
Harry. However, Harry was safe. The magic hit his
shaving mirror and bounced back to the tower. It
hit the wizard and turned him into a stone toad.
(6) ...L
11. The people were overjoyed that Harry had saved them.
The mayor gave him a medal. Will asked him to come
back to live in the town, which he did. He was the
same old Harry, but now everyone loved him and
realized he was their friend.
(6) ....L
I. Character Analysis:
a. Recall J.Q..... points
b. Development ......•...... --lI...- points
II. Events ...........•.•....... .-42.- points
Total points ~
NalDe: Max
PIDT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: May 16, 1990
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The reader would learn not to be maan (like turning people
into "frogs" and thb'1s like that) and not to fight.
INFERENCES:
Harry probably tel t sad when he went against the whard
because he was hurting somebody (i.e., wizard).
Harry inadvertently caused problems because he was so big
compared to the other people.
He probably tried harder not to cause problems so he could
stay in the town (at the end of the story).
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Took apple trees to use as a fan.
The wizard was also a giant.
Harry planned to use the shaving lIirror to reflect the
magic and turn the wizard into a stone toad.
COJoDiENTS:
Said he couldn I t remember reading this story in December (5
months ago) •
STUDENT:'_.:..M=Qx'- _
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DATE: May" ( ,,,qo
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER:' _
TITLE:__-"JTh"'·wH"'eU1JLpf"'UJ..1WG"'i..,.o"t'- _
AUTHOR: __-,B",ru",c"-'--"11l0SLd...K......,th"'."p....· n"'.WC&Qy.y;....·I...le"--_~ _
Part One: Harry Tries to Help
'Once upon a time, there was a giant whose
00.
name was Harry. 2He was friendly 'II he was brave,
@._ so~e H_n'~ l;k;
and he VIIS kind. ~i~I}I~":! he diet,.. things
~that ~were :o::~:. ii.e ~,.J~o
'Harry lik~ peoplee Srn"summer,lii!
H pIQ.•r;"') 5
~c:U:l.~ .~:~~. {~.~=. trees into @to cool off the
town.
S H 5
Ha ......, c·-jed the
~e carried water in his bathtub to help people
•la .... ns
water their gardens. ue
W hol~ Sfeeplts H N
\.leTHe ~~~'i[ ~~l~~ :p~ SS~::~le while+;eChurCh
--H-
$ bu,f+ed
was beinq built.
L :L:L'!..-
,. J..:L!'!..
3. N rJ -
.. J..J..!!-
5. N N -
6. J..!!-':'
7. N '" -
~But the best thing Harry did was keep the
•wac.k y
wicked wizard from taking over the town.
C 9~ He
9Nobody kne1~~~' because the wizard
never~ to make trouble as long as Harry
H ~.,'t
was" around. 1'\ @ H
town 101,
l00rhe wizard stayed 'up in his big tower 1£!! the
(U0 Qll
\\:,,,,hill. R~~He looked down\ on"the town and made
w("k y
wicked plans.
the © +h~n
llsometimes/lpeople got angry with Harry~
he tried to be helpful.
@ H('. '",i<ed ~ ~
\:3Like the time he helped Will Smith
H
fishSWOt1llS.
1'And the time he helped with the harvesting.
" S@ _He - fhe
~. worst of all, the time he picked some
.
fco~
flowers for the mayor's wife. 16.rhe flowers turned
® •
out to be ~~~Ji'best apple trees!
330
9. tv /II -
10. 1.-.1-.1-
12 • .1-.1-.r::
13. Y Y P
14. :f...:L!:!..
15. :f...:f...:f...
16. J...:L.r::
17The mayor was very angry. 18"You':e c;:~t::i~(;L
but@trouble maker, Harry,~~ said, l~"NOW, get
out of town!"
2o"That's right!" ~~~\the peoplel t:yOU are
© H~5 -~ ---
~ causing trouble..: II
C hurt S
22Harry thought his heart would reak. n aut
S <; H ~~_ •• _ Inad n t5SQ"d
then he th~u9htrabout~themesses he had
@ rr.a.y
made. \24Maybe the people were right.
~tl.,~p,
H 2~away~~, ,.,Harry went home and
picked the
packed, 26.rhen he moved to a cave far away from
the town.
c 27aut Will ~;'i-thtollowed him to se~ere he
H ---
LoJa"tcd
went. 28Ke didn't want to lose his fr.iend.
Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
«M H
Then Ito";,,,').
29When the wizard sa.., Harry leave@ he knew
,--+l.ere'5 -..
there was nothing to stop him from taking over
the town.
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17. i....i..!!...
18. V V N
19. !...:!..!!-
20. V V N
21- !...:!..!!-
22. !..!..!!-
23. Li....E.-
24. !..!..!:'-
25. N N -
26. !..!..E.-
27. J...'L'i..
28. !..J...!:'-
30First, he turned the maror into ll. goat.
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30. :t.:t.!!..
32But it 31. :1...:1... ':!..
32. N tV -
~ ' "Next, he told the~peOPle they must brinq him(1"7anythJ.!!9 he asked for. 34If th!y"'fused, he would~~~- ~~:
turn them into~~ 3'They knew~ could
do it, so they gave him what he wanted.
36But the wizard was greedy, and soon he
wanted more ... and more •.. and morel
57Before long, the people had nothing left to
qive~i;h'" @ s @"
HE' H there. IS
l&when the people told the wizard~,~~
" ~
very ~~.;~~. ~e told them they had until sunset to
-_... _.__.- II S
50..... e _cd fl;",J;df
find",more, @ .. POOfl 40He~turnAthem into
stone toads I
33. Y Y '"
34. 1..:1...~
35. :L:1...!:!.-
36. 1..:1...!:!.-
37. 1..1..!:!.-
3•. 1..1..:1...
39. 1..1..:1...
40. 1..!:!.-~
to happen.
"The people didn't know what to do. '2They hid
H
@their empty houses and vaited for the t:~~5
RM
"",anted
°Will knew what to do. "He wont to got Harry.
@ t'I
'~Harr"l was sitting in front Of~$cava,~
R'" =:Y
C .-- looked :--. the. .
46Jre was ~Ooking in his~n~that he
th<=~ on a ~,a@und ~iS neck. H
~:;~ft~ @ g © W;llie
H"Harr you@ got G help us!" cried Will.
(See bel.) ..... )
48"The wiza~d is g~Y";gt'oto turn us into stone~l"
'IlHarry didn't even finish shaving. 50He picked
~t.'
up Will and ran~ town. 5'It was almost sunset
th£.~~ CIt +h: ......~..T
when he got there. ~2He knew that"time vas
running out.
i:l"lti. '~HQr.y, h"v~,,·t yo... fo 1,,,,1' IH :,"
~"rhere were fl:S~ of light coming from the
• H 5
teo~~r ~t ~ ~i~~. ~~ard was gett(ng"hiS
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41. :L:L !!..
42. V II -
-
43. Y Y N
44. I:YY
45. .:!..:!...!...
46. N N -
47. N N -
48. :1..1..':.
49. 1..1..':!...
SO. y Y "
51- N N -
52.
"
N -
53. !:!..!:!.....:.
magic read0.
~SHarry put Will down. "'"
v-lClnfed
s~e went to stand in
54. "" N -
55. Y Y tV
33'
front of~ town. 51"1'11 let the magic hit me," he 56.:t...:L:L
57. y Y tV
thought. sa"After all, I'm only a foolish giant. i9who 58. y:y. ~
cares if I turn into a stone toad?"
Mae shut his eyes~ and waited.
61Then there was a @!idinq~ of light from
the~. 62The ..... izard had thrown his magic. 63It
stutk-l-"fID bel,,~
struck ~~~ .t"_ight above his heart.
64But Harry was safe. 65The magic hit his shaving
mirror and Q?ounced'> back to the ~~';,':;. un hit the
®
wizard~ turned him into a stone toad!
67Harry opened his eyes. MUe didn't really knoW'
H
what happened, but he knew he w~@:~;~~~'3
into stone.
69The people rushed out of their houses.
© H"~"'y <f(',t'sH © f-hHe~~~ for Harry! Harry\.!.! our herOI"~..!X
59. :L.:t..!:!...
60. :!....J....!....
61. '" N -
62. Y I"E
63. :!....!:!......:.
6'. Y Y 1'1
65. N N -
66. :!..-:i...':!...
67. :!..-:!..-:!..
68. :L.!:!..=.
69. y Y
'"
cried. 7'The mayor gave Harry a medal.
nUCome back and live with us, II said will. nllwe
need you."
@ ,....+Odo. y _\~~:_~~~~.~!.l on, Harry lived with the
people in the town. 750f course, sometimes he did
some foolish things, but everyone loved him
" ~QWQt Canyway. 16After all, he was brave and kind. nAnd he
.'"
wa~(\·t
was their friend.
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70. Y Y N
71. Y:E -;:;
72 • Y Y N
73. .:iY:..!:'.-
74. !...Y:.':!...
75. Y N -
76. :Y::I~
77. !....:i .!:'.-
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DATE May 17 1990
RETELLING GUIDE tor liThe Balancing Girl" (Berniece Rabel
1. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Margaret, the Balancing GirL ...•..
2. Tommy •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••
3. Ms. Joliet, the Gr. 2 teacher .
4. Other students ..............••.•.•.
school in general
b. Gr. 2 class
William
5. Parents/public .......•••....••••••.
generally
b. William's grandmother
Tommy's dad
6. principal ...•............•...•..•••
B. Development (20 points)
1. Margaret (12 points)
Good at balancing .
b. Wanted Tommy to acknowledge
her balancing ability .
Pleased to use her
balancing ability to
help others..............•......
d. Pleased to see Tommy
finally acknowledge
her ability ...•..........•..•...
(10) ll..
(5) ....>...
(2) -1.....
(1) ....L
(1) ....L
(1) _
(3) ....1.....
(3)~
(3) ....L
(3) ....L
2. Tommy (8 points)
Unkind towards Margaret
regarding ber balancing
ability•..............••.••••••.
- comment re: Magic Markers
- demolition (?) of
tower/castle
b. changed his attitude
towards Margaret' 5
balancing ability ......•....•••.
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Something Special
(4) --L
(4) J...
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1. Margaret was very good at balancing; for example,
- books on head (stationary)
- books on head (moving)
- on crutches
One day shCl: balanced Magic Harkers in a row on a
shelf. Ms. Joliet acknowledged her special ability;
but Tommy made an unkind remark about it.
(7) J...
2. Margaret thought up a special project which might
change Tommy's opinion. She built a castle.
However, someone knocked it down. Margaret blamed
Tommy.
(6) --!-
3. Ms. Joliet told the class about a school carnival
to support UNICEF. She asked for ideas for hQlp-
ing. Tommy, William, and Margaret each made good
suggestions.
(7) --L
B. Part Two: The Domino City
4. Margaret worked hard on her suggestion, which
involved her constructing a "domino city." Every-
one watched her project with keen interest.
(7) -L
5. Margaret couldn' t remove a cookle someone had
dropped in the middle of the dominoes. 'fomrny
volunteered to get it, but Ms. Joliet said she
would. Very carefully, she removed the cookie
without disturbing the dominoes.
(6) .....L
6. Everyone wanted to be the one who would push the
first domino. Ms. Joliet said it would be deter-
mined by drawing a name out of a hat at the end of
the carnival. Everyone clapped tor Margaret and
her proj ect.
(7) ...L
C. Part Three: The School Carnival
7. At the carnival, Margaret visited every booth,
including those developed from William· sand
Tommy·s suggestions. Towards the end, the
principal called everyone to the grade two
room for the Grand Finale.
(6) ....L
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8. From a hat containing all the names, William's
grandmother drew the wlnner--Tommy. He stepped up
but delayed, which prompted Margaret to exclaim,
"Well, push!" He did, harder than needed; but the
dominoes fell as planned. Everyone cheered.
(7) -"-
9. Margaret and Tommy exchanged comments which
suggested that not only had the balancing project
be~n a financial success but that it had led to
a change in Tommy's attitude about Margaret's
344
balancing ability.
1. Character Analysis:
Recall. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...!L points
b. Development.................. JL points
II. Events ...............•...•...... ~ points
Total points ...1L
(7) -L
Name: Max
PLOT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: May 17, 1990
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'lou shouldn't brag or feel bad because someone you didn't
like gets picked.
You shouldn't fight.
INFERENCES:
She was probably a nice person.
At the end, Margaret and Tommy became friends again.
Tommy probably couldn I t balance things like pencils and
that could be why he used to knock down Margaret's things.
Margaret may have felt she should be the one to knock down
the domino city, since she had made it.
If a second story about The Balancing Girl were written, a
good idea .....auld be to put no fighting in it and Tommy and
M1",,:,garet would be best friends and have a camping adventure.
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Tommy never said anything unkind to Margaret.
Margaret balanced pencils on the shelf.
Margaret's reason for building the towers was because she
liked building things (student didn't recognize the purpose--to
change Tommy's opinion of her ability).
Didn't recognize that the school ....as raising the money for
UNICEF.
A lady put the cookie amongst the dominoes.
Margaret told Tommy not to try to remove it.
Domino city raised money by charging people to see it.
COMMENTS:
Student said he found the selection to be of medium
difficul ty.
STUDENT:---'I'1=""'X'- _
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DATE: May 17, ''1'10
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE:__----IT!lJheLllB.;>,1IO''''ncoJi.nng!LJiGCJ..irrJ11- _
AUTHOR:__-'B....l:JrDl.li&e"'ceUlJRa"'b"'. _
Part One: something special
with her €t-:C?ji~
'Marqaret was very good at balancing. 2She
could balance books on her head. lShe COUld~
@ S H
along <®,Iher ~~~~:l;.cha.ir and t~~ books would not
< "@ . c'~ b~
fall off. t~S.~~_~cu~~_@y.~i:t)balance herself and hop
~called"
sOne day at school, Margaret \coll.:lcted all the
H
(1.\ .... k-:
Magic Markers. 6She balanced them in neat rows
on the shelf.
H
~~~~. ~said, "You have a very steady hand,
Margaret. "
b_nX~5!¥ can do that," Tommy said.
(c) H
~T~~simple."
I. ::LX !i
2. 1.1. !:!..
3. 1.!!. -
-
4. .:i!!. -
-
5. 1!!. -
-
6. .:il- !:!..
7. :Ll- f..
a. :L:L !:!..
g. 1:L !:!..
'OMar9aret4'i--;:-~~--ed)and~~~. "She ~~t~~ H
H _".~
to do something very special that Tommy could"
not call simple.
evfu took a 10n9 time and grQat care, but at last
@did ...,t S
Margaret finished it. 13Sh~ finished a fine
~~d,~.~,. '-.9
castle made of six" ~~~:_r~., ~~t:~ a cone €alance~
~~ on top of each.
D S @ k;~l,.~<, ,~0
14At recess, \s;n;e~ne~~~~kSed down Margaret's
tower. \SMargaret knew who did it.
® lo,: .. kl"l
\&) ~TOmmy,,, she said, "if you knock down
I~,,; ----
; e.nY.t;h!.D~g I balance again, YOU I LL BE SORRY!"
--.__.• Ii·"
,.\ ;~.:.
l1Ms • told the children they were going to
have a school carnival~~~Jmoney for
~ +~~( s
~. l!She asked the chi1.dren to \~hi~~ of ways
they could help.
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10. !::!.-!:!.. -
-
11- ::L!:i- -
-
12. ::Lf- !:i-
ll. ::L1- ~
14. :J...!!.. -
-
15. ::L:1- .':!-
16. 1.'L ~
11. N N -
-
lS. Y N -
-
19. 1.::L .':!-
20. N N -
-
Margaret clapped.
pr"H~:~ 14
would pay to fish for presents."
llEverybody clapped for Tommy' s idea. HEven
"$W:UtM <$)
l'''we can be clowns," said William, "~ sell
balloons. "
"W:H:~'"
25The children clapped for william's idea.
I§) ~h"'"2~arqaret 'Whispered ~~~~~ i~ea to @ €~~t"
l~. I~ liked the idea.~ said Margaret could
hHve a @.":Cl;t~ corner in the classroom where she
could work.
Part Two: The Domino City
"The next morning, ~~~r~::~~, sta~rt~d setting
care '" . SQ,d
up dominoes. 3Overy, very ca:'~!.~lly, sh_~ calanced
~ "(I"<:~e~ one and made it stand up just a little way
from the last one. 31 s he had to be very carefuL
M H S H
e~ery fiq",e.1 f~~ _es
llIf even one finger touched@domino"and made it
tip S
fall, then all the dominoes would topple down,
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21- :LX!:!.
22 . :L.:f..!:!.
23. .1....1!!.
24. ':Ci...!!.
25. :L:L'::!..
26. N N -
27 • N N -
2•• 'Li..~
29. ::L:i...!!.
30. N N -
31. yy~
one by one.
3]500n, Margaret used up all the dor.1inoes in
~
the ;~.~~. ~~!~borrowed more from grade
'"
one and :~~~.,.more from grade three. 3~Just about
everybody stood and watched while Margaret
ca~t'f.. 1 ~ bb..... :lcI:~,~ I"l
built a whole city full of highyays,~~,
and tOYers.
T ...:, s..~.:.. © '5o.... ~, ... ~,-
"At snack time, \~?~.e~~ dropped a cookie in
the middle of the domino city.
'"
32. 1.!:!...:.
34. N tV -
35. 1.-.!:!....:.
36. 1...!!......:.
37Margaret tried to reach it, but she IlcOUldn't. 14"1 37. :f....:t.!:!....
sier G;)
can't get that COOkie," she said. 19"One slip ~I'!.~ the 38.::L.::L !:!..
whole c~ty ~ll fall down!" <f;\ 39. ::t....::L:I-
e:( \oJ;ll c::::::>
\40"1'11 get it for you," said Tommy. 40. J....!!....:.
H
4(Ms. Joliet) stopped t~: just in time. 42."1'11 do it,
41. tv N -
42 • ..::!...:!....!:!..
43. tV N -
H Q)
reached over and lif~ out the cookie.
UThe next day, Margaret put the last domino in
®
place. 46"It's finished,"~ said.
H 'M
beq.... be'}.."
47Everyone begged and begged to be the one to
push~ the first domino.
'f.1 ~i-;;t-saij):";U you want'ik be th. one,
~ have to pay~ put..your name in the hat.@:.. b ..~." ~tl,:t
4'1Thenti name will be drawn~ the end of the
carnival, II
50Everyone clapped for Margaret. '150me of the
children said they €ld guarcDKarqaret's
corner so the domino city would be safe.
Part Three: The School carnival
~20n the. i~ ~~\he carnival, the children and
,
...."'\ed
parents went from room to room to see the
H Q)
different t~~~~~. S'Margaret ~every one.
54She bought balloons and won a prize at the
350
44. !!..!!.. -
-
45. Y Y
"46. :I::Y ,,-
47 • :i.!!... -
-
48, !!...!!.. -
-
49. N,", -
-
50. :C:L. !:!.
51. N rJ -
52. Y N -
53. -;:i"";:i"-=-
fishpond. sSShe got a ~:;b~:~ :Pider.
,H "
56.rhen t~~re ~;;t a m:;:~ge on the 4Pudspeak~
"5~~~~~ip~i'·s~~, "It's time for the g-;~~d"
H S~j~ ~~! 58CC;~~c to ~9rade twotl;~~~;;;~.~ s"eS:"'~~e
"o
domino city. S~You mllY be the lucky one who
351
54. 'I Y '"
55. YY7
56. N N -
57. :J...~..:.
58. N N -
"pusl@down the first domino." 59. N N -
6OPeople crowded into the grade t ....o classroom.
~~ ,.1 <$) H
61They got@~.:.o_~.~ as they could"to \1i~E9..aretG>.
"
corner. ~~~L.oli;~held out the hat with all the
names in it. 63~~i.!!!i~grandmother pulled out
the name. 64She read it out loud: "It's Tommyl"
65Tommy stepped inside the corner and stood
for a long time, looking at Margaret.
66"Wel1, push!" said Margaret.
67Tommy pushed~~ than he needed to, but
•
eve:y@ went b~f);~~i~UllY, Melick., click, click, a
60. :i.:t.. ':'..
61. :i:L ':'..
62 • N N -
-
63. Y y i
64. :IZ ~
65. 1..:!-. ':'..
66. 1..:!-.':'..
67. N N -
thousand times click.. 69The dominoes took. their
H "Th,n th,re
turns talling. 1Gwhen they were all down, there
was a big cheer.
11remmy leaked at Margaret and yelled, "I
tl 'to ... l"I
k;~k~d SO ..... II!. yo,,·"e. b",I••,«;,.,
k.necked do....n something yeu balanced, and I'm
not sony!" 'P "[.:,
12uI'm net sorry either," called Margaret. \1J"My
demino corner made a hundred and one dollars
and thirty cents fer~!"
14Semeone shouted,
Hurrah for the
Balancing Girl!
S H "
15And Margaret was ~~:; ;h~ h~~~d Toml'il¥
epE'..;o,/ ~ _in,
~ in the cheer,;
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69. XJ..!!...
70. tV tV -
71. :L.!!..-=
73. !:!..!:!...::....
74. :L 1.!:!-
75. '" tV -
Q 1
(No. Sentences
Coded = 751
Y n (2.!-\)
N£ L!!...\)
o 2
(No. Sentences
Coded .. 751
'i~(~\)
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~. See Coding Forms and Reader Profile form for
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DATE pec 14 1989
RETELLING GUIDE for liThe Helpful Giant" (Bruce {, Katherine
Coville)
1. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant 0..... (6).....§....
2. wizard ......•................. _'0 ,... (5)-i..
3. will smith........................... (4).....i..-
4. Townspeople .........•............• 0.. (2)-L
- in general
- who wera hot
- who kept gardens
- Who built church
- who were harvesting
5. Mayor.............................. (2)
6. Mayor's wife ••••••••.••.••..• o .0_.... (1)
B. Development (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant
friendly, brave, kind,helpful........................... (2)-l....
b. sometimes did foolish things,
that inadvertently caused
problems.......................... (2)-.l....
felt bad about these problems..... (2)
d. willing to die to save others..... (2)-i..-
,. Wizard
wanted to take over the town ...... (2)
..L
b. didn r t dare try because
of Harry being around ..........•.• (2)
..L
wicked; greedy & ruthless •...••... (2)
..L
3. Will Smith
cared about his friend Harry ....•. (2) ..L
b. didn't give up, despite danger .... (2)
..L
confident that Harry would
help .............................. (2)
..L
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Harry Tries to Help
1. Harry was a friendly, brave, and kind giant,
who sometimes did things that were foolish.
He liked to help, and did things like
- fanned people (with pine trees) (1)
- watered gardens (using bathtUb) ..••.• (1)
- helped builders (held up church
steeple) . •..•... . (ll
- unkno....n to himself and townspeople,
he kept the wizard from taking
over the town........................ (1) ..L
2. Sometimes people got angry with Harry when he
tried to be helpful; such as,
- by digging fishing worms for will
Smith............ (1)
- by harvesting (1) ...l...-
- by picking flowers, for the mayor's
wife (mayorts best apple trees) (2) ...l...
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J. The mayor, supported by the people, told Harry
he was a troublemaker. He ordered Harry to
leave town. (4) ....L.
4. Though deeply saddened, Harry complied.
He packed and moved to a cave far away
from town. (4) --L
5. will Smith followed to see where his friend
Harry ....ent.
B. Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
6. The wizard began to take over the town:
(4)_
- he demonstrated his power by
temporarily turning the mayor into a
goat.. .... ... ..................•.. (3)_
- threatening to turn them into stone
toads, the wizard forced the people
to bring him everything he
wanted............................ (3)...L
7. However, the wizard was greedy and demanded more,
even after the people had nothing left to give.
They hid in their empty houses and waited for the
worst. (6) ..L
8. will Smith went to get Harry. He found Harry shav-
ing, looking into a mirror on a chain around his
neck. Harry didn't hesitate to help. He picked up
Will and ran for the town. (6) ....!.-
364
9. The flashes of light from the tower meant the wizard
was getting his magic ready. Harry put will down
and, selflessly, stood in front of the town to pro-
tect it from the wizard's magic.
(6) --"--
10. A blinding light flashed from the tower and struck
Harry. However, Harry was safe. The magic hit his
shaving mirror and bounced back to the tower. It
hit the wizard and turned him into a stone toad.
(6) -<-
11. The people were overjoyed that Harry had saved them.
The mayor gave him a medal. will asked him to come
back to live in the town, which he did. He was the
same old Harry, but now everyone loved him and
realized he was their friend.
(6) -L
I. Character Analysis:
Recall ...lL points
b. Development ........•.... ..ll-. points
II. Events J.a... points
Total points -21...-
Name: Sam
PLOT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: Dec. 14, 1989
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Just because a person makes a mistake, that doesn't mean
they I re no good.
Student discussed concept of people (real or fictitious)
who help others.
INFERENCES:
The story is a fairy tale.
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Many wizards.
Asked for fruit and Harry brought whole tree.
Didn I t focus on will as person who was sad to see Harry go
(Part I).
Harry actively stopped wizard's take-over attempts (in Part
I).
Didn't specify where wizard(S) lived.
COMMENTS:
The retelling was done in two parts, following oral reading
of each of the two parts in the selection.
Following retelling of part one, student rated the story as
hard. However, after retelling of part two, he said the story
was "hard and medium." This seemed consistent with the changes
noticeable in his oral reading and retelling (compared with
part one). He said in part two he was getting more curious
about what would happen (in the story).
STUDENT: S Gl M
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DATE: Dec. 14-~ IQS'1
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBERl _
TITLE:__---"'Th"'eLH.,e"""'pf"'U...' .JG..i"anwt'- _
AUTHOR:__-".j::Jru";c'"-'...;o",n",-d..lK",o",th,..",r1Jin",."c",.",v",,,ilU1.... _
Part One: Harry Tries to Help C
, H
lonce upon a time, there ....as a giant ~h~o~e
C b'IIe.r-name was Harry. lHe was friendly, he wa!8
and he was kind. lBut sometimes he did things
<§ l..HIS\tI<!L~~ QH
'Harry liked helping people. sIn~E' he
~brtltkfQ~t to tl.a fu.d of __ .•
would make pine trees into fans to cool off the
town.
S" S
c. could wo.if bt!d
~e carried water in his bathtub to help people
VoJl"t.s.... H":t ~;; ....+
water their gardens.
~H_ S t~\Pt.~@ ce~g"., v.>~+l-, Car;io.,t;
I.~~ he'ld up the steeple while a church
r;;.;-beOi~q+~~.
1. :L:L!:'....
2. :L:L'i.
3. !:!......!!...=..
.. J... J... !!..
5. J... !!.. -
-
6. '" '" -
7. ::L!!....=.
, "kup''',
f1sut the best thing Harry did was keep the
~ wizard from taking over the town.
" ,thQt _.5
9Nobody knew about this, because the wizard"
, "~;~~~rQ to make~ as 1;~~9 as Harry
was around.
" ,
So.'( to ........
10The wizard stayed up in his big tower on the
-,
hill" llHe looked down on the tOlln and made
e... e~tone
14And the time he helped with~ harvesting.
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8. :L.1.. 1...
9. rV rJ -
10. N N -
11. :!...-!:!....:..
13. III '" -
14. 1....!!..:::...
15. :L!:!..':"
16. N N -
S17The 1;'~:Y~~ was very angry. 18"Y~U@~
but a trouble r:;;,l\~r Harry," he said. '9,~ get
out of town! II
20't'th~~-~~~~~!II cried th.e people. 2\"y~U are
~l::;:e<€a~~11
the town.
s '" 1-1 lot
Z1But ':til S;;i~h (ollowecV ~l~ to see ~~e;e he
w~: II \o~$ II _s
went. 28He did@want to lose his friend/r
_____________IYodl' , 'oj
Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
~en the wizard saw Harry leave, he knew
there was nothing to stop him from taking over
the town.
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1•• !!-.!!..-=-
1•• Y.- ..:f...!!..
'0. !!. N -
,1- Y... Y...Y...
'2. Y... !:!. -
-
23. N N -
,.. N N -
-
>S. N N -
'0. N N -
27 • !:!....!!.....=.
'S. !!. .!:!...::...
tl S .. S
F',uttr i'c"'9ht the ~ro....."
JOFirst, he turned the~ into a goat.
H It H H
~------.. of tl.1I:'-C \"oun ihs
lIThe~~forthree hours. 32Sut it
(proved how stro~ his~ was.
33Next, he told the people they must bring him
~ he asked tor. 34 I f they {e0eci) he would
S
~ them into~~~~ds. 35They knew he could
do it, so they gave him what he wantoad.
s
9re",h ..
36eut the wizard was greedy, and soon he
vJ~S p...... td .. 1
wanted more ••. and more ••• and moreA'
Co 1"0 s
37Before long, the people had nothing @ to
give him. H ~f'\
@.. he th..t
~ people told the wizard this, he was
I
very angry. 3'1H8 told th..,m they had J~~~l~ to
S H H H
f ..... "" e... er for por
find more, or ... poof! ,c'He €11d turn)them into
'"
!:!..
-
-
31- !:!.. !f.
-=
32. !:!.. !f. -
-
33.
34. i!.. i!.. -
-
35. .:!.. :i.. !!..
36.
.:!.. N -
37. :i.. .:f..~
38. .:!.. :i.. !!..
39. ,., ,., -
40. !:!. ,., -
had H
41The people didn' t know what to do. 42They hid
" ""r:--: rD 9f.t --..., lI-'ent over
in their empty house@) and waited for the~
~,@>~
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41. 1.::J...!!.
42. N N -
43. Y Y tV
43Will knew what to do. 4'He went to get Harry. 44. Z I E
5 5 .5
sad +'-e Cou,,'t"y'
4SHarry was sitting in front of his cave, <!Oh0n"j). 45. tJ /'II -
® shad\. S~e was looking l!!! his shaving~ that he
~;;:: on t(£~~ around his~ 46. (II tV -
~C.Q-
H"Harry, you've got to help usl" will. 47 • .1...:!...!:!..
" "
411uThe wizard is going to ~~~n us i~~o<!i~~e t~" 48. JI/ tV -
$ IV"'" fl'el S
"Harry~~ even finish~ 508e picked 49..1.. .!:!.. ..:.
(up will and ran for t~-;---s'i:t-;~-';l;;~t SU~::!i>
", .
IN',th his the ...
when he got there. 5288 knew that time was
50. Y '" -
51. tV N -
running out. 52. y y '"
S f'I S tl
wlls~the.roIl9 ro"
53There were of light E§> from the
,,,
~ on the hil-~ 54The wizard was getting his
~~3·
55Harry~ will down. ~e went to Q in
53. N N -
54, .':!..!!.:::.
55. :!...:U!
H H Ii ti s
f; ...~t 1"50+ ' .... ;r;c. h;s I'\"lQ'"
front of the town. 51"X' 11 let the magic h.t.t me," S
,
~. se"After all, I' m I~;!V€ foolish qia~. 59Who
, ,s
c~~~s if I s;~~:~ i~~O ([stone ~~Ol
,
60He <5;h~t his eyes~ and~
'of
6'Then there was a @nding fla~ of light from
Ill''' ~ 1\
the i~'\:;r. 62The wizard had ~hr~O;,t1his :ac;ic. 6li~
,
€UCiVHarry @ ~~1~: his~.
64But Harry was~ 65The~his shaving
______~~;,ktd +0':: hi:""
mirror and bounced) back to the tower. ~ hi t~
wizard lind turne5!l him into ~t~~e~!
p ... t ~ ~t"
67Harry opened his eyes. lIaHa di~~ know
"what happened, but he knew he wa~~
into~
5
roo
69The people rushed out of their houses.
~ H"tirry oft! : ..... ~f
\1OtlHurray tor Harryl Harry is our herol" they
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s "co .....try 't"',
criQd. 71The~ gave Harry a8.
" H
n"Come back 'andli~:;dwith'us, It ~id ;tii.
need you."
,
74;;;II'. that day on, Harry B ~t~~ the
~\t. ~O~"
people in the town. 150f~ sometimes he did
,~
some foolish things, but everyone~~'~
H
aa;;~y. 7~all,~+~;a~:'/a~ nAnd he
"e~1 H _11
was the1.r frien~.
___________--lE.. ,·+ t: ': (P: ~uJ
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DATE May 16 1990
RETELLING GUIDE for "The Helpful Giant" (Bruce & Katherine
Coville)
I. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Harry, the giant.. ....•.......•...... (6)..L
2. Wizard............................... (5)-lL.
3. will smith......... .••............... (4) ~
4. T"wnspeople.......................... (2)-L
- in general
- who were hot
- who kept gardens
- who buHt church
- who were harvesting
5. Mayor................................ (2) ~
6. Mayor's wife.. .•... (1)
B. Development (20 points)
1. Harry. the giant
friendly, brave, kind,helpful........................... (2)...l.-
b. sometimes did foolish things,
that inadvertently caused
problems.......................... (2)...l...
felt bad about these problems..... (2)..L
d. willing to die to save others..... (2)-L-
2. Wizard
wanted to take over the town ...... (2)
--'-
b. didn't dare try because
of Harry being around .......•..... (2)
--'-
wicked: greedy • ruthless ......... (2) --'-
3. will Smith
cared about his friend Harry ...... (2)
--'-
b. didn't give up, despite danger .... (2)
--'-
confident that Harry would
help •.•••..••.•••....••....•••.••• (2)
--'-
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Harry Tries to Help
1. Harry was a friendly, brave, and kind giant.
who sometimes did things that were foolish.
He liked to help, and did things like
- fanned people (with pine trees) .••••. (1) _
- watered gardens (using bathtub) .•.... (1) _
- helped builders (held up church
steeple) ....................•........ (1) _
- unknown to himself and townspeople,
he kept the wizard from taking
over the town........................ (1) -L
2. sometimes people got angry with Harry when he
tried to be helpful; such as,
- by digging fishing worms for will
Smith....•........................... (1) _
- by harvesting (1) .....1-
- by picking flowers, for the mayor's
wife (mayor's best apple trees) (2) J-
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J. The mayor, supported by the people, told Harry
he was a troublemaker. He ordered Harry to
leave town. (4) ...1....
4. Though deeply saddened, Harry complied.
He packed and moved to a cave far away
from town. '41..L
5. will Smith followed to see where his friend
Harry went.
B. Part Two: The Wizard Takes Over
'41 --L
6. The wizard began to take over the town:
- he demonstrated h'!.s power by
temporarily turning the mayor into a
goat...... (3)_
- threatening to turn them into stone
toads, the wizard forced the people
to bring him everything he
wanted............................ (3)...1....
7. However, the wizard was greedy and demanded more,
even after the people had nothing left to give.
They hid in their empty houses and waited for the
worst. (6) --L
8. will Smith went to get Harry. He found Harry shav-
ing, looiting into a mirror on a chain around his
neck. Harry didn't hesitate to help. He picked up
Will and ran for the town. (6) -.5....
JS2
9. The !lashes of light trom the tower IIIeant the wizard
was getting his magic ready. Harry put Will down
and, selflessly, stood in front of the town to pro-
tect it from the wizard's magic.
(6) ...L
10. A blinding light flashed from the tower and struck
Harry. However, Harry was safe. The magic hit his
shaving mirror and bounced back to the tower. It
hit the wizard and turned him into a stone toad.
(6) ....L
11. The people were overjoyed that Harry had saved them.
The mayor gave him a medal. Will asked him to come
back to live in the town, which he did. He was the
same old Harry, but now everyone loved him and
realized he was their friend.
(6) ...L
I. Character Analysis:
a. Recall ...........••..•.. -l.L points
b. Development .J.L points
II. Events ...•................. ....iL points
Total points J!L
Name: Sam
PLOT STATEMENTS:
(Not elicited.)
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: May 16, 1990
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You shouldn I t just use people because of the way they act.
For example, you shouldn't be mad at people just because, li};e,
they broke one or your glasses or something. You shouldn I t
yelL You should say that I s alright or something.
Student was able to discuss other characters (in other
stories) who had characteristics that this story reminded him
about.
INFERENCES:
Harry was clumsy, which caused problems when he tried to
help others.
When will told Harr:y about the wizard, he probably got a
fright. wondering if the townspeople were alright (student gave
realistic example) .
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Refers to wizard I s being turned into a tltoadstool," or a
frog.
probably confused by word "mayor." Student said one
character was the "mate."
Harry drained the fishing pond.
Harry went to get fruit and brought back the ....hole tree.
COMMENTS:
Appears to make extensive use of pictures--perhaps to
extent that it overly influences his use of text-ba:3ed cues (1).
Student said he recalled having read the story last
December (5 months ago). He said that before (in December) he
found he couldn't read it that well but today, after about two
pages, he said he could go "zip'· and read those pages easily.
STUDENT: 5.""'---- _
'B4
DATE: Moy ltA.,IQqO
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE:__~Thlll.L.lI!HeOl!...p fJfu<.l!"'GOJilll·ADt."____ .
AUTHOR:__-'B",ru",c",e_;a"'Dl<!d...JK!lll!~thlll·",r",iD",eL-"'C;9"v1ill.J!"" _
Part one: Harry Tries to Help
© wo:- C vJh:
'Oneil upon a time, \therw was a giant whose
@ frie.o. ;,bo"""S
name was Harry. \2!~...!:"i..?~~, he was brave,
';o,..,~+....,' @d;d,,'+
and he was@ )But sometimes he~~
that€er~.
(El ®
'Harry liked helping people.~~,~
S H
~~t;t;ake@3l+t:~~s into~ to~ off the
town.
1- :t... :t... !!..
2. ':!... ':!... -
-
,. ':!... ':!... -
-
4. :t... :t... ':!...
5. ':!... ':!... -
-
6. /II 1'1 -
7. H IV -
b J '5 ~ K_ ...+ ~
!Sut the b:st thing HarrY~lIwas keep~
wicke wizard frOlll;(llIJdng over the town.
3"
'NObO~dYd;~new about this, beoause the "hard
J_
never dared to make~ as long as Harry
was around.
th( Ii
0.'" to.........l~h. wizard stayed ·up in his big tower on the
hill. I'He looked down on the town and. made
N N
w ..... rd p,""u',
wicked plans.
10. ::L.J.... 1...
H . .:t...!!.."':"
12sometimes people got angry with Harry when
he tried to be helpful. 12. ::L.:!..!::!...
14. ::L:L t:...
,h.,
..-
"AmI tho time he helped with the harvest~~.
, ,
13Like the time he helped W'i~i 5~i~h
,
h"lt!
fishing wortns.
, ,
15And, ::g~~Jt of 11110 the ti~:he picked some
s s jl.I" Ii:;~~~rs for the ::'a~;~r I s~ '6orhe il~~ers :~;~ed
out to be the cmaY~;S-~apple t:ee@l
15. !::!..!':!...=...
16. J\I N -
@ ©
lrThe~@very angry. ta"'iou're nothing
c~~
but a trouble maker,l~." he said. 19"Now. get
out of town!"
H
20"That's right!" ~~fl~dd the people. 21,,'iOU are
always €3 trouble. If
, H'
22Harry t+;~~~h'" his ~~~~t ~~~;~;~. 2Jeut
tl-."~"9~ $(r\;~1;"'S
then he thought about all the messes he had
made. l4Maybe the people were right.
2~!lWb his~. Harry went homB and
" .~H.e '''''yon p.~ 2~hen he moved to a cave far away from
the town.
s •
S .....QII .....hot
27But Will Smith followed him to seQ where he
H "'''
went. 28Ke d:d@~;~~ to lose h:s friend.
Part Two: The wizard Takes Over
~Bn the wizard saw Harry leave, he knew
there was nothing to stop him from taking over
the town.
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22. ~.!:!...=..
27. :L ~.:..
28 • .::f...!!....=..
do it, so they gave him what he wanted.
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30. i... N -
31- N N -
n.
33. .:i..!:!..:::
34. N N -
35. :L:L!:!...
5
beco....e
"Next, he told the people they must bring him
t,.;('d'" +o~ ,.....0."": q~ut '"
30First, re turned the mayor into a goat.
t1 "'... it
31The~ only la~~ f~t ~~;~~ ~~~l:~. 32But i~~
"~~~~:d how €3J his €gic w~
anything he asked for. "If they~, he would
"~ them into ;;;;'~~. 15They knat<.- he could
,
o.n~ry So
16But the wizard was greedy, and soon he
", 5
....... e"t flIOoli,,':l
wanted more ... and more •.• and moral
31Sefore long, the people had nothing left to
give him.
"3&when the people told the wizard this@ ~~ was
,
very~. 19He told them they had ~~~i1~ to
5' ,
f ........ .f.... poor
find more, or ... poo!1 408e would turn them into
S
:~~~~;~l
36. .:t..i...i...
37.
.::!...:L!:!...
38. !!..!f...::....
39. N N -
40. i...i...i...
36.
41. • .1....1..!:l..had H42They hid
H
lo'-ll)od::.
for the worst.
4'The peoPl~didnlt. know what t.o do.
H 5
in t.t:1r~ houses and ~~:;d
t.o~.
~©_ well" no~
~lwill knew what t.o do. "He went t.o get Harry.
- 5 (/..M
4SHarry was sit.ting in~ of h1.~ ~:~~o:..~
;:ae was looking in his I§laving lIIirr05' i~~\ he
wO<'lderl!d", Ii
wore 0':.. a~ around his neck.
41"Harry,~:u@ got. t.o help us I" cried Will.
@h~r-t
48"The wizard is going t.o\~ us into ~t.one toa~!"
49Harry didn't €v~;'·fin~~OHe picked
RM "
up 'W'li; and ran for town. Sl~~ was 6iiii"~sts~
(.-Jent ...
....hen he got there. S2He knew t.hat time was
running out.
N N -
43. ." Y N
44. 1:2:3:
45. N N -
46. N N -
47. :L.:t!'-
4 •• N N -
:L!:!.::.-
50. ..Y..:!..!:!.
51- N tV -
52. :!...1-!:!.
" H 55~:;e ~ek:e"WShaV of light. ~~;l~g from the
"'" 5 5+0 ....." o,,~ .. y he
tower on the hill. S4The wizard was getting his 53. 1'1 '" -
<§"aqic read~. 54. tV N -
SSHarry put will down. ~e went to <€"tand in)
"9
56. !:!...!!. ~
59. !!...!:!.:..
for H We./I ll H_ S l-.e
S
rna+e
H
~'Of the town. 571:!'l1 letllthe~hit 1!1('," he
+urr'led S 57.
thought. 58'8 all, Ilm only a~. 59who 58.
~~ if I turn into a~<§?"
r- Here, h,'5 eves has s/., .. f-.---.....
60Re shut his eyes tight and waited.
Co H H $ tl
there here. b... :1din'.l fi ...5+ -5
61Then there was a blinding flash of light... from
"',.... thr.."",Q)
+ow" turned H
the tower. 62The wizard had thrown his magic. 6SIt
S\.,50t ~'.ll:l'.. h~"J@
struck Harry right above his heart.
60. :i...:t...£
61- '"' '"' -62. IY~
63. :t... :i...f...
"t So ....co... e
into it;~:~;~' P.M
6'. :t... '"' -
65. .:i... .:i...f...
66. .:i... " -
67. :t...:L!!...
68. .:i... .!!....=...
69. :t... :t....:i...
,
67Harry opened his eyes. utre didn't r~~rltlY know
t::;:~s H t ....~;"9
what happened, but he knew he asn' t turned
" " .
69The people S~;~te~ out f~~~:;~~~s.
, "Harr~ fro",
70 Il Hurray for Harry I Harry is our herol" they
64But Harry was@. 65The magic hit his~
R" ~R~+0 ....." He
mirror and~ back to the tower. MIt hit the
t\ -s nod !>+Oal-...,
wizard" and turned him into a ('stone toad!
Scried. 71The ~~~~ gave Harry a~.
H
n"a~;: back and Qive with U§>, II said will.
need you."
H
We" II
n"We
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70. 'I '" -
71. ~ ~~
72.
~their~
some foolish things,
H
QL........~,
anyway. 16After all,
7'From that day on, Harry lived with the
H H A~
For Cross So..\t+h;,,~
people in the town. 750 f course, sOllletimes he did
,
foe
but everyone loved him
® ~
he was~~ kind. ~~
74. 2'..:t..!:!.
75. N '" -
76. "E.. ~ ==
77. IV N -
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DATE May 17 1990
RETELLING GUIDE for tiThe Balancing Girl" (Berniece Rabel
1. CHARACTER ANALYSIS (40 points)
A. Recall (20 points)
1. Margaret, the Balancing Girl ..••.•.•
2. Tommy .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3. Ms. Joliet, the Gr. :2 teacher...•.•
4. Other students •..•...•.•••••.•.••••
school in general
b. Gr. :2 class
William
5. parents/public ............••....•••
generally
b. William's grandmother
c. Tommy's dad
6. Principal , .
B. Development (20 points)
1. Margaret (12 points)
Good at balancing....•..........
b. Wanted Tommy to acknowledge
her balancing ability .
Pleased to use her
balancing ability to
help others ..............•...••.
d. Pleased to see Tommy
finally acknowledge
her ability.,. 00 •• 0.0. 0 0 •• 00 ••• 0
(10) 1.!L
(5) --L
(2) ...L
(1) J...
(1) J...
(1) _
(3) ..L
(3) ...L
(3) ..L
(3) ..L
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2. Tommy (8 points)
Unkind towards Margaret
rega.rding her balancing
ability ............•.•..........
- comment re: Hagic Markers
- demolition (?) of
tower/castle
b. Changed his attitude
towards Margaret· 5
balancing ability ....•........••
II. EVENTS (60 points)
A. Part One: Something Special
(4) .....L
(4) -L
1. Margaret was very good at balancing; for example,
- books on head (stationary)
- books on head (moving)
- on crutches
One day she balanced Magic Markers in a row on a
shelf. Ms. Joliet acknowledged her special ability;
but Tommy made an unkind remark about it.
(7) -L
2. Margaret thought up a special project wnich might
change Tommy's opinion. She built a castle.
However, someone knocked it down. Margaret blamed
Tommy.
(6) -L
3. Ms. Joliet told the class about a school carnival
to support UNICEF. She asked for ideas for help-
Ing. Tommy, William, and Margaret each made good
suggestions.
(7) ....L
B. Part Two: The Domino City
4. Margaret worked hard on her suggestion, which
involved her constructing a "domino city." Every-
one watched her project with keen interest.
(7) -L
S. Margaret couldn r t remove a cookie someone had
dropped in the middle of the dominoes. Tommy
volunteered to get it, but Ms. Joliet said she
would. Very carefully, she removed the cookie
without disturbing the dominoes.
(6) -L
6. Everyone wanted to be the one who would push the
first domino. Ms. Joliet said it would be deter-
mined by drawing a name out of a hat at the end of
the carnival. Everyone clapped for Margaret and
her proj ect.
(7) .JL
C. Part Three: The School Carnival
7. At the carnival, Margaret visited every booth,
including those developed from william's and
Tommy's suggestions. Towards the end, the
principal called everi'one to the grade two
room for the Grand Finale.
(6) --<-
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8. From a hat containing all the names, william's
grandmother drew the winner--Tommy. He stepped up
but delayed, which proapted Margaret to exelai••
"Well, push!" He did, harder than needed; but the
dominoes tell as planned. Everyone cheered.
P) ..L
9. Margaret and 'l'ornmy exchanged comments which
suggested that not only had the balanclnq project
been a financial success but that it had led to
a change 1n Tommy's attitude about Margaret's
400
balancing ability.
I. Character Analysis:
RQcall .............•...... -l2... points
b. De'l.'elopment .....••.•.•.... -lS!...... points
II. Events ••.•••••.•............. ...J.L points
Total points -ll-
(7) ..L
Name: Sam
PLOT STATEMENTS:
(Not el leited. )
THEME STATEMENTS:
Date: May 17, 1990
401
'lou shouldn't tease a girl because afterwards she might
help you. (Student gave examples, using a real life incident
from his father I s childhood and a reference to a book student
had read last year.) You shouldn't tease someone or hurt
someone's feelings because they could help you later on.
INFERENCES:
The people who didn't like her all that much were jealous
over her being so good at balancing. (Student later specified
that there was only one person--Tommy.)
Margaret probably didn I t expect Tommy to ....in.
Tommy probably felt embarrassed to be the winner since he
had done those things against Margaret.
Margaret probably said something loud to Tommy at the end
because it had big words (i.e., size of print).
If student were writing a story as a continuing adventure
of The Balancing Girl, he suggested it could involve Margaret
and Tommy being friends and balancing things (together).
MISCONCEPTIONS:
Hcked names out of a bag (later corrected) .
All the other people didn't like her that much (cf.,
Inference 11); they would knock down her balancing work, like
castles. (In response to probe, the stUdent said there was
only about one person who was like that--ToIMlY.)
Tonuny put the cookie in the domino city.
Tommy I s unkind remark was referring to Margaret's balancing
dominoes (Le., student didn't refer to Magic Markers).
Student didn't identify central purpose of carnival (Le.,
support UNICEF).
Domino city was not idc-ntified as a fundraiser.
Purpose of castle was also for the carnival.
Teacher p.:l.cked name (later corrected).
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COMMENTS:
student sald that when hels reading, by the time he gets to
the end be has forgotten a lot of what happened earlier in the
story (both this selection and other selections in general) .
Student reported that as he was reading this selection he
felt he was understanding what was happening.
Student referred to an episode of TV show "Amen" which
featured dom1no event.
student rated the story as being hard to read. In response
to investigator' 5 questioning, he sald that under other
circumstances, he would have chosen to ask. his parents to help
him by their reading a page and his reading the S8me page
afterwards. He said it's something he dOQS and tinds helpful.
STUDENT:_-"S"Q,,"''"-- _
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Di\TE:~~
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE:__--ITJl!heLllBa;LILl!.Jl!oc:;jllllOlLQ->GlJ,.i"'rl'-- _
AUTHOR:__-"B.<jercr°lJ..ie!!!c"'.cjR"""'b... _
Part One: something Special
'Margaret was very good at balancing. 2She
could balance books on he~. 3s he could~
H
along on her ""heelchair and the book@ ""ould not
H 5 H
fall off. 'She could ~~~e; balance herself a~d ~~~
with her crutches.
50ne day at SChOOI~Margar!!€O'UecteC!)all the
5 uc. 1'1 nextM~~i~ 'She balanced them f~ ;:~r ;ows
on the shelf.
H H OS tI
Miss J'oc:lyn '5fecjQf "'ea.d
lMs. Joliet said, "You have a very steady hand,
Margaret. II
ellAnybody can do that," Tommy said.
<f) Thi:
\'"That·s simple."
1. :t. :L!:!..
2. :t.:t. !:!..
3. :t. N -
4. :t. !:!.. -
-
5. N N -
-
6. .:L!!.::-
7 • .:L.:L :t.
B. .'!...i... !:!..
.. :t.:t. ':!..
to do something very special thai: Tommy could
special H
not call simple.
H H
looked lost
12It took <I. long time and great €!>, but at last
S S
',0.11, fun C$J
Margaret finished it. :3She had finished\..!.~
$cloth (. +:--Qt:I~~
castle made of six towers, with a E:!-:...!::~;;~;;
gent1Y) on top of each.
s~ IIeOth 50- \(.lockil"\
"At recess, someone knOCke;{ down Margaret's
H
+.wn
tower. tsMargaret knew who did it.
II
C kilO .....
16"Tommy,1I she said, lIi£ you knock down
b ... ;ld
S b'
anything I balance again, YOU'LL BE SORRY!"
AM S --
I"liss fJ".... d~e.:n
11Ms. Joliet told the children they were going to
s II
have a school €rnivay to ~O;;~'~9f~~
~ HIShe asked the children to think of ways
they could help.
",t:"d :" fis"i.,~ pole: s
19To1iUfly said. "We can set up a fishpond. ~y
dad~ I~ run the(rishpond booth. 21p80Ple)
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10. :L:L:L
11. :L N -
12. N N -
-
13. N N -
14. N N -
15. :L :L !:'..
16. J... J... !..
17. !:'.. !:'.. -
-
lB. Y Y ':'.-
19. J...!:'..:::..
20. N tV -
I l"I° h S
would Pp:~ tt"e ~j:sh-·i~r--·p·~~e~. "
s "
ZZEverybody ~1e::ped ~~~ Tommy r s~ 2~
<
can-Ie
Margaret clapped.
(balloonO§l.1/
H
2'The children clapped for Wil188.
"~ <Z~argaret €iisper~ her@ toM~S:. J~i'i~rs
.~ s
M"s:s J"""h,,~o ..
27Hs. J'Oli;t lik8dtf t~G@H 28she said Hargarst could
have a :ri.~+:te :~;~~; in ~h~ classroom~ she
could work.
Part Two: The Domino City
Z9The next morning, Margaret @rted seA§!i9)
H <
up @ominoe"S). lGvery, very car:ful~, ~t~ b~li~~~ed
~ach onG~ made li s:an~~~p just a little way
f.:
from the last one. 31s he had to be very Careful.!
H S S r-J Ii
every fin"U y +0 f"e. -es
32If even one finger touched a domino"and made it
fall, then all the dominoes would ~down,
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21- !:!.. f:'.- -
-
22. Y.. !:!.. -
-
23. Y..!i-::"
24. N N -
25. J... J... !.-
26. !i- f:'.- -
-
27. N N -
28. N N -
29. N '" -
30. '" '" -
31. Y y!!.
one by one.
H
Some.
]]500n, Margaret used up all the dominoes in
~,.... Il"" S H
the room. ~;~ ;~~~:~' ;~;;b~:d more f~~m~
RM S
e"ery 1'\0'·";'"
one and even :ore from~ three. n.1ust about
eo/ert bot os+0l'ped
evserybOdY stood and watched~ Margaret
p..t co ... ef... lIi....
built a~~itY fUllOf~~
+0 .... " H
and towers.
s S
]6At s~~ck time, someone dropped a ~~;;'~e in
40'
32. N '" -
33. '" '" -
34. N '" -
35. N N -
the middle of the domino city.
<t'37Margaret tried to~ it t
can't get thattookie,1I she said.
36. ::!..!!...:.
but she COUldn't. 18I1I
37 • .:f....!!....=.
19l1one ® and the
<§lOla cit¥> W~ll fall down!" 39. N '" -
Sr.:;;.. 9°+ _" _N __40ltI(!!J get it for you, II said Tommy. H 40. 1
,..,;:; JOh~:: .. s ~ f1.r" oo,."f
41Hs. Joliet stopped him just in time. \4ZnI@do it41. :!......Y...!:!..
Tommy, II she said.
H • H
4~~e ;;'h~~+e classE3 and hh~ti~
11M R/"l R.... ItM RM.
~. 4~~~~ :~s~ ~~i~~" h:~i~eter~ as ~1'e
42. ::L 1.. !:!....
43. '" IV -
ailSE3'> over and~~ut the cookie.
'5The next day, M~~:ret put the last domino in
H
place. '6"It~©nishe~,,, she said.
H 8M
bll,Q..., b~"", .
;;;ili~:::ef::~:e:o~~:o~egg.d to be the one to
".... jl.I'"
,.....'ss Joh"'S<:l"l
'''Ms. Joliet said, "If you want to be the one,
you have to pay to put your name in the hat.
S
"Then a name will be drawn at the e:~~ of the
€:arnivc!». "
50Everyone clapped f"r Margaret. 51 50me of the
children said they would~Marg~re~
pI"' -es
~ so the dominoAcity would be~.
Part Three: The School Carnival
H
520n the day of the carnival, the children i~3
<€aren~went from room to room to see the
€!ilirentb~. 5SMargaret GISrtiO> everyone.
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44. ii.. ii.. -
-
45. Y '" -46. "EE
-
41.
'" '"
-
-
48. :f.- y ii..
49.
.'::. ':'.. -
-
50. Y :i ':'..
51. .'::. .'::. -
-
52. '" '" -
53. !!: ~::=::
H 56trhe~ there was a <§!SSag~ on theEi~.
she. piGked
51The principal said, lilt's time for the~
5
q', .. ls
~! 5&come to the grade two room and see the
<
"""!I"tdomino city. 5'1yoU may -be the lucky one who
Pu:t@down the first domino. 11/
<" "
6OPeople <£rowded) into the ~;;~~e two classroo;/
<M
61They qot as close as they could to Margaret~
RM RM .RM
M'H :r"hn,o., helptd fl)
~. 62M5. Joliet held out/lthe hat ~ith all the
H p"t
names in it. 63williamlG) grandmother pulled out
the name. "She read it out loud: "It's Tommy! II
for a long time, looking at Margaret.
':'e'1I rut
66"Well, push! II said Margaret.
" "
67TOmIllY puahed~~h~tn ~~ ID~ to, but
CQrl!.(... 1 S QSnJ
everything went beautifully. 6&Click, click, click, a
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54. N N
55. "E. R
-
56. I:!.. !!. -
-
57 . I:!.. !!. -
-
58. Y.- !!. -
-
59. !'.. !:!.. -
-
60. !'.. !!. -
-
61. ::L. Y.- Y.-
62. ::L. !:!.. -
-
63. N N -
64. I Y "E.
65. !'.. !:!.. -
-
66. XI:!.. -
-
67. I:!.. I:!.. -
-
tho::e H . H _Ii!d laok:r ICld '5
thousand t1.mes clic'X 69The dominoes took their
""Ii!"t +he~C§E!i~···fa:liinw. 78they~all"doW"n, there
was a bi9'~'
71Tommy looked at Margaret and yelled, "I
~ SOMIi! S b ... ilf S
knocked down~~ething you balanced, and I'm
not sorry! II
n"I'm not sorry ~,,, called Margaret. n llMy
"'"
_e~
domino,,$ornei) made a (fiUndred) and one @ollarj)
< H
and ~~i~~y~l!r~!11
H H
7'i~;;:~~;:'Sh~~t"~~, t
, H
Hear;,,') from
Hurrah for the
Balancing Girl!
i'5And Margaret was sure she heard Tommy
5
elassjoin in the cheer.
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68. _'t-!:!....:.
69. :!....!:!...:.
70. '" '" -
71- .1.. :L~
72. .1.. :L~
73. ~.!:!.. -
-
74. :t...!!..'::'"
75. 1..:L.1..
Q. :;
(No. Sentences
Coded - 75)
'i1.!. <"~.:_Ji)
N21. (~!.J;)
o 2
'll.!.- (.!!...t)
N~ (E..-%)
Q 3
410
No. Words in Selection'" 739.
Total Reading Tillie .. ~.
Reading Rate = 53·7 wpm.
~. See coding Forms and Reader Profile form for
complete statistical infonnation, inclUding Q. 4 & Q. 5.
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APPENDIX Q
STUDENT: -iIJQjoh"OL- _ SELECTION ':----2.....-
T'iPESCRIPT CODE NUMBER: _
TITLE: Sebastian (Super S19uthl and the Clumsy cowboy
AUTHOR: Mary Blount Christian LOCATION OF EXCERPT:
Page (5l.-i.=.2-
s "
c walk:"9 d:~p"ser
I"Get that -- that walking garbage disposal out of
1. Y Y
'"2. Y Y E
3. 1- ::L. ::L.
4. N N -
5. J... !i... -
-
6. !i... !i... -
-
7. !i... !!... -
-
00 s
until Monday."
herel" Chief yelled. 2'''lou're oft this case I 'You have
I' c §:~'"' s I' t---..
some/€rsonij) time~ 'D~\.1!! all /a~ and
a"y ~
take it! 51 don't want to see e1 thar of your faces
@? 8And you said the G?"ti;~~;-h~....ork
5 ~ 911',,,'9 H
u"der I§ 9~·-M -s
aro~nd the clock until~ that million-dollar/\.
~~~:~;rse back. 9yOU even wanted us to find it b;-! 8. III tV -
H
@@ie rac~ on ~"';~;ja"'l!" 9. '" N -
9ri.,~ed ue ~~~~7~'l tI
IGSebastian glared at John. llTaking all the~lO. :L 1.. :t..
1'1 it 5
""But, Chief!" John ~otest"8d) 7"Oid§ I find the
S H
<fiI;';~;;;3 -- ;;e ~f only two clues we have so
11. N /II -
'12
12. ~
'"
-
- -
13. Y... .!!- -
-
14. Y... .!:!. -
-
15. N N -
vi 19Sebastian ~out,€;;d-'h-;ld";;~~cii;~ 19. N "" -
We ~
2CHe kept John between himself and Chief,
+h~'Se. Yo- _n't~Chief@~to throw fomethinij) 21He dldA 20.
have a ((em~D 21.
o 1
(NO. Sentences
ecdgd _ 211
Y 9 (4H:)
N 12 (57\)
o 2 Q 3 ~(No. Sentences (No. Sentences (Miscues
Coded =z 211 Coded _ 6) Coded _ 24)
V 6 (29\) N 4 (67\) H 13 (54%)
N 15 (71\") P 0 ( 0\) 5 • (3et)
V 2 (33\) N 2 ( all
No. Words in Excerpt. 186.
Total Reading Time "" 4: 50.
Reading Rate .. 39 wpm.
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Feedback by Investigator Folloving Oral Reading
by 30hn in start-up Session 9
I: HoW' do you think this story is so far, as far as reading
it by yourself? Would you say it· s easy. medium, or hard?
J: Hard.
I: Hard, yeah? You don't feel, eh.... Do you feel good
that you'll be able to enjoy the story, though ..• with
the way that the proj ect goes?
J: Yeah.
I: Yeah? Okay. What will make it a bit easier for you, do
you think? What things will help you to enjoy it, even
though right now, the first time you saw it, reading it on
your own seemed to be a bit hard?
J: Listen to it on tape and read it over again.
I: What's happening in this part of the story so far that
you've read?
J: Chief told them to get out. It's llke, if Chief needed
someone instead of the otber or.es he could calIon thelll .
. . . And Sebastian is tbe one who got 'em all into
trouble.
I: Okay. Well, I think you got the gist ot. it; and as I say,
as you listen to it you'11 probably pick up a little tIlore
of the details of it. But let's look at it now...• Can
I ask you to read tbis part, right here (points to sen~
tence 7). • • • No.... , how does the Chief feel about John
and Sebastian when this part (of the story) starts? This
part that you read. . . . Ho.... is he feelinq about John and
Sebastian?
J: Mad.
I: Mad. Okay. Why is he mad with them?
J: Because there's one of the horses . . . and Sebastian got
him right upset. He kicked dOIffl the door and ran away.
I: Okay. Well, let's have a look here..•. Could you read
this part . . • right here, and read as far as here
(pointing to sentQnces 6 and 7).
J: aut, but Chief•.•. But Chief, John •.. didn't I fire
the noise . . . one of only . . . one of . . • one of only
two clues we have . . . so • . . f- . • . fan.
I: Does that sound right? One of only two clues we have so
fan.
J: So •••
I: One of only two clues we have so.... What would make
sense there and sound right? One of only two clues we
have so . . .
J: Far.
I: Is that "far ll ?
J: F-a-r ... yeah.
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I: Yes? And it makes sense there and it looks like "far."
That's right, because "fan" ends in what letter ... what
sound is at the end?
J: N.
I: N. And what's written down, what's down there?
J: F-a-r.
I: R. And does that match with what "far" ends in1
J: 'ies.
I: 'ies? Yes, that's right. It is far•••. Now, it says
one of only two clues. Can you remember the clues that
they had so far?
J: Ah • . • they had a ransom note.
X: Okay, and what was the other clue?
J: Ah •••
I: Okay, there was one other one. As you listen to the story
(on tape) YOU'll probably hear what the other clue is.
Yes, certainly a ransom note is one. And let's see, in
this part here it says: ItBut Chief, John ll and then you
left out that one there. It means that John is saying
something in a certain way, but I won't say what it is
right now. "But Chief." Okay, I'll tell you, "But Chief,
John pro-." (Sentence 6.)
J: Proclaimed.
I: Proclaimed? Oh, boy! That would have been another
J: Pro-claimed •.. Pro-ces•...
I: Maybe if you look at what comes after "pro" . . .
t-e-s-t.
J: "Teh" ••. "tit.
I: John pro-.
J: Protested.
I: Protested. Yeah.
J: Is it?
I: Protested? What do you think "protested" means? Have you
ever heard tell of people going on a picket line protest-
ing something? That means that they're against it •..
they're saying IINo, no. I don".:; agree with that." And
John is saying "But Chief" because Chief is not feeling
too good about things, right? And John is trying to stick
up for him and Sebastian. "But Chier," John protested.
You read the last part right here--one of only two clues
we have so far--l wonder about this part (pointing to
sentence 7). Can you read that part?
J: Didn't I .•. didn't I find the...•
I: Now, this thing here (pointing to words "ransom note"),
these two words here . . • the thing that he' 5 talking
about..•. Didn't I find the--whatever he says there
(the author) tells ~s that it's this thing here, look,
which is . . .
J: One of the two clues . . •
I: Yes. Now, what could that be? Didn't I rind the--what
did you tell me the clue was?
J: Ransom •.. note. Didn't I find the ransom note!
!: YG~. Is that "ransom note" there?
J: Yeah.
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I: Yes, it is, isn't it? Yeah, Okay I Didn't I find the
ransom note--one of only two clues Wi! have so far?
What do you think the ransom not.e would be for?
J: A horse.
r: What kind of a horse was it, a work horse?
J: stallion.
I: Yes'? What kind of activity did that particular horse do?
J: Racing.
I: Racing. Okay. . . and right here in the next part. .
let's have a look and see what it says. Can you read
r~.ght there? (Sentence 8).
J: And you said that ... no, and you said the ... and you
said the right • . . forward. • . .
I: This word here (pointing to "force") •.• who did they
work with? Who did John and Sebastian work with? And the
Chief?
J: Ah •••
I: Who did they work for?
J: Ummh?
I: What kind of jobs did they do?
J: They're police officers.
I: Okay. So they worked for the • . . police department,
right? And another word for police department is . . .
the polit:e forcG. And you said the entir3 force ... had
to work around the--
J: clock.
I: until--
J: we got the million-dollar . . . re- . . . back. Re-house
back, er something.
I: Re-house back. Does that sound right? What is it they're
trying to get back? A million dollars. Are they trying
to get a million dollars back?
J: Or, ah. The ranch horse back.
I: A ranch horse?
J: Ah?
I: Is that "ranch horse"? (pointing to "racehorse" in sen-
tence 8 and then to the word "ranch" on the front cover).
J: (After examining the words) No.
I: NO. Not quite, is it? But it is "horse" at the end,
isn't it? What kind of horse would it be? What does the
horse do?
J: Ab, there's a working horse •.• a racing horse
could be a racing horseback.
I: Yes? See if that fits. And you said the entire force had
to work around the--
J: clock.
I: until--
J: We got the million-dollar racing horse back. That would
fit.
I: Yes? It is right. Well, they don't say racing horse,
they just say--.
J: Racehorse.
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I: Racehorse. They just call it a racehorse, r-a-c-e is
"race" and h-o-r-s-e is "horse." You know, that's kind of
unusual. . . . What. s the name of the story?
J: Sebastian.
Il '{as. And. • • what else?
J: The case of the haunted ranch.
I: Yes, it is, isn't it? It talks about that. And in the
actual title it says Sebastian (Super Sleuthl and the--
J: And the clumsy Cowboy,
I: 'ies. And it's about a haunted ranch. And we talked about
the kind of ranch you go to for a holiday, or another kind
of name for it ls--what kind of a ranch?
J: Ah • • . a vacation ranch.
I: Yes, but what do they call it? Right here, look (pointing
to a location in the book) . • . D-u-d~e • • . the kind of
~_r~nch you go to for a holiday . . . Cowboys say, "Hey.
J: Dudel
I: Yeah, dude ranch.
J: Like (classmate) says. "Yo, dudesl"
I: Now, I'm wondering. They're talking about cOloboys and
stuff but yet the other part they're talking about .•
what kind of horse is missing? Is it a cowboy's horse?
J: No.
r: No, what kind of a horse is it?
J: A racing horse.
r: A race horse. Now ... 1 wonder how that will fit to-
gether?
J: Yeah, I know. See, that's the horse, right? And so, like
he dresses up like a cowboy. • . like, he rides the horse
and gets all the ghosts away.
I: Well, that might be the way Mary Blount Christian develops
the story.
J: He's a GhostBuster.
I: You'll find out pretty soon, won't you.
J: Sir, instead of Slimer (a character in GhostBusters) •..
Sebastian.
I: I wonder if you'll be able to figure out how those two go
together? I think you'll be able to see ho.... the two
ideas, about the two horses. • . .
J: You knows. (Referring to the fact that Investigator reads
stories onto tapes.)
I: Oh, I know. Yes. That's why I wouldn't pretend I didn't
know. I'm just wondering how fast you're going to be able
to figure out all the clues and that. I'll bet yOU'll do
a good job of figuring it out before it actually says it.
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APPENDIX R
STUDENT: -'M"'a...x _ SELECTION Il--..J...-
TYPESCRIPT CODE NUMBERl _
TITLE: Lassie' pigging Up panger
AUTHOR: N!lncy E Krulik LOCATION OF EXCERPT: Page(s)~
®
lAS the Iremote-cont~toy airplane fleW' over
her head, Lassie jumped~ in the air and
opened her mouth wide. zShe was trYing/~-
e tI ,I'l~to t~~~ the~;~ne./JIn her dog mind, Lassie
W:II~e~
thought she and Will, the boy who was her~
~rl®1 @ ~e~were PlayinJt;;ir~/game of fetch. t~~
Lassie I S surprise, as soon as she jumped up to
~ @,~rl©
catch q _ ';I:". ltJOS
re,ch the mOd~' a ;;,i~rplan:. ~~,p_'.'~~ove"_ even
thet boy a-
higher, as though~ a mind of its oW'n.
, ''''~,r_
Sot course, the"plane didn It have a mind at alL
® ! M@ ®
~/Shift§ its~onlY because l!!!!. had moved
o++i.e. 1-1
the joystiCk that controe it. 7But Lassie couldn1t
1. :t..:L.!'..
2. :t..:t...!'..
4. !!...!!... -
-
5. :t...:t.. !:!-
6. tJ N -
-
know this. <§"onfuse"d) the mighty collie stood on
~ci/'"c­
her powerful hind legs and jumped around in a~
. ~'"Cl,(-
~, following the"plane with her eyes as it flew off
over a hill.
419
91 o 4: Q 3 ~
(No. Sentences (No. Sentences (No. Sentences (Miscues
Coded - 8) Coded. 8) Coded '" 5)
Y 5 (62t) Y 5 (62%) N 2 (40%) H 7 (64\')
N 3 (38%) N 3 (38%) P 3 (60%) S 2 (18%)
Y 0 ( ot) N 2 (18\)
No. Wards in Excerpt • ~38.
Total Reading Time '" J: 55.
Reading Rate = 35 wpm.
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Feedback by Investigator Following Oral Reading
by Max in Start-up Session 7
I: Okay. Very good. I think we'll stop right there. I'd
say you did a really good job on this. Remember I told
you this morning, that this was a really 10m) story. This
is no piece of cake. Would you say that this is easy,
medium or hard reading? (stUdent answered: "Well, prob-
ably medium and hard.") Well, for the first time that
you've read any of it, I thought you did a really good
job. Can you tell me, in the part you just read, what was
happening • • . in your own words?
M: she was trying to jump after an airplane. And will kept
on moving it up after she jumped.
I: I wonder What the dog thought about that.
M: It ....as right weird to her, like .•• probably it was
right . . • strange.
I: Do you think that will was being kind, or unkind?
M: Well, not really. He wasn't being mean or anything. He
was just, like. • .. Well, I likes throwing the ball.
I'll toss it to the dog and he jumps up after it. He
likes that. It's the same thing.
I: I guess it's a lot like when you're friends, you can do
things and you know you're having fun with each other and
you I re not doing it to, to. . •
M: Hurt.
I: • • • hurt or make someone feel bad.
M: Or like, if you're playing. . . that one where you throws
a ball to each other and there's a fellow in the Riddle.
You throw it over and he's got to run back and forth.
I: Yes. 00 you know what that's called?
M: Ah ••. "MonJtey in the Middle."
I: 'leah •.. and the person in the middle sure feels like a
monkey sometimes.
M: That was like my dog. Me and (friend) were having a pass.
He used to try and get the ball. Dog used to 90 up. aaah!
and slip on the ice and go back over and slip on the ice
again. (Note: Refers to an informal game using hockey
sticks and a ball.)
I: I noticed a couplp. of things as you were reading, as well,
that 1 thought I'd like to mention to you. 1 ....onder about
this part here (pointing to text) •.• if you could read
this part, starting right here and ending here (sentence
2) ••••
M: She was trying •.. to catch the airplane.
I: I wonder what that word is all about, there (pointing to
lldesperatelytl)? 1 wonder what information that gives us
about what' 5 happening. 00 you have any idea what it
might be?
M: No.
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I: Okay. Well, it sort or reminds me. • . you talked about
Monkey in the Middle. In this case, the dog is sort of
like in the middle. And after a while, you keep trying
and trying--you want to do it--but after a while you're
sort of wondering if it's possible to do it. And this
word says that after a while, when you've tried everything
to get something, you start sometimes giving it a last try
or trying some really. . • last-chance things of getti.ng
it. And when you do things like that, I guess that by
that time you I re starting to feel this way (masking the
-ly sUffix).
M: Angry.
I: Angry? Ah .•. well, probably not quite angry ...
al though you probably would after a while. . . start to
feel angry. SOIllQtimes you do get frustrated and qet kind
of angry, even in games with your friends. This one is
· .. "She was trying. . • ." Could that be angrily. •
"She was trying angrily to catch the plane"? Could that
word be "angrily"?
i~: No.
Z: No? Why couldn't it be "angril}'''?
M: Because "angrily" don't start with lid".
I: Right ... could it be "desperately"?
M: Yeah.
I: Yes? And would it make sense? "she was trying desperate-
ly to catch the plane."
M: Yeah.
I: That's right. That's the word Nancy (Krulik) used there
When she was writing the story. • . . I'm wondering what
do you call. • . . Like you've got two dogs that are your
family pets, right?
M: Yes.
I: What do you call the people who are in charge of the dogs
or own the dogs?
M: Well, sometimes they're owners.
I: Yes, owners. That's right. Dog owners. And if it was a
man or a boy, what is another word you could use for the
owner? 00 you know?
H: No.
I: Right here they use the word in this sentence (sentence
3). "In her doq mind...." By the way, I thought that
was quite gOOd (the way) you piCked up on that right away
• .. "In her dog mind." That didn't throw you off at all
(referring to student's oral reading). "In her dog mind.
• .. " Can you read that part right there, that sentence?
M: (Lassie thought) she and Will, the boy who was her ...
I: Can you tell me what word comes after "her"? Can you
point to the word that comes after "her", ". . . the boy
Who was her.•.. "? Okay. And it's "m-a-s." Is there
anytbing else we need to know?
M: Rigbt here (pointing to "ter" on the next line).
I: Why do we need to knoW' this to knoW' the word that
after "her"?
M: There's an "r" at the end, sort of.
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I: Um-hm.
M: Like.
I: And here you've got "m-a-s" and something after the "s"
there. • . . Do you kno........hat that is?
M: A • • • hyphen?
I: Yes. "M-a-s tl and then a hyphen. what have we got next?
M: "t-e-r."
I: Yeah, okay. Why have they got it like that, I vender?
M: Because where they couldn' t fit it down here. . . •
I: So actually the word is either "m-a-s" hyphen "twa-r" or
else they showed with the hyphen there that thQY couldn't
finish it and it would be "m-a-s-t-e-r" and the hyphen was
only used to show it joins, is that right? (Investigator
wrote the word on a sheet of paper.) I wonder what that
word could be now?
M: It looks something like "monster."
I: Monster.... It looks something like "monster" doesn't
it (Investigator wrote "monster") because it started with
an "m" and it's got "s-t-e-r", ll-sterH and we've got an
"m" at the beginning. But ....e've got an "o-n" there. But
we need an "a" (pointing to the two words written by
Investigator) . . . "m-a-s-t-e-r. to I ....onder what word
that could be? It means something the same as an owner of
a dog; but the owner or the person there in this case is
actually a boy, a male. What's another word for owner
. . . of a dog? The dog is o....ned by a person: and the
person who owns him or is in charge of him is called .
M: I don't kno .
I: Could that ord be owner?
M: No.
I: No. Why not?
M: Because it starts ....ith "mil.
I: Well, the boy ....ho was her.. . could it be "playmate"?
M: No.
I: It couldn't be that could it? Could it be ... "master"?
The boy ....ho was her master?
M: Yes.
I: 'ies? But does "master" make sense there? You had the dog
and the owner of the dog, the boy, is called a master?
Does that make sense?
M: I think.
I: Have you ever heard tell of that?
M: Yes.
I: Have you ever heard tell of a person who was the owner
called a master?
M: Yes, it's like a little boy is a master.
I: Yes, that's right. Sometimes, probably when you got mail
when you were a little kid--or maybe even now some people
don't like to call you ttister (stUdent's name) yet, they
may sometimes call you Master (student's name) when they
address it. I can remember getting things like that--
Master (Investigator's name).
M: I got one, I think, so far.
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I: well, that's what it means, alright. It refers to a boy.
so, sometimes that word is used, "MastGr." Do you know of
any other ....ays that the word "master" is used?
M: Like a king, a master of people.
I: That's right, yes. Or like the famous "Masters of the
Universe. "
M: Like He-Man.
I: Yes. Well, to a dog, I guess the boy who is the owner or
is in charge of him is like the master. Do you know what
they call the Woman or girl?
M: The ... oh, I'm not sure.
I: Well, it's this one ... (Investigator wrote "mistress"
on the sheet of paper). That's the term that they ~.:;le.
Have you ever heard this word (pointing to IIMistress U )
Mary, Quite contrary, How does your garden grow? Do you
know the word that goes in that?
M: No.
I: "Mistress. I! Mistress Mary, Quite contrary, How does your
garden grow? Well, that· 5 what it is. ":Mistress" is for
a girl or a woman ... when she's the owner•... And
"Master" is a man or a boy who is the owner. • . . well, I
thought you got a really good start on that story. Do you
think you're going to like this story?
M: Yeah.
I: I wonder ... we still haven't found out very much about
What that "digging up" might be all about. They were
talking about planes there, and out in the field. . ..
Well, you'll find out all about it over the next few days
as you start working on (the book) .
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Feedback by Inyestigator Following Oral Reading
~ Sam in start-Up Session 7
I: Would you say, from your first reading of the book, that
it looks like it might be easy, medium or hard?
S: Hard.
I: Hard? What do you think makes it hard?
S: The long words and stuff.
I: Yes? Do you think it· s only thQ long words?
s: Well, some short ones.
I: Maybe we could read some together . . . I'll read some
with you and I'll ask you a couple of things there. I'll
read the first ODe to get us started. (Read: "But he
remained as full of mischief as a puppy," which immediate-
ly precedes the segment contained on the typescript.)
Now, the next part here . . . what do you think (the story
is about) in the next part, here ... the part you just
read? What do you think this is about?
S: I think it was about when him and the cat was playing
chase and wrecking the house and that. This other. . . .
Hiss (1 can't get her name) ... Champ played with her or
something.
I: What kind of things did Champ do with that woman, Miss, do
you know?
s: I don't know because I couldn't get the words.
1: okay, well let· s see what we can do together as a team,
alright .......ould you read the first line as far as the
period right there. (Pointing to sentence 1.)
S: He ... he he.
1: Having trouble ith the second word there?
s: Umm.
I: Okay. Why don't you skip that, for a moment anyway, and
see if that helps you.
S: The cat understand she flew over him, then....
I: We can stop there (at "him"). Did that make sense to you,
what you said? (Repeats sentence as it was finally pro-
duced by student.)
s: No. That wasn't the word after "she."
I: It made sense from having seen what's happening in the
picture didn't it. Because sometimes you say the cat
"flies" at you, right? 'tou know, even though the cat
doesn't have wings. sometimes you say "the cat flew right
at you." It just means that she went so fast; it
describes how she went. She didn't really fly like a bird
would fly. right? So what you said did make sense. But
you were wondering ... you were thinking that it wasn't
exactly that written down there. Is that what you ....ere
thinking?
s: Umm.
I: Why were you thinking that?
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s: Because it ,",ould be weird. Because a cat wouldn't jump on
top of a dog' or something.
I: Okay, now what would a dog have to do maybe to cause that?
5: Try to hit the cat.
I: Okay. 'ies. And do you think that Champ or Clown or
whatever the dog is called there . . . do you think that
that dog would hit the cat or try to hurt the cat?
5: No.
I: What might he do, though. if he was always causing ...
like it said here, he was full of mischief? What might a
dog, or even a person, do to an animal it he were full of
mischief? What might you do to get the cat to fly at you
like you said?
5: Bug 'em.
I: Bug 'em? Okay, what's another word tor "bug"?
S: Tease.
I: Okay. Now, I'm wondering. Is the word "tease" used in
this first sentence? Have a look at it and see.
S: He teased the cat.
I: 'iou think this (pointing to Iltease") is "tease", here? It
does look like the word tease and it tits there, doesn't
it. 'ies, it is the word "tease." Maybe When you look at
(the sentence) now, see it you can make better sense of
it.
5: He teased the cat until she•.•.
I: Okay, where are you looking now? At this word? And what
does this say?
5: "From" or "tor."
I: Which would it be, "from" or "tor"?
5: "For."
I: Okay. So you've got "He teased the cat until she.
something ... tor hi"."
5: until she went for hi•.
I: 'ieah! very good indeed. That's right. Then, he fled.
What does that mean, "he fled ll? Fled. Like you said "The
robbers fled the scene." What does that mean?
5: I don't know.
I: Well, that means they "took off. 1t So, then he fled,
pretending terror. So "pretending tetror" means that he
took off pretending he was terrified by this cat. Now,
where did he go? Well, you said he went . • . something
the house he ran. Now, what would that be there? "Then
he fled, pretending terror." What could that word be
. . . the house he ran? What would make sense there?
5: Through.
I: Through the house he ran. Very good! How about you start
reading right there and finish oft right there (pointing
to sentences 1, 2, and 3).
5: He teased the cat until she ... went for hiJII. Then, he
. . . (I don't know the word) . . . pretending terror.
Through the house he ran.
I: Okay. Here's a picture that shows what's going on. In
that picture, it talks about different things. This thing
here, what's that?
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A rug.
A rug•••. Okay, and what's this?
A chair.
Alright. Now, what do you think is happening to all ot
that stutt ... with the doq running around with the cat
after hilll?
S: Flying over the house.
I: "Through the house he ran." NO\l. what happened here?
(pointinq to sentence •. )
5: Rugs••••
I: And then you said ..• you can skip that word (skidded)
for now, what's that?
s: Up the wall.
I: Okay. Rugs. . . something. . . .
S: (Interjection) slid.
I: Good work! Slid ... yes, it could be slid, couldn't it.
That makes sense. And the word that they use here was
skidded. Patricia Lauber decided to use the word skidded,
but that means the same doesn't it? Ruqs skidded up the
....alls. And then what happened?
s: Chairs ... rocked and....
I: What l!l happening to this one (pointing to picture)?
s: Fell.
I: Chairs rocked and tell. Very good! 'les. Alright.
and now, this last part.
S: The house looked as if it. small tornado had ..• had
I: The house looked as it: a 5aall tornado had. . .
S: Wrecked it.
I: Wrecked it, yes. And it wrecked it because it struck.
Struck. The house looked as if a small tornado had
struck. Ever hear tell of that?
Now, let's see what else he did.
s: He ... he tried. No. He teased the ... he teased the
I: Okay. What's this here?
5: Snowball.
I: Okay. And it's got a capital there. So, what do you
think "Snowball" is?
5: The eat's na.e.
t: Okay. You think it's a cat? It could be a cat's name.
I'va heard at: cats called Sno....ball. This one is not a
cat, though. This one is that (pointing to word "horse")
kind of animal.
S: Horse.
I: A horse is right. Ho.... did you know it was ho:se?
S: I just got, like, all mixed up. I saw it and said, "How
do you spell 'house'? House, house." We had it for
spelling once. I gael: .1-u-s-e, and then I goes "horso. II
I: Okay. So he teased the horse, Snowball. What did he do?
5: He .•.
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I: The dog, now. He teased the horse, Snowball. He ...
....e I re talking about a dog. What do you think makes sense
for a dog to do .......hen he's teasing? It's one of the
things he might do.
S: Bite.
I: Bite? Okay, is that word "bite"? It starts of! with lib"
like in "bite."
s: No.
I: No? Alright, what ElIse could it do ... that a dog does?
•.• Dog's are known for this•... Especially when
someone comes around that's new or they get excited.
s: Bark.
I: 'leah! Is that "bark ll ?
s: No.
I: Is it "barking"?
S: No.
I: No? But is it "bark" at the beginning ... b-a-r-k?
s: Umm.
I: Is that bark, b~a-r-k?
S: No, I don't think.
I: It·s not? It is though. It begins with a lib", then
yoU've got "a-r" - "bar"-kah, "bark." And "ed" at the end
makes the word IIbarked lf • • barked. So, it's "He
barked." He leaped for Snowball' s--oh, look what he
leaped for!
5: Snowball's nose.
I: Yeah, He nipped at the horse's ... another part of the
horse..•.
5: Tail.
I: Tail? Would it be "tail"?
S: No. Tail starts with "T".
I: Okay. That's "heels." Snowball tried to defend himself.
Clown danced away from Snowball's hoofs. Snowball was
usually a calm ..• quiet horse. I wonder was he calm
and quiet around Clown, or Champ?
S: No, I don't think.
I: (Explained what the student shoUld do to prepare for Wrap-
Up Session in about a week's time.)
H9..t§.. In the story, Champ: Gallant Collie, the dog'S name
changes from Clown to Champ.
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APPENDIX T
student Interview after thg Comp1f!tion of
the Individualized Reading Programs
Name: John: May IS, 1990
In your opinion, what were the best things about this
reading proj eet?
First we got to listen to you on tape. Then we got to
read to our mothers by ourselves and tell our parents
about it.
Do you think this reading project has helped you?
(Explain. )
Yeah. It's helped me in reading, spelling, and stuff
like that. It's helped me in a whole lot of ways.
Would you recommend that other people try this kind of
reading project? (Explain.)
Yeah. Especially people that don't know he'" to read
very much.
If someone else wanted to try a reading project like
this, what things could be changed to improve it?
Well, they could change •.. the kind of books that
we've been having. Like we haves mystery novels and
stuff life that. Well, they could have ... stuff
like •.. funny novels and that. People likes them
too.
Which face best shovs your opinion of the reading
project? (circle one.)
(John circled the "happiest" face on the range of 5
facial expressions.)
6. I: For each of the folloving aspects of the reading
project, tell vhat you liked and vhat you didn't like
about •.•
1- r,
J'
2. r:
J:
3. r:
J:
4. r:
J:
5. r:
J:
6.A. I: selecting the books.
J: (Liked.) You could select your own books; and if you
didn't get a chance to read one book, YOU'd get a
chance at it again after. We selected any book we
liked and we had three sessicns to select them. And
every tillle we selected a book, we might have had new
books, and that.
(Didn't like.) When you wants that same book and
someone else got it before you.
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6.8. I: Start-up Sessions .
.1: (Liked.) Mostly I liked it all because it was fun.
(Didn't like.) Nothing.
6.C. I: using the books in the grade 4 classroom .
.1: (Liked.) I liked that because that helped me a lot.
Like sometimes I bes (i.e., "..• I am ... n) there
around for 10 minutes just trying to rigure out one
word. And like I used to read it over with my tape
and then turn it off and read it silentlY again.
(Didn I t like.) Sometimes when the teacher talks I
can't hear her (bQcausa. of the headphonos) and someone
has to tell me the teacher wants me (i.e., after
silent reading has finished).
6.0. I: using the books at home •
.1: (Liked.) Because when 1 1m bored--like I use it for
silent reading at hO'l1e, too--but when I'm bored, I
just takes out the book and lie do....n in the chair and
listen to it.
(Didn't like.) Sometimes, when I've got to go to bed,
it's like 1
'
m not allo....ed to have anything on--like a
tape recorder or anythinq like that. When I'm out in
the living room, I don't like it because I've got to
do my silent reading and there bes qood shows on. So
I've got to do it when the good shows are on, too.
6. E. I: Wrap-Up Sessions.
J: (Liked.) I liked that because then me and you gets to
read.•.. You reads half of it and I reads half of
it.
(Didn't like.) Only sometimes when it's Language Arts
and ....e're making stuff down (in grade 4 classroom) and
it's like I've got to come and do my Wrap-Up Session
•.. that's pretty fun, though .•• the Wrap-Up
sessions.
6.F. I: Any other things about the reading project we haven't
talked about?
J: Nothing.
'"
Student Interview after the cornpl§!tioD of
the Individualized Beading programs
Name: Max Date: Kay 15, 1990
1. I: In your opinion, what were the best things about this
reading project?
M: When we're reading along •.. when there's a hard
word .•. it was always on the tape player. (A-1so)
we got to pick our own books.
2. I: Do you think this reading project has helped you?
(Explain.)
M: Yeah, with some words. Like, if we don't know how to
spell, it's on the tape player. And after a While,
when you does it over sometimes, you knows what (the
word) says and that.
3. I: Would you recommend that other people try this kind of
reading project? (Explain.)
M: Mm. Yeah. Maybe if you're not very good at spelling.
4. I: If someone else wanted to try a reading project like
this, what things could be changed to improve it?
M: Well, nothing to mel I liked it the way it was.
S. I: Which face best shows your opinion of the reading
project? (Circle one.)
M: (Max circled the "hc.ppiest face" on the range of S
facial expressions.)
6. I: For each of the following aspects of the reading
project, tell what you liked and what you didn't like
about •..
6.A. I: selecting the books.
H: (Liked.) If we didn't like (a book) we could put it
back and pick a different one, count off a hundred
words and see if it's too hard, easy, or in between.
(Didn't like.) Maybe, if you had the book and after
you read it, like, you didn't like it and you already
had it picked.
6.B. I: Start-Up Sessions.
M: (Liked.) I liked when we .•. after, when you
opened it up again, we could look and see when we
started off. (Apparently, this was a reference to
Wrap-Up sessions.) At first I liked the best where it
was our first time (choosing books and reading them
with tape player).
(Didn't like.) Nothing.
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6.C. I: Using the books in the grade 4 classroom.
M: (Liked.) I saw 'em before and I didn' read 'em. So I
had a chance to read 'em then. Sometimes when it was
reading time I already had a book, and I wasn't
finished ..,ith it; so I wanted to finish off that one.
And when I qot that one finished, I went down to qet
it and it was gone ..• I should have hid it.
(Didn't like.) Nothing.
6.0. I: using the books at home.
M: (Liked.) You probably read 'em before..•• If you
read •em be fore and you knows all the words in it, you
could read it yourself too.
(Didn't like.) Nothing.
6.E. I: Wrap-Up Sessions.
H: (Liked.) Well, like when you're finished with the
book you tells all about it on the tape and that.
(Didn't like.) Maybe if it was a good book, you
wanted to keep it ... and you didn't want to give it
back.
6.F. I: Any other things about the reading project we haven't
talked about?
M: Nothing.
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Student Interview after the Completion of
Name: Sam Date: Hay 15, 1990
1- I'
S,
"
S,
I'
S,
2. I'
S,
3. I'
S,
I'
S,
4. I'
S,
In your opinion, what were the best things about this
reading project?
The things I liked are listening to the headsets. And
telling the best parts of the story (after) you reads
it. And starting a new book. other things are ...
when I reads a book ... at night. I've got Doth!n'
to do, I likes getting lind reading a book. But where
there's words I can't ... I have trouble (with): but
with the tape, 1 likes listening to it.
When you're listening to the story on tape, do you
like to follow along in the book as well?
That I s what I usually does.
00 you follow along with the words as well as just
listening'l
Sometimes ... r follows along with the words and
stops the tape and goes back and tries to read it out,
like. Like that part where you've got those (coding
stickers), when I usually goes over that with the
tape, I stops and I goes back to see if I could read
it.
Do you think this reading project has helped you?
(EXplain.)
Yeah, I've found some changes. Before, I couldn't get
some of the spelling words and now r can. And I'm
learning new words and stuff, like, from the books.
Would you recommend that other people try this kind of
reading project? (Explain.)
Yes, I'd say. With other people, the teacher don't
know a good way to teach them or something . . . then
they can tryout (this project) and see it it works
. . . and try to teach the students with it.
Do you think that other students around your age or
grade might be interested in this?
Mm. (Yes.)
If someone else wanted to try a reading project like
this, what things could be changed to improve it?
Maybe they could change, like instead of having the
headsets, get their parents to read to them and get
them to read it after ... like try to read half of
part one or something. Or like all those things we
had to do in our (folder). probably they wouldn't be
allowed to go to part two until they did all the
things in part one.
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5. I: Which lace best shows your opinion ot the reading
project? (Circle one.)
s: (Sa. circled the "happiest" face on the range of 5
facial expressions.)
6. I: For each of the following aspects of the reading
project, tell what you liked and what you didn't like
about •.•
6.A. I: Selectinq the books.
s: (Liked.) I had fun finding new books and hearing
about new authors. And I likes picking out the new
books.
(Didn·t like.) When you wants a book and someone else
gets it and then you can't have it (right away).
6.8. I: Start-Up Sessions.
5: (Liked.) You gets to hear about the book and find out
what it's like, when you're reading it (with 11\8).
(Didn't like.) When you've got to read it back ...
I haves a little trouble and that's why I don't like
it that llluch.
I: I think you mentioned a few times that you don't spend
a lot of time reading out loud is that right?
s: I don't really like reading out loud because I get a
lot ot words I make mistakes in.
I: ordinarily ... forgetting about the reading project
•.. ordinarily, how often or in what situations do
you read out loud? Do you ever read out loud to
anybody?
S: Sometimes I reads out loud. Like, I can't •..
(student struggled to express his ideas) ••. say, it
I read a book to Hom and she asked me to read it to my
Aunt, like, I'll start to get words, like, missed out
and I'll make mista.kes and I'll get right ..,orried and
stuft. That's why I don't like reading out loud. But
say it it was like my little cousin, like about 4 or 5
year old, and they asked you to read a book they had
in their room, then I'll read it and I won't be
worried or nothin'.
I: Did you feel sort of worried when, say, I asked you to
read out loud?
S: Like, the fiut time I did the book thing, when we
were just starting it all, and you asked me to read it
out loud, I was right worried if I got a word wrong,
like I'd mess it all up. And that's why I got worried
the first time, until you told me it was alright it
you got a mistake.
I: So really the part that's causing a little bit of
difficulty tor you when you read out loud is the way
people react to it. Is that it?
5: Mm. (Yes.)
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I: So if a little kid enjoys the story or if whoever is
listening doesn I t sort of start pointing out mistakes
or whatever they might call it, then you don't mind
reading out loud.
S: Mm. (Yes.)
I: I thlnk that that's a very important thing for people
who are listening . . . and I I m sure you probably.
when you're listening to someone read ... know that
even though you might have some ideas that you think
they should have done something else. still I guess
you realize what happens when someone sort of butts
in.
S: Mm. (Yes.)
6.C. I: using the books in the grade 4 classroom.
S: (Liked.) When you're reading a book and you just gets
to the ending and it's real exciting and the teacher
says, "OK, class. silent reading's over ll and you're
getting right nervous and you .....ants to see what tho
next part is. . . .
I: So that's the part you didn't like.
S: That's the part I liked ... like, waiting for it.
That's the part I liked.
I: Oh, you liked having to wait to find out what
happened.
5: Yeah, I tries to think of what might happen. Like,
say if I was reading Jeffrey's Ghost, that part where
they .....ere heading home and (if) the teacher told me to
stop--she didn't really--I was there getting ready to
go and (while I was) I was trying to think of what
.....ill happen. When he couldn't find Jeffrey on his way
home I was there••.. "Did he disappear? Where did
he go? Was he just like a friend to come and help or
somQthing?" That's what I likes about it.
I: That's the way that people who really enjoy reading
and are good at reading . . . that's the way they get
involved with books. Just like that. It goes to show
you I re really developing well as a reader • . . you're
experiencing all the things that people who enjoy
reading and are good at reading do. That's what we
all do ... and we think about "What's happening
next? What might happen?" and "I can't wait to find
outl" Those are all the things that show you're
really developing well, as a reader.
S: (Didn't like.) When you're listening to the tape and
you're just in the middle of the page, the teacher
says that silent reading is over (and you can·t
finish) and then when you get home you're all lost and
you can't find your spot.
I: So that's a good place for the boolcJno.rks we made.
Maybe ',Ie should have made a lot more.
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6.0. I: Using the books at home.
s: (Liked.) When you've got nothing to do or just
hanging around the house or at night when you can't
get to sleep •.. you can listen to the tape.•..
(Didn't like.) Say if I was going to my Nan and Pop's
and Mom told me to take a book to read • • • my
friends come along but Mom says first to finish the
part in the book and I've got to finish it but I want
to go out with my friends.
6.E. I: Wrap-up Sessions.
5: (Liked.) I can't wait to see what the next book will
be like.
(Didn't like.) waiting (for the next book).
6.F. I: Any other things about the reading project we haven't
talked about?
S: HoW did we like using our headsets. Did we find it
good or bad?
I: Okay. What did you think about using the headsets?
s: (Liked.) I thought it was kind of fun wearing
headset~ (While reading a book) .
(Didn't like.) If you're in bed listening and you
wants to lie down, and the thing (on the headset)
sticks right into your ear.




